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1 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2367P and 2367T Wabash EMD F3 diesel A-B units, C6.  Clean battery compartment.

2 Postwar Hornby Speedboat, “Hawk”.  Tinplate boat with approximately 80% paint, dinged starboard stern corner, C6.
Missing key.  Propeller is missing a blade.  Motor feels as though tension increases, prop hesitantly turns.  Boat measures
approximately 9-3/8 inches long.

3 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 33 New York Central center cab electric locomotive, C5-6.

4 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2347 Chesapeake and Ohio GP-7 diesel locomotive, hairline at front screw and touchups, C6.

5 Modern era Williams Reproductions O gauge chassis with a reproduction Lionel 2331 Virginian Fairbanks Morse
Trainmaster diesel locomotive, C8.

6 Postwar JEP-2 tinplate key wind mechanical speed boat, restored.  Key applies tension to motor and prop turns very slow.
Missing windshield.  Boat looks C7.  Boat measures approximately 12-1/2 inches long from tip of bow to tip of rudder.

7 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2367C Southern EMD F3b diesel locomotive with touchups on one end, otherwise rest should
clean C6-7.

8 Postwar Tri-Ang 241 M Southern Railway delivery truck, mechanical windup missing key, bed is loose.  Dinky Supertoys
Guy, Ever Ready delivery truck, missing spare tire.  Trucks look C6 area.

9 Postwar Lionel O gauge GE 44 ton diesel switchers, two 629 Northern Pacific and one 629 Burlington, one 628  has
hairline at screw, C6.

10 Postwar Lionel O gauge Alco diesel locomotive units, two 209P New Haven A, two 217C Boston and Maine B, and 226C
Boston and Maine B.  One 209P has piece missing at tab slot of shell nose, sold as is with no return.  Other 209 is missing
horn.  Trains otherwise should clean C6 area.

11 Postwar Marx lithographed tinplate mechanical windup Midget Race cars, racers.  Five cars total, all with working motors.
No. 3, two No. 4, No. 5, and No. 7.

12 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 60 trolley, blue letters and two piece bumpers in original box with insert missing flaps.  No.
3927 track cleaning car in original C8 box with two, one piece 3927-75 cylinders.  Motorized units should clean to look
good C6.

13 Postwar Lionel O gauge 216 Burlington Alco diesel A unit, C6.

14 Prewar Lionel O gauge 225 steam locomotive with 2235 whistle tender.  Tender has a couple very small old touchups and
is missing coupler key.

15 Modern era Lionel 13804 reproduction of 437 switch signal tower, C8-9.

16 Postwar Lionel O gauge 50 gang car w/center horn, U shaped bumper mounts; 51 Navy Yard switcher w/ hairline at screw,
cracked window strut, missing small handrails, dinged cab corner/edge; and 69 track maintenance.  Trains look C6 area.

17 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2344P, 2344C, and 2344T New York Central EMD F3 A-B-A diesel locomotive units.  P has
broken ladder trim, paint splatters, original porthole lens, and clean battery compartment, C6 area.  C looks C6-7.  T has
two missing porthole lens, C6.  2344C original box with tape repairs, no missing flaps included.

18 Dinky Supertoys 887 Unic Tractor with Air BP Tanker, operating headlight, pipes & components, and operating openings
on tanker for filling and emptying.  Truck looks C9 area.  Original box looks C9 area.  Original instructions sheet included.

19 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 steam locomotive and 2426W Lionel Lines diecast twelve wheel whistle tender, older
touchups on front of tender frame, lots of marker touchups to loco, C6 area.
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20 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 318E center cab electric locomotive and 517 caboose, restored to look C7-8.

21 Postwar Hornby Speedboat Condor with original key and stand.  Mechanical windup boat has some wear to paint on motor
cover and some rust on stand.  Boat retains 95-98% original paint, C7 area.  Motor works well, propellor spins nicely.

22 Prewar American Flyer signal switch tower, partially restored to look nicer  C6.

23 Postwar Lionel O gauge 400 powered and 404 dummy, Baltimore and Ohio Budd RDC train cars, C6.

24 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2243 Missouri-Kansas-Texas The Texas Special F3 diesel A-B units, C6.  Original porthole lens,
clean battery compartment.

25 Two postwar JEP Ruban Bleu No. 2 speed boats, mechanical key wind up.  One boat appears to be complete, other is
missing at least the hull/motor cover.  One extra key wind motor included, may or may not be JEP.

26 Postwar Lionel O gauge 623 A.T.S.F. and 624 Chesapeake and Ohio, NW2 diesel switcher locomotives.  624 has old very
small touchup to cab roof.  623 has missing handrails and glue repaired smoke stack.  Trains look C6 area.

27 Postwar JEP 9-1/2 inch long clockwork motor driven tinplate sedan with license plate 7475-JEP, C6.  Motor works well.

28 Postwar Lionel O gauge 020X 45 degree crossing, two 394 rotating beacons, and 395 floodlight tower.  One 394 is missing
bulb and beacon head.  Crossover has surface rust, C5.  Towers look C6-7. boxes have missing flaps, both 394 have inserts.

29 Corgi 98460-9964 case of six Greyhound Lines/Trailways buses in original boxes.  Busses appear to have been removed
from boxes for inspection or display, C9.  Boxes show no wear other than loss of tissue.

30 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 470, 471, and 473 Santa Fe Alco PA-PB-PA diesel locomotives.  473 has detached horn,
470 has missing horn tips, 471 has two partially missing steps.  Trains otherwise look C6.  Two boxes missing flaps
included.

31 Prewar Lionel standard gauge 380 steam locomotive, restored C6-7.

32 Postwar Marx Roadside Rest Service Station tinplate toy, partially restored to look C7-8 area with missing item from
corner.

33 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2349 Northern Pacific GP-9 and 2365 Chesapeake and Ohio GP-7, diesel road switcher
locomotives.  2349 has clear coating/polishing to finish and 2365 has a small touchup and surface rust.  Trains look C6
area.

34 Modern era Lionel O gauge 17880 Denver & Rio Grande Western LCCA convention caboose, unrun c9-10.  18446 Great
Northern rotary snowplow, test run C9.  Boxes show little wear.

35 Postwar Lionel O gauge 600 Missouri Kansas Texas with split at screw and 613 Union Pacific with hairline at screw, NW2
road switcher diesel locomotives, C6.

36 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 643 Circus flatcar with reproduction semi and animal wagons/cages.  Wood is
reproduction.  Deck of flatcar is repainted.  Flat car looks C6.

37 Prewar Lionel 189 and 191 villas, four  total, C5-6.  One 189 has painted dormer window trim and lithography brick work
on chimney.

38 Postwar JEP Ruban Bleu No. 1 tinplate mechanical windup speed boat.  Boat has some dings, spot of rust bubbling paint
on port side near stern corner.  Boat retains 95-99% original paint, C7 area.
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39 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2348 Minneapolis and St. Louis and two 2328 Burlington Route GP diesel road switcher diesel
locomotives.  One 2328 has repainted frame, other has bent frame at pilot/handrail and battery damage.   Trains look C5-6.

40 J. Chein & Co. Hurcules Ferris Wheel, lithographed tinplate mechanical windup toy.  Key winds motor and applies tension
to spring, wheel turns nice and freely.  Toy has a little very light surface rust here and there, looks C6 area, but should
clean and polish to at least lower C7 area.  Toy retains 90-96% original paint.

41 Postwar American Flyer S gauge operating accessories in original boxes, two 770 loading platforms, with track contactors,
control buttons, crates and milk cans, and one instructions sheet.  Both have damaged workers, both look C6.  One box is
slightly crushed, no torn or missing flaps.

42 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2056 steam locomotive, 2046 Lionel Lines whistle tender, 237 steam loco, unnumbered tender
without whistle.  237 is missing a window strut, trains otherwise look C6.

43 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar. Fifteen cars in C8 condition, no boxes.

44 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar. Fifteen cars in C8 condition, no boxes.

45 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar. Fourteen cars in C8 condition, no boxes.

46 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar. Fifteen cars in C8 condition, no boxes.

47 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar. Fifteen cars in C8 condition, no boxes.

48 Lionel modern O Gauge freight cars in OBs. Includes 51501 Baltimore and Ohio hopper, 51402 Chesapeake and Ohio
stock car, 51300 Shell tank car, and 51701 New York Central caboose. Cars are C8, no boxes.

49 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road electric loco and passenger cars including 8558 Little Joe, 9506 RPO, City of
Milwaukee coach with numbers removed, 9501 Aberdeen coach, and 9527 FDR observation. C7.

50 Lionel Postwar O gauge Union Pacific 2023 Alco power and dummy set. Powered loco is missing battery door. Locos are
C6 with some light frame rust and paint wear.

51 Lionel Postwar O gauge motorized units. Includes 3360 burro crane, 3360 burro crane with Illinois Central herald painted
on, and 520 Lionel Lines boxcab loco with partially broken pantograph. C6-7.

52 Lionel Postwar O gauge custom Union Pacific City of Los Angeles set. Alco A-B-A set which has been custom painted
and decaled. Locos are C6. Cars include coach, vista dome, and observation. Cars are painted to C6-7. See photos for best
description.

53 Lionel Postwar O gauge Union Pacific 2033 Alco A-A power and dummy pair. Locos are C6-7 with some light wear.
Powered frame has some battery damage and light rust.

54 Lionel modern O gauge Santa Fe loco and passenger cars Includes 8020 Alco A, 16057 Pullman, 16055 Pullman, 16056
Vista Dome, and 16060 observation. Trains are generally C7

55 Lionel prewar O gauge trains including 262 steam locomotive and tender, two 610 Pullman cars, and 612 observation.
Loco and cars are C6 area. Car roofs appear repainted. Cars have some light rust on the bodies and trucks.

56 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 682 Pennsylvania turbine with 2046W-50 whistle tender. Loco has repainted shell
and tender has repainted frame. Cars include 6464-50 Minneapolis & St. Louis boxcar, 6520 searchlight missing one
coupler, 6462 New York Central gondola, 6362-50 wheel flat car, and 6357 Southern Pacific caboose. Trains are C6-7.

57 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW type R transformer. Cord is a replacement. C7.
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58 Lionel prewar O gauge trains including 229 steam locomotive with 2689W whistle tender, 2654 Sunoco tank car, 3651
operating log dump car, 2656 Lionel Lines stock car, 2652 Lionel gondola, and 2757 Pennsylvania caboose. Trains are C6
to lower C7 area.

59 Lionel modern O gauge Illinois Central diesel locomotives. Includes 8030 GP-9, 8669 U boat, and 8254 GP-9 dummy.
Locos are C7, U boat has screw hole crack in nose.

60 Lionel prewar O gauge 249E steam locomotive with 2225W Lionel Lines whistle tender. Loco and tender are C6 with
paint scratching and some areas of rust where the paint has scratched.

61 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania steam locomotive and passenger cars. Includes 8141 loco and Pennsylvania tender,
9513 Penn Square coach, 9515 Washington Circle, 9521 baggage, 19002 dining car, 9514 Times Square, and 9510 RPO.
Trains are generally C7, loco has some wear on the steam chest.

62 American Flyer postwar S gauge trains including 290 steam locomotive and tender, 42597 log flat car, 625 Gulf tank car,
631 T&P gondola, and warped and cracked 630 caboose. Trains are C6 to C7.

63 American Flyer postwar S gauge trains including 312 Pennsylvania loco and tender, 719 dump car, 629 Missouri Pacific
stock car, 630 reading caboose, 633 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 630 reading caboose, 632 LNE hopper, 625 Shell tank,
625 Shell tank, Virginian diecast hopper, and 642 American Flyer boxcar. Cars C5+ to C7. See photos for best description.

64 American Flyer prewar O gauge trains including 3180 loco and tender. Loco wheels have casting fatigue around screw
holes, 311267 Pennsylvania hopper, 1228 Sinclair tank, and 1127 American Flyer Lines caboose, C6 area.

65 American Flyer postwar S gauge trains including 21165 Erie steam locomotive, two 24329 Hooker tank cars one missing
ladders, C2001 Post hay thrower boxcar, and 24103 Norfolk and Western gondola. Trains are C6 to C7.

66 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 48307 Western Pacific boxcar, 9301 Baltimore
and Ohio gondola, 48600 Southern Pacific hopper, 48407 Gilbert tank car, 48802 Pennsylvania reefer, 48802 Pennsylvania
reefer, and 9206 New York Central hopper. Cars are C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

67 Lionel modern O gauge Nickel Plate 757 Berkshire steam locomotive. Loco features smoke, can motor, and Railsounds
equipped tender. Loco is C7 with some paint chips on tender and loco edges.

68 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road passenger cars. 11 cars include 9506, 9503, 9522, 9504, 9505, 19003, 9511,9502,
9500, 9501, and 9527

69 K Line modern O gauge Pennsylvania 4912 five stripe Tuscan GG-1 electric locomotive. C7 with a few paint scratches.

70 Lionel modern and Postwar O gauge. Includes 8855 Milwaukee Road SD-18 diesel locomotive. 9269 Milwaukee Road
caboose, and custom Milwaukee Road little Joe built from Alcos and postwar frame. See photos for best description. Lot
sold as is.

71 American Flyer postwar S gauge freight cars including 920 GAEX boxcar, 982 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine
boxcar, 923 Illinois Central refrigerator, two 923 MKT boxcars, 976 Missouri Pacific operating stock car, two 806
American Flyer Lines cabooses, two 988 ART reefers, 984 New Haven boxcar, and 926 Gulf tank car. Cars are C6-7.

72 American Flyer postwar S gauge trains including 283 Chicago and Northwestern steam locomotive 948 track cleaning car,
633 Baltimore and Ohio caboose, 942 Seaboard boxcar, 945 work caboose, and 24575 Borden's flat. Trains are generally
C6.

73 American Flyer postwar S gauge Comet passenger set. Includes 466 Alco PA powered A 960 Columbus combo, 962
Hamilton observation, and 963 Washington observation. C6.
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74 American Flyer prewar trains including 3 rail steam locomotive with Pennsylvania tender, 478 boxcar, repainted 476
gondola, green flat missing load, and 484 caboose. Trains are C6.

75 American Flyer postwar S gauge trains including 310 steam locomotive and tender, 629 Missouri Pacific stock car, 634
searchlight car, 641 Frisco gondola, 631 T&P gondola, 625G Gulf tank 630 Reading caboose, and 716 operating hopper.
Trains are C6.

76 KMT postwar O gauge trains including 42010 cannon car in incorrect OB, 0502:1.98 Frisco caboose kit in OB, 5066 Bexel
gondola, 2716 MKT Alco powered A unit, 2716 Burlington powered and dummy A unit pair, 2716 Bexel powered Alco A
unit, repainted Rock Island boxcar, Bexel boxcar, Bexel tank car, Dow 610 tank car, Frisco 2716 powered and dummy
Alco A pair, Bexel caboose, C&EI 97786 hopper, 85023 Katy boxcar, and 34005 New Haven boxcar. Cars are C5+ to
lower C7. See photos for best description.

77 Lionel modern O gauge trains including 8659 Virginian rectifier, 6572 REA reefer, 9860 Gold Medal reefer, 6464-600
Southern Pacific boxcar, 9854 Baby Ruth reefer, 9411 Lackawanna boxcar, 9876 Vermont Milk reefer, 9114 Morton Salt
hopper, 9737 Central Vermont boxcar, 9696 Union Pacific boxcar, 9758 Alaska boxcar, 9856 Old Milwaukee reefer, and
9763 Rio Grande stock car. Cars and loco are C7 condition.

78 Lionel Postwar O gauge culvert accessories including 345 culvert unloader, 342 culvert loader, connecting ramp, and 6342
New York Central culvert gondola. Both accessories have repaired handrails otherwise C6-7.

79 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 1615 steam locomotive with partially repainted shell and Lionel Lines tender,
6119-25 DL&W work caboose, Erie crane missing numbers, and 6262 flat with wheels. C6-7.

80 Postwar Lionel O gauge 211P and 211T MKT The Texas Special Alco diesel A units, typical tight crack in pilot on each,
some rust on frames, trains look C6 area.  3474 Western Pacific operating boxcar, should clean better C6.  3854 PRR
automatic merchandise car, missing trim, flaking paint, touchups, chipped shell, hairline in underside, a little rust on some
door guides, restoration candidate, sold as is with no returns.  For more description please view our photos.

81 Postwar/prewar Lionel O gauge 97 coal elevator with controller (mottled bin), two 1045 flagman, two 160 bins, 206 bag of
artificial   coal, 167 whistle controller w/tattered part of a box, and 91 circuit breaker.  Items look C6 area.  91 case/shell
could clean and polish C7-8, metal is oxidized, cover plate could look C7, nice piece with cleaning and restoring.  Two red
control buttons, light bulb, O gauge track clip, and wooden smoke tamper included.

82 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 steam locomotive and unnumbered whistle tender.  Trains look nice C6.  Tender looks to have
been rewired, older.

83 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2243P and 2243T Santa Fe EMD F3 diesel A-B units with original boxes.  Trains look C6,
powered unit has rust in battery compartment.  P box has writing and missing material of an outer flap.  C box has clear
tape, small skinning spot, no missing flaps.

84 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2378P The Milwaukee Road F3a diesel locomotive in original box, nicks and hairlines in shell,
repainted chassis.   Redecorated postwar  2378C The Milwaukee Road F3b diesel locomotive shell with postwar chassis,
repainted.  Trains look C5-6.  P box is original, with a little clear tape, looks C7.  C box is Reproduction.

85 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2338 The Milwaukee Road GP-7 diesel, partially missing step/piece of a pilot and a little rust
around fuel tank/battery door.  2339 Wabash GP-7 diesel  loco with tiny scuff to very corner of roof near vents.  Trains
look C6 area.

86 Postwar Lionel O gauge 681 steam locomotive with 2046W-50 Pennsylvania whistle tender, loco has touchups down sides,
C6.

87 Prewar Lionel O gauge 226E steam locomotive (repainted shell) with 2226W whistle tender, C6-7 trains just need a little
more work to be pretty nice/finished.
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88 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6250 Seaboard NW2 diesel switcher locomotives, one is rubber stamped and one is decaled.
Decaled has missing and replaced trim, hairline in nose, C6.  Rubber stamped has some light surface rust on underside,
better C6.

89 Greenberg’s Guide to Lionel Trains 1901-1942 Vol. IV prewar sets, very light/light wear.  1936 full year of The Model
Railroader magazine, January through December, 1963.  Some have some wear and tear to spine of covers, otherwise a
very clean and nice lot of magazines.

90 Postwar American Flyer S gauge transformers, No. 4B with original cord, Model 9 needs cord, and No. 15 with original
cord in original box with inserts and instructions sheet.  No. 4B and No. 15B look C7 area.  Model 9 is sold as is with no
returns.  No. 15B box looks C7 area.

91 Postwar Lionel O gauge 56 Minneapolis and St. Louis industrial diesel switcher, reproduction shell on postwar chassis
missing end hand rails, C7.  2028 Pennsylvania GP-7 diesel road switcher locomotive with an original box with clear tape.
Loco has been re-lettered, C6.  Box is very square and solid with no missing flaps.

92 Postwar Lionel O gauge reproduction 2341 Jersey Central Lines Fairbanks Morse diesel switcher shell on restored chassis.
Some catwalks show some surface rust, otherwise C7 area.  Box is reproduction, insert is original postwar missing coupler
protection flaps.

93 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2242P and 2242C New Haven EMD F3 diesel A-B units, A unit has a little light surface rust on
battery door and pickup rollers, perfectly clean battery compartment and chassis.  B unit has very small spots of rust on
some wheels.  Trains look C6.

94 Prewar Lionel O gauge 265E Commodore Vanderbilt steam loco with unnumbered tender without whistle, repainted.
225E gun metal gray steam loco with unnumbered whistle tender, C5-6 tender and C6 loco.  248 boxcab electric
locomotive, repainted and worked on, C6.

95 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2363P and 2363C Illinois Central EMD F3 diesel A-B units in reproduction boxes.  B unit has
damaged and repaired shell at both screws, A unit has touched up frame with battery damage and reproduction/restored
shell.  Trains are sold as is with no returns.  For more description view our photos.

96 Dinky Toys DY036/b Jaguar XK150 deluxe diecast in original container, 2006 Mattel, C9-10 in C9 package.  Schuco Art.
Nr. 01756 Blechdampfer Schuco Queen II tinplate steamship, in original box C9.  Box has split corner and inner tape
repairs.

97 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2353P, 2353C, and 2353T Santa Fe EMD F3 A-B-A units in OB.  t unit has some rubs/touch ups,
repainted chassis and missing one porthole lens.  Trains look C6 area.  2353T box missing flaps.  Two 2353P boxes with
inserts, very square and solid with no missing flaps.

98 Postwar American Flyer S gauge freight cars, some missing steps, missing catwalks, etc.  Trains otherwise look C6 area,
sold as is with no returns.  24631, 938, 24106, 804, 982, 803, 942, 941, 920, and 940.

99 Postwar American Flyer S gauge freight cars, some missing steps, missing catwalks, etc.  Trains otherwise look C6 area,
sold as is with no returns.  24533, 736, 647, 642, 42597, 24569, 25082, Simmons Carload Bargain Sale boxcar, and 715.
One blue Tootsietoy No. 3 midget racer included.

100 Prewar/postwar Marx O gauge flatcars with trucks and one with an auto.  Ten flats total with four extra trucks and a bus.
Items range C5 to C7 area.

101 Postwar Marx and Unique Art O gauge diesel locomotives, three Marx Monon 81F A units with one missing motor, and
one B unit.  Unique Art 2000 Rock Island diesel A unit missing rear truck assembly.  Trains are sold as is with no returns,
view photos for more description.
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102 Prewar/postwar Marx O gauge streamline steam locomotives, tenders, one passenger car, and freight cars.  NYC Mercury
loco, 397, 300, unnumbered loco, three 554, 552, Canadian Pacific tender, red and chrome tender, NYC tender, 46010,
90171, 817 91453, 555 46010, unnumbered flat w/stakes, 556, 694, two 553, and St. Paul & Pacific No. 3 passenger coach.
Illuminated bumper included.  Missing trim, dents & dings, etc.  Trains overall look C5-6, sold as is with no returns, view
photos for more description.

103 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2333 Santa Fe EMD F3a diesel locomotives, touchups to shell, repainting to chassis from battery
damage.  Trains look C6, sold as is with no returns.

104 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2338 The Milwaukee Road and 2365 Chesapeake and Ohio GP-7 diesel locomotives, restored to
look C7-8.

105 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2328 Burlington GP-7 diesel locomotives, both are restored to look C7-8, one loco has oxidation
on a corner of a truck side frame.

106 Doepke Model Toys diecast convertible MT roadster toy car.  Missing steering wheel, windshield, repainted, missing spare
tire, etc.  One piece body lifts off car.  Car measures approximately 15-1/4 inches long, 5-3/4 inches wide, and 4-1/2 inches
tall at dash.  Sold as is with no returns, view our photos for more description.

107 Postwar Lionel O gauge 42 Picatinny Arsenal and 56 Minneapolis and St. Louis industrial diesel switcher motorized units,
42 has a cracked window strut and 56 has restored window struts and hairline at screw.  Trains look C6.

108 Prewar Lionel O gauge 814 boxcar, 3814 automatic merchandise car, 2816 hopper, and 820 searchlight car.  Trains have
some repainting, surface rust, etc., C5-6.

109 Reproduction Lionel O gauge 2355 Western Pacific EMD F3a diesel locomotive shells on restored postwar chassis.  Trains
look C7-8, sold as is with no returns.  For more description view our photos.

110 Lionel Postwar O gauge coal accessories including 97 coal elevator with controller (plastic bin is mottled brown), 397 coal
loader with overhead tray missing one post, 456 coal ramp (dark gray variation), 3469 Lionel Lines dump car, and 3456
N&W dump car. Accessories are C6.

111 Lionel Postwar O gauge group of 6464 boxcars. Includes -100 Western Pacific yellow feather, two -475 Boston and Maine,
-275 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine, -525 M&St.L, -400 Baltimore and Ohio, -450 Great Northern, -25 Great
Northern, two -50 Minneapolis and St. Louis, -75 Rock Island, and -1 Western Pacific. Cars are C6-7.

112 Lionel Postwar O gauge Alaska Railroad trains. Includes 614 NW2 switcher with repaired area by front body screw, 6465
Lionel Lines tank car, 6162-60 gondola with four red canisters, 6636 Alaska hopper, and 6027 Alaska caboose. Trains are
C6-7.

113 Lionel Postwar O gauge military and other freight cars including 3349 turbo missile car, three 3419 helicopter cars with
small winders and two repro helicopters, 6470 exploding boxcar, 6006 flat with repro loads, two 6650 missile launchers,
6812 maintenance flat, 6825 flat with bridge, 6812 maintenance car, 6816 flat, 6827 flat, flat with no lettering and gray
girder, and 3362 flat with three tanks. Cars are C6 to C7.

114 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 611 Jersey Central switcher with crack in nose of shell, 600 MKT with cracks in
nose of shell, 3620 searchlight, 6419 DL&W work caboose, and 6560-25 Lionel Lines crane. Trains are C6.

115 American Flyer postwar S gauge handcars. Includes 640 with one repro decal and small paint touchups and 742 handcar
with reverse. C6-7

116 Williams modern O gauge 8669 Pennsylvania FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive. Loco is C7-8 with run time. No box.

117 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 627 Lehigh Valley 627 center cab switcher with body screw crack, four 6424 auto
flatcars with repro autos, and 6017 caboose. Trains are C6-7.
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118 Lionel Postwar O gauge gondolas including 6142, 6042, 6042, 6002, 1002, 6012, 6456, 6462,6062, 6162, 6462,6112,
6042, 6456, 6456, 6076, 6476, 6012, 2456, 1002, 6112, 6112, 6012, 6462,6076, 6076, 1002, 6012, 6436-25, and 6076.

119 Lionel Postwar O gauge boxcars including 6656 stock car, 6024 Frisco, two 6014 Chun King, two X6014 Baby Ruth, 6382
-361 Van Camps, two X-1004 Baby Ruth, 6024 Nabisco Shredded Wheat, and X6014 Baby Ruth with cracked body. Most
cars are C6-7.

120 Lionel Postwar O gauge Santa Fe F-3 A-A 2343 power and dummy unit, 2534 Silver Bluff coach, and 2532 Silver Range
vista dome. Locos are C6 with paint wear, no major missing parts or battery damage. Passenger cars also C6 with some
wear to the bodies and a few small spots of frame rust.

121 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including 3656 operating stock platforms with ramps, two 3656 stock cars, one partial
OB. original cows, 3562-25 Santa Fe operating barrel car, 3562-50 Santa Fe operating barrel car, 362 operating barrel
loader, and original barrels. Accessories are C6-7.

122 Lionel modern O gauge TCA passenger cars in OBs. Fourteen cars include 17879, two 7206, two 7205, two 5734, two
0511, two 7212, two 9544, and 17883. Cars are C7-8. OBs have shelf wear.

123 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19322 Canadian National ore car, 9843 Tanqueray
reefer, 16719 exploding boxcar, 6116 Soo Line ore car, 7522 New Orleans mint, 26991 Lionelville ladder car, 16416 Rio
Grande hopper, 16152 Sunoco tank car, 26762 Postwar Celebration Series Minutemen missile car, and 19429 New York
Central culvert gondola. Cars are C7 to C8. Some OBs have more shelf wear than others.

124 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight and passenger cars include 9527 FDR  Milwaukee Road
observation car, 9504 Milwaukee Road coach, 9349 gold bullion car, 9308 aquarium car, 9873 Purina reefer, 9781
Delaware and Hudson boxcar, 9808 Union Pacific boxcar, 9408 Lionel Lines circus car, 7700 Uncle Sam boxcar, and K
Line 90006 OL&B ore car. Cars are C7-8. OBs have shelf wear.

125 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19324 Erie hopper, two 16133 Santa Fe reefers, 5721
Soo Line reefer, 19823 Burlington ice car, 16238 New Haven boxcar, 29225 Horde boxcar, 19255 Erie boxcar, 19827 New
York Central operating boxcar, and 16256 Ford boxcar. Cars are generally C8, OBs have some mild shelf wear.

126 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19290 Seaboard boxcar, 19291 Great Northern boxcar,
19835 FedEx animated boxcar, 16720 Lionel Lines searchlight, 17910 Sunoco tank, 17224 Central of Georgia boxcar,
17226 Milwaukee Road boxcar, 16373 Erie Lackawanna flat, 16397 Milwaukee Road I-beam flat, and 16399 Western
Pacific I-beam flat. Cars are C8.

127 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16663 Missouri Pacific searchlight, 16390 Lionel flat
with tank, 19535 Erie reefer, 16552 Frisco searchlight caboose, 17305 and 17306 PFE reefers, 17309 Tropicana
refrigerator, 6127 Northern Pacific ore car, 16266 Crayola boxcar, and 16951 Southern bulkhead flat. Cars are generally
C8. OBs have some light shelf wear.

128 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17517 Western Pacific flat with front loader, 16711
Pennsylvania searchlight, 16910 Missouri Pacific flat with trailer, 16957 Lionel flat with tractor, 19254 Erie boxcar, 16808
Toys R Us boxcar, 16930 Santa Fe wheel car, 16678 Rock Island searchlight, 16140 Domino tank car, 16253 Santa Fe auto
carrier.

129 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Thirteen freight cars include 9787 Jersey Central boxcar, 9363 operating dump
car, 16113 Diamond Shamrock tank, 16215 Conrail auto carrier, 16348 Petroleum car, 19654 Amtrak bunk car, 7812 TCA
stock car, 16301 barrel ramp car, 19315 Amtrak ore car, 19218 New Haven boxcar, 6421 JLC caboose, and two 16806
Toys R Us boxcars. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some shelf wear.

130 Lionel modern O gauge Susquehanna Dash 840b diesel locomotives in OBs. Catalog numbers are 18218 and 18211. Locos
are C8 with  run time.
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131 Lionel modern O Gauge Conrail 18216 SD60M diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Railsounds, operating headlights
and ditch lights, dual motors and more. Loco is C8 with run time.

132 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include Erie C300 caboose from 1993 without number, 19834
Lionel Lines cane, 16658 Erie Lackawanna crane, 19837 Bucyrus Erie crane, 16978 Milwaukee Road flat with P&H
shovel kit, 17518 Pennsylvania flat with Corgi trucks, 17515 Norfolk Southern flat with tractors, 16958 Lionel flat with
New Holland loader, 17516 T&P flat with two bonanzas, and 17006 Soo ACF hopper. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some
light wear.

133 Lionel modern O gauge 18934 Reading FA-2 Alco A-A units with 15101 baggage, 15102 combo, 15103 Pullman, 15104
vista dome, 15105 full vista dome and 15106 observation, passenger cars in OBs. Trains are C9 area with no major signs of
run time. OBs have some very light shelf wear.

134 Lionel Union Pacific passenger set including; 18119 Alco AA diesel units, 16068 Romeo baggage, 16069 New Haven
combo, 16070 Plainfield Pullman, 16071 New Baltimore diner car, 16072 St. Clair Shores vista dome, 16073 Westfield
passenger car and 16074 Livingston observation. Trains are C8 with light run time. OBs have some light corner wear.

135 K Line modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio F3 A-B-A set in OBs. Locos are numbered 8012, 8013, and 8506. Locos are
still partially factory wrapped in the OBs C9-10.

136 K Line modern O gauge K-4899A American Red Cross heavyweight three pack in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time. OB has
some light wear.

137 K Line and Weaver modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Three Weaver cars ACE hardware, MoPar boxcar, Chrysler
boxcar. K Line cars include 90014 Burlington Northern tank car, 90011 Kennecott Copper searchlight, 90008 Penn Central
hopper, 90007 Timken boxcar, 90012 Keokuk vat car, 910005 Southeastern Hobby boxcar, 685602 Santa Fe boom car, and
K900009A two pack with Burlington stock car and Santa Fe reefer. Cars are C8 to C10.

138 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge freight and passenger cars in OBs. Four Golden State K Line passenger cars include
unnumbered Imperial Terrace 4532-4301 RPO, 4532-0427 Golden State diner, and 4532-0479 observation. Also included
is K Line 2625-031 KCC hand car missing trailer, Lionel 6251 New York Central dump car, and 19599 Old Glory boxcar
three pack. Cars are C7-8.

139 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Includes 18405 Santa Fe Burro crane, 18427 Pennsylvania Tie Jector, and
18912 Amtrak switcher. C8. OBs have light wear.

140 Postwar Lionel O gauge 210P and 210T MKT Missouri-Kansas-Texas, The Texas Special twin diesel Alco A units.  T unit
has glue repaired pilot, C6.

141 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2240 Wabash A unit, 2368 Baltimore and Ohio A unit, and 2373 Canadian Pacific B unit, EMD
F3 diesel locomotives.  2373 is modern reproduction shell on repainted postwar chassis.  2240 has battery damaged
chassis.  2368 has restored/replaced stripes & decals.  Trains look C6 area, sold as is with no returns.  For more description,
view our photos.

142 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6250 Seaboard NW2 diesel road switcher locomotive, touchup C6 with some flaking paint.  6250
decal shell with touched up chips and large touchup to cab roof, painted over hairlines at rear mount, sold as is with no
returns.

143 Prewar Lionel O gauge 812 gondola and 820 searchlight car, restored to look much nicer C6.

144 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2028 Pennsylvania and 2338 The Milwaukee Road GP-7 diesel road switcher locomotives,
hairlines in noses, repainting, etc.  Sold as is with no returns.  View photos for more description.

145 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2023 Union Pacific Alco diesel A units, two powered and two dummy.  One pair looks restored
C7 area.  Other pair looks original C6 area.
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146 Prewar Lionel O gauge 248 boxcab electric locomotive, two 603 Pullman and a 604 observation passenger car.  Loco looks
original C6 and passenger cars look restored C7-8 area.

147 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2625 Irvington, 2627 Madison, and 2628 Manhattan, Pullman passenger cars restored to look C8
area.

148 Prewar Lionel O gauge 261 steam locomotive with 258T tender with orange stripes.  Loco and tender have touchups and
oxidation.  Trains otherwise look C6.

149 Prewar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific City of Denver streamlined diesel passenger train with 636W powered unit, two 637
coaches, and a 638 observation.  Trains have been restored to look C6-7 with a little very light surface starting in some
places.

150 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464 boxcars, -1 Western Pacific, -75 Rock Island, -225 Southern Pacific, -400 Baltimore and
Ohio, and -425 New Haven.  Repainting, chipped steps, repro doors, etc.  Trains look C5-6, sold as is with no returns, view
photos for more description.

151 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2350 New Haven EP-5 electric locomotives with decal noses.  One has original decals and repro
pantographs, other has repro decals and original pantographs, both have repainted/partially repainted chassis.  Both have
hairlines under decals in noses.  Trains still look nice C6 area.  One original box with N.H. written on an end flap, couple
very tiny minor punctures in a side panel, slightly darker, box otherwise is very nice C8++ area.

152 Postwar and modern era Lionel O gauge TCA trains, 2020 steam loco with TCA boiler front and decals, 671 steam
locomotive with TCA boiler front and decals, 2671-1968 TCA tender shell with hairline at rear screw on postwar 2046W
whistle chassis, 2671-1968 TCA tender shell on postwar 2671WX whistle chassis (hailing forming at rear screw from very
bottom edge of shell upward toward screw but not extending to screw yet), 6436-1969 TCA hopper, 9774-1975 The
Southern Belle boxcar, 1973 TCA Trailer Train car hauler, and 6315-1972 7+11 tank car.  Some trains are unrun, 671 is
restored, some trains need cleaned.  Trains should clean to look C6 to C8 area.

153 Postwar Lionel O gauge TCA cars, two 6464-1971 Disneyland Convention boxcars (one missing a brake wheel), and a
6436 TCA hopper in OB.  One -1971 has some surface rust starting on door guides and chassis, trains otherwise look C8-9,
trains are all unrun.  Hopper OB has ink writing on paper label, otherwise C8.

154 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized units, three 50 gang cars (two are missing levers) and two 3927 track cleaner cars (one
has holes drilled in it), one No. 50 box, one 3927-50 carton with wiping cylinders.  Trains look C6-7.  50 box looks C8.

155 Reproduction Lionel 2242 New Haven F3 A and B unit shells on postwar chassis, three are restored.  One A unit should
clean to look C7 area, other two A units and one B unit look C7-8.

156 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2561 Vista Valley observation, 2562 Regal Pass vista dome, and two Indian Falls Pullman
coaches, C6.

157 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania GG-1 electric loco, 2551 Banff Park observation, 2561 Santa Fe Vista Valley
observation, and 2562 Regal Pass vista dome.  Cars have missing window strips, repro stripes, 2551 is repainted, loco has
touchups and has been re-striped.  2360 looks C6+.  Passenger cars are sold as is with no returns.

158 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2032P and 2032T Erie twin Alco diesel A units, 6456 Lehigh Valley hopper, 6561 cable reel flat,
unnumbered Sunoco tank, 6656 stock car, and 6257 SP type caboose.  Trains have repro nose decals, missing steps,
repainted frame, chipped step, some light surface rust/oxidation.  Trains overall look C6-7 area, but are sold as is with no
returns.

159 Postwar Lionel O gauge auto haulers, four 6424 flats with autos with left and right numbers; and three 6414 Evans Auto-
Loader cars.  6424 flats look C6-7.  One 6414 looks C6 original.  Two 6414  have repro stickers/lettering, and one is
repainted.  These two cars are sold as is with no returns.  ALL autos are reproduction.
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160 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 18845 Rio Grande RS-3 with horn and 18915 Western
Maryland powered Alco A unit. C8 OBs have light corner and edge wear.

161 Lionel modern O gauge accessories and more. Includes 12847 icing station, 12902 Marathon Oil Derrick, 12770 arch
under bridge, 12744 rock piers, 23010 LH switch, 23011 RH switch, 12730 girder bridge, and plastic Happy Huff and Puff
three car train. Items are C8 to C10.

162 Lionel Postwar and Modern O gauge accessories and motorized units. Includes 362 barrel loader with some broken
locating pins on the structure and 7 barrels, 12878 control tower, 12911 TMCC command base, 60  trolley. Items are C6 to
C8.

163 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 2020 Lionel Lines steam turbine with cracked Lionel Lines whistle tender and
MKT 600 switcher. Trains are C6. See photos for best description.

164 American Flyer postwar S gauge 355 Chicago and Northwestern switcher. Switcher has good steps but has a small hairline
screw crack and missing horn C7.

165 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17308 Tropicana reefer, 19611 Gulf tank car, 16953
Red Wing flat with trailer, 5717 Santa Fe bunk car, 17218 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine, 16670 Lionel TV car,
19823 Burlington ice car, 17123 Cargill hopper, 16661 Lionel flat with boat, and 17124 ADM hopper. Cars are generally
C8. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

166 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19525 Alka-Seltzer reefer, 9469 New York Central
boxcar, 16750 Lionel City aquarium car, 6239 Burlington Northern boxcar, 19706 Union Pacific caboose, 16910 Missouri
Pacific flat with trailer, 15001 Seaboard boxcar, 17310 Tropicana reefer, 17105 C&O hopper, and 17305 PFE reefer. Cars
are C8. OBs have marking stickers.

167 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 7530 Dahlonega mint car, 5724 Penn bunk car, 17109
Norfolk and Western hopper, 16557 Ford caboose, 17611 New York Central caboose, 16911 Boston and Maine flat and
trailer, 16433 Lionel Corp hopper, 19943 Arizona boxcar, 16416 Rio Grande hopper, and 17615 Northern Pacific  caboose.
Cars are C8. A few OBs have some marking stickers and light wear.

168 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19727 Pennsylvania caboose, 17600 New York Central
caboose, 16939 Navy flat with boat, 19526 Jolly Green Giant reefer, 17618 Frisco caboose, 15002 Chesapeake and Ohio
boxcar, 16581 Union Pacific caboose, 17901 Chevron tank car  6126 Canadian National ore car, and 19531 Rice Krispies
reefer. Cars are generally C8. A few OBs have marking stickers and light corner wear.

169 Lionel modern O gauge Service Station Special. Set is 1868 Minneapolis and St. Louis set from 1978. Set is very nice C8
condition with light run time. Set box is missing an insert.

170 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9870 Dutch Cleanser reefer, 9730 CP Rail boxcar,
9173 Jersey Central caboose, 9301 operating mail car, 9719 New Haven boxcar, 9740 Chessie boxcar, 7701 Camel boxcar,
two 7700 Uncle Sam boxcars, 9871 Carlings reefer. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some very light wear.

171 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 7803 Trains n’ Truckin boxcar, 9853 Cracker Jack
reefer, 9364 operating crane car, 9730 CP Rail boxcar, 9278 Life Savers tank car, 9422 EJ&E boxcar, 9363 operating
dump car, 9348 Santa Fe crane car, 5727 Marines bunk car, and 9218 Monon mail car. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some
light corner wear.

172 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16352 Cruise Missile flat, 16652 operating radar car,
two 16351 flats with sub, 16333 Frisco flat with load, 16806 Toys R Us boxcar, 9214 Northern Pacific  boxcar, 16638
Lionelville animal car, 9229 Express Mail operating boxcar, and 9347 TTOS tank car. Trains are C8 to C10. A few OBs
have marking stickers on end.
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173 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16706 bobbing giraffe, 17617 Rio Grande caboose,
16566 Army caboose, 19607 Sunoco tank car, 19834 Lionel Lines crane, 51600 New York Central depressed flat with
stator, 6134 and 6135 Burlington Northern hoppers, 5716 Central Vermont reefer, and 16978 Milwaukee Road flat with
P&H shovel. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have marking stickers on ends.

174 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19929, 9756 Dept. 56 boxcar, 19904 , 19929, 19908,
19910, 19945, 19938, 19918, and 19938. Cars are C8-9 OBs have marking stickers on the end.

175 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16907 flat with tractors, 16808 Toys R Us boxcar,
16928 Soo Line dump car, 6313 Lionel tank car, 16681 Aquarium car, 19821 Union Pacific operating boxcar, 19532
Hormel reefer, 16256 Ford boxcar, 17293 Cotton Belt boxcar, and 17903 Conoco tank car. Cars are C8 area. OBs have
some light wear and price stickers.

176 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17617 Rio Grande caboose, 16922 Chesapeake and
Ohio flat with trailer, 17307 Tropicana reefer, 16927 New York Central flat with gondola, 19406 West Point mint car,
17216 Pennsylvania boxcar, 5719 Canadian National reefer, 17110 Union Pacific hopper, 16953 Red Wing flat with trailer,
and 16808 Toys R Us boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

177 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars includes 9484 Lionel 85th anniversary boxcar, 9815 New York
Central reefer, 16137 Ford tank car, 16682 Horse car, 7522 New Orleans mint car, 16266 Crayola boxcar, 16934
Pennsylvania flat with grader, 17200 CP Rail boxcar, 5733 Lionel Lines bunk car, and 9486 Michigan boxcar. Cars are C8
-9 OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

178 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16972 P&LE gondola, 19832 Lionel Cola ice car,
19406 West Point mint car, 19967 Lionel Kids Club animated gondola, 19951 Massachusetts boxcar, 16285 Savannah
boxcar, 19282 Santa Fe boxcar, 19479 Borden's tank car, 17107 Sclair hopper, and 16952 Navy flat with helicopter. Cars
are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

179 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17235 Boston and Maine boxcar, 17207 C&IM boxcar,
17208 Union Pacific boxcar, 17111 Reading hopper, 17309 Tropicana reefer, 17306 PFE reefer, 16978 Milwaukee Road
flat with P&H shovel, 26906 Southern Pacific flat, 17232 SP/UP merger boxcar, and 17127 Delaware and Hudson hopper.
Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

180 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Nine freight cars include 16274 Marvin and Daffy boxcar, 16957 depressed flat
with tractor, 16937 Foghorn poultry car, 15003 Greenbay and Western boxcar, 17406 Pennsylvania gondola, 17402 Santa
Fe gondola, 16784 Pratt’s Hollow dump car, 17112 Erie Lackawanna hopper, and 17233 Western Pacific boxcar. Cars are
C8 to C10. OBs have price and marking stickers.

181 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized units; 50 gang car, 51 Navy Yard industrial diesel switcher, 65 hand car, two 69
maintenance cars, 3927 track cleaning car, and 5511 Tie-Jector car (w/19 original ties).  50 has all levers, 51 has glue
repaired window struts, 65 has repaired hand mounts, 69 appears to be a 50 gang car chassis converted to a 69 with a
missing lever.  Trains should clean C6 area, but are sold as is with no returns.

182 Postwar Lionel O gauge Madison style passenger cars with one original box.  2627 Madison Pullman, three 2628
Manhattan Pullmans, trains have chips in paint, flaking paint, some rust on some underside parts, one bent step on a 2628,
etc.  2625, overstamped 2628 missing flaps with insert, OB included.  Lot is an excellent restoration candidate, sold as is
with no returns.

183 Postwar Lionel O gauge 613 Union Pacific NW2 diesel switcher locomotive.  Loco has touched over hairline extending up
nose, but tight and almost invisible, ALL red is repainted/painted over.  Loco looks C7-8.

184 Postwar Lionel O gauge Missouri Pacific Alco twin diesel locomotives with cracked, partially missing, and repaired pilots,
and a couple hairlines at screw.  Locos included are 205P, 205T, 219P, 219T, 219P, 219T.  Trains otherwise look C6 area.
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185 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe F3a diesel locomotives, two 2343P and two 2343T.  Clean battery compartments, repro
porthole lens.  Trains look C6 area.

186 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2625 Irvington, 2627 Madison, and 2628 Manhattan, Pullman passenger cars in original boxes.
Cars have varying degrees of flaking paint and splotchy finish.  Trains are excellent restoration candidates with only one
bent step, none missing or repaired.  Boxes have missing flaps and tape repairs, one insert.

187 Postwar Lionel O gauge diesel Alco locomotives with repaired, partially missing pilot, cracked pilots, etc., repaired shell,
etc.  Locos are sold as is with no returns.  View photographs for best and more description.  Trains included: 1055P, 210P,
210T, 217P, 217C, 220T, 225P.

188 Postwar Lionel O gauge Congressional aluminum passenger cars, 2541 Alexander Hamilton observation, 2542 Betsy Ross
vista dome, 2543 William Penn Pullman coach, and 2544 Molly Pitcher Pullman coach.  Repainting to vista dome,
vestibules, some very light surface rust starting on some undersides, and cars need general cleaning.  Stripes are believed to
all be originals.  Trains look C6 area.

189 Postwar Lionel O gauge lot of 36 gondolas, twenty-eight 6462, 6162, 6012, 6032, two 6112, 2452, and two 6452.  Sold as
is with no returns, view our photographs for best and more description.

190 Postwar Lionel O gauge 128 animated newsstand, two automatic gatemen, and 192 control tower.  192 has typical melt
marks in roof, re-gluing to some hand railing, some missing railing.  One gateman has broken crossing sign, 128 has melt
mark in base.  192 is sold as is with no returns.   Other accessories look C6 area.

191 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes.  6414 Evans Auto-Loader with correct length original autos, 6462
red NYC gondola, 6411 flatcar w/logs, 6656 stock car, two 6456 hoppers (one red, one black), 6465 Sunoco tank, 6457
cupola caboose.  6414 missing a step, 6462 w/sand glued in bed, 6656 rust on truck assemblies, red 6456 had load glued in
place and removed, general grime, etc.  Trains are sold as is with no returns.  Some boxes have missing flaps, etc.

192 Postwar Lionel O gauge 175 rocket launcher with repro rocket, warped and cracked handrails, etc.  Looks C6 area, sold as
is with no returns.  View our photos for a better description.

193 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes, 3464 New York Central operating boxcar, 6561 cable reel car with
gray reels, 6411 flatcar with logs, 2555 Sunoco tank, 6357 SP caboose, and 6419 wrecking car.  6419 has a couple tiny
nicks to some typical corners.  Trains should otherwise clean to look C6-7.  Some boxes have some missing flaps, tears,
etc.

194 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories, 97 coal elevator with broken/chipped brown controller and 397 coal loader
with worn OB.  Accessories should clean C6 area.

195 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2020 Turbine steam locomotive with decal Keystone, 6466W whistle tender with broken shell/
shell mounts, and unnumbered tender without whistle.  Trains look C6, 6466W sold as is with no returns.

196 Postwar Lionel O gauge 157 illuminated station platform, 256 freight station, 356 operating freight station with instructions
and trucks, and 445 operating switch tower.  Nicks, scratches, faded posters, missing fence tips, still nice C6-7 lot.

197 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2029 steam locomotive with 234W whistle tender and unnumbered whistle tender.  Unnumbered
tender has small amount of light surface rust on frame, otherwise trains should clean to look C6 area.

198 Postwar Lionel O gauge 114 newsstand, 125 whistle station, 133 illuminated station, and two 445 operating switch towers.
114 has typical missing shrubs, otherwise items should clean C6-7.

199 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars with typical problems, missing catwalks, cracked shells, missing parts, etc.  Lot is sold
as is with no returns, view photos for better description.  Partial list of trains would include:  6656, 3464, 6017, 6464-825,
6519, 6560, 1130, 6119, 6417, 1005, 6076, 6042, 6822, 3361, and others.
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200 Lionel modern O gauge 98191 replacement shells for Postwar Celebration F3s. Shells show no signs of installation.
Includes factory paperwork. C9-10.

201 Lionel modern O Gauge 19742 Erie bay window caboose in OB. Caboose features TMCC control with Electrocouplers and
crew talk. Caboose is C9-10 condition.

202 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Pacific 18228 Dash-9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco has some run time C8.

203 Lionel modern O gauge  Disney and Warner Brothers freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16737 Road Runner
animated gondola, 19286 Sylvester boxcar, 19241 Mickey Mouse boxcar, 16760 Pluto animated gondola, 19265 Mickey’s
65th boxcar, 19245 Mickey’s World boxcar, 16686 Mickey and Bad Pete animated boxcar, 19270 Donald’s 60th boxcar,
19246 Disneyworld 20th Anniversary boxcar, and 19256 Goofy Hi-Cube boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10 with marking stickers
on the ends of OBs.

204 Lionel modern standard O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9801 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 9822 Grand
Trunk gondola, 9805 Grand Trunk reefer, 9820 Wabash gondola, 9809 Clark boxcar, 9823 Santa Fe flat, 9808 Union
Pacific boxcar, 9821 Southern Pacific gondola, 9824 New York Central gondola, and 9803 Johnson Wax boxcar. Cars are
C7-8. OBs have some shelf wear.

205 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9206 Great Northern boxcar, 9851 Schlitz reefer, 9852
Miller reefer, 9154 Borden tank car, 9600 Chessie boxcar, 9850 Budweiser reefer, 9713 Canadian Pacific boxcar, 9856 Old
Milwaukee reefer, 9262 Purina hopper, and 9161 Canadian National caboose. Cars are C7 to C9. OBs have some light
wear and marking stickers.

206 Lionel modern O gauge TCA and LCCA freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 7812-1977 TCA stock car, 9155
LCCA Monsanto tank car, 9118 LCCA Corning hopper, 9401 TCA Great Northern boxcar, three 9611 TCA boxcars, 9119
Detroit and Mackinaw hopper, and 9123 TCA auto carrier. Cars are generally C8. OBs have light shelf wear and marking
stickers.

207 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19922 boxcar, 19913 boxcar, 26740
Reindeer car, 26739 Santa and Snowman boxcar, 16547 caboose, 19929 boxcar, 19938 boxcar, 26788 Christmas music
boxcar, 26741 operating Santa boxcar, and 26706 boxcar with lights. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers.

208 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16153  and 16154 AEC reactor fluid tank cars, 17231
Wisconsin Central double door boxcar, 26243 Christmas boxcar, 19737 Lackawanna caboose, 17341 Dairymen’s league
milk car, 26745 Lionel aquarium car, 19675 J class model shop car, 26746 Halloween boxcar, and 17428 Burlington
Northern bathtub gondola. Cars are C8 to C10. Marking stickers and light shelf wear on a few boxes.

209 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Ten units include 18406 maintenance car, 18419 Lionelville trolley, two
18423 on-track vans, two 18424 on-track trucks, 18421 Sylvester hand car, 18413 Charlie Brown handcar, 18429 handcar,
and 18403 Santa Handcar. Items are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers.

210 Lionel modern O gauge building kits in OBs. Twelve kits include four 12968 girder bridges,  12975, 12976, and 12977
Victorian kits, 12951 airplane hanger, 12952 Big L diner, 2709 Rico Station, and 12931 electrical substation. Kits are C9
-10.

211 Lionel modern O gauge accessories  in OBs. Includes 12912 pumping station, 12889 Windmill, 12834 Pennsylvania gantry
crane, and 12791 animated passenger station. Accessories are C9-10.

212 Lionel O gauge 17635 100th anniversary die cast gold plated Lionel Lines caboose in original box, featuring interior
illumination and operating smoke unit. Caboose is factory wrapped C9-10.
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213 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9717 Union Pacific boxcar, 9710 Rutland boxcar,
36229 Island Trains boxcar, 16806 Toys R Us boxcar, 16236 New York Central boxcar, 19932 Visitors Center boxcar,
19920 Visitors Center boxcar, 19934 Visitors Center boxcar, 16217 Burlington Northern auto carrier, and 16352 cruise
missile car. Cars are C7+ to C9.

214 Lionel modern O gauge semi trucks and intermodal containers. Includes 12810, 12864, 12860, 52069, 12869, 12933,
12783, 12778, 12739, 12806, 12725, 12923, 12865, 12933, 12891, 12779,
12777, 12805, 12826, 12907, 12907, and 12855.  Items are C9-10.

215 Lionel modern O gauge track side accessories. Large group includes 12900 crane, 12750 crane, two 12809 and 12761
animated billboards, three 12949 billboard sets, 12707 billboard set, 12882 lit billboard, two 12898 flag poles, two 12804
highway lights, two 12974 billboard set, 22952 diecast billboard set, 14071 yard lights, 2720 lumber shed, 2718 barrel
shed, 2181 telephone poles, and 12742 street lamps.

216 Lionel modern O gauge accessories. Includes 2175 Sandy Andy, 12748 platform, 2789 water tower, 12953 and 12954 oil
tanks, 12722 diner, 2784 freight platform, 12884 truck dock, two 12901 shovel kits, and 12900 crane kit. Items are C8 to
C10.

217 Lionel modern O gauge 18562 Southern Pacific GP-9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, , and
much more. Loco is C8 with run time.

218 Lionel modern O gauge accessories including 12798 fork lift platform, 2797 Ricco Station kit, 2317 drawbridge, 12802
diner, and 12726 grain elevator kit. Items are C8 to C10.

219 Lionel modern O gauge 8359 Chessie GP-9 locos in OBs. Three locos are also in master carton and are C9-10. One loco
opened for photos.

220 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 16861 50,000 gallon water tower, 12902 Marathon oil derrick, and
12982 culvert loader. Accessories are C9-10.

221 Lionel modern O gauge Lionelville homes in OBs. Five homes include 34112, 34110, 34111, 34113, and 34109 C9-10.

222 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes 24102 water tower, 12965 Goofy beacon. 12915 log loader, and
14101 Red Barron pylon. Items are C8 to C10.

223 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Four items include 14101 Red Baron pylon, 24149 hobo hotel, 14086 water
tower, and 12964 Donald Duck radar antenna. Accessories are C9-10. OBs have some light corner wear.

224 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Six items include 12916 water tower, 12862 oil drum loader, 12922 New York
Central gantry crane, 12818 animated freight station, 24154 maiden rescue, and 12955 Wile E. Coyote ambush shack. C8
to C10, OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

225 Lionel modern O gauge track side accessories and more. Includes 12929 animated truck loading dock, 12904 coaling dock,
12906 maintenance shed, 12905 factory kit, 12897 engine house, 2788 coaling station, two 12927 yard light sets, 12748
station platform, 12711 water tower, 12763 signal bridge, and eight semi trailers including 12860, 12923, 12933, 12932,
12933, 12860, 12860, 12860. Items are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear.

226 Lionel modern O gauge 18119 Union Pacific FA-2 Alco A units with 16068 Romeo baggage, 16069 New Haven combo,
16070 Plainfield Pullman, 16072 St. Clair Shores vista dome and 16074 Livingston observation. Loco and cars are factory
sealed in plastic C10.

227 Lionel modern O Gauge California Zephyr passenger cars in OBs. Includes 19122 baggage, 19123 Silver Bronco vista
dome, 19124 Silver Colt vista dome, 19125 Silver Mustang vista dome, 19126 Silver Pony vista dome and 19127 Silver
Sky vista observation. Cars are C8-9 with very faint run time. OBs have some shelf wear and light moisture warping.
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228 Lionel modern O Gauge Santa Fe aluminum passenger cars including; 19110 combo, 19112 coach, 19128 vista dome, two
19138 roomette cars and 19113 vista observation all in OBs. Cars are C8-9 with very faint signs of run time. OBs have
some light wear and marking stickers.

229 Lionel modern O gauge Atlantic Coast Line aluminum passenger in individual OBs; 19155 no. 101 combination car, 19156
Talladega dining car, 19157 Moultrie coach and 19158 no. 256 observation. Cars are C9-10. OBs have some wear and
marking stickers on ends and corners.

230 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Lines Madison passenger cars including; 19011 baggage, 19015 Irvington, 19016 Madison,
19017 Manhattan and a 19018 Sager Place observation. Cars are C9 area with no major signs of run time. Might have been
displayed. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

231 Lionel modern O Gauge aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Includes two 19164 Chesapeake and Ohio two packs with
Chessie Club and Gadsby Kitchen diner. Cars are C9-10.

232 Lionel modern O Gauge Norfolk and Western Aluminum Passenger Car Set Including: 19140 Combo Car, 19141 Diner
Car , 19142 Passenger Car, 19143 Passenger Car, 19139 Baggage Car, 19151 duplex roomette, 19108 full vista dome, and
19144 Observation Car. All in OBs. Cars are C9 area with no major signs of run time. OBs have some light wear and
marking stickers.

233 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk and Western aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include two 19140 combos, two
19139 baggages, and two 19151 roomettes. Cars are C8-9. OBs have various degrees of shelf wear, one with some
skinning on the end.

234 Lionel modern O gauge aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include 19137 New York Central roomette, 19152
Union Pacific roomette, 19105 Amtrak vista dome, 19129 Illinois Central vista dome, and 19107 Southern Pacific vista
dome. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some very light corner wear and marking stickers.

235 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Lines Madison cars in OBs. Seven cars total including 19039 Pere Marquette baggage,
19098 Pagano coach, 19097 Bonnano coach, 9016 Madison passenger car, 19015 Irvington passenger car, 19017
Manhattan passenger car, 19018 Sager Place observation car. Cars are C9-10 however a few loose window inserts noted.
OBs have some very light wear and marking stickers.

236 Lionel modern O gauge operating handcars in OBs. Six handcars include 18434 Porky and Petunia, 18433 Mickey and
Minnie, 18425 Goofy and Pluto, 18422 Santa and Snowman, 18407 Snoopy and Woodstock, and 18416 Bugs and Daffy.
Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers and some light wear.

237 Lionel modern O gauge Thomas and Friends loco and cars in OB. Includes 18719 Thomas steam locomotive, 15117
Annie, 15118 Clarabel, 36031 Troublesome Truck II and 36030 Troublesome Truck I. Trains are C9-10.

238 Lionel modern O gauge Heritage Stourbridge Lion 11153 locomotive and tender and 27426 coal car add on pack. Items are
C10 with loco and cars showing no signs of run time.

239 Lionel modern O Gauge Spirit of 76 diesel train set in original boxes. 1776 diesel locomotive, 7600 caboose, 7601
Delaware, 7602 Pennsylvania, 7603 New Jersey, 7604 Georgia, 7605 Connecticut, 7606 Massachusetts, 7607 Maryland,
7608 South Carolina, 7609 New Hampshire, 7610 Virginia, 7611 New York, 7612 North Carolina, and 7613. Loco and
cars are C8-9 with very light run time. OBs have some light wear. Also included is an extra 7600 caboose and 7603 New
Jersey boxcar.

240 Lionel modern O gauge Monopoly freight cars in OBs and master cartons. Includes 52158 mint car, 52159 transformer car,
52160 tank car, and 52161 caboose. Cars are C9-10.
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241 Lionel modern O gauge Disney freight cars in OBs. Ten cars include 19281 Mickey’s Carrots boxcar, 19262 Perils of
Mickey boxcar, 19261 Perils of Mickey boxcar, 29205 Mickey Mouse Railroad boxcar, 19271 Broadway Minnie boxcar,
19242 Donald Duck boxcar, 19280 Mickey’s Wheat boxcar, 19246 Disneyworld boxcar, 19264 Perils of Mickey boxcar,
and 19245 Mickey’s World boxcar. Cars are C8-9. OBs have marking stickers and very light corner wear.

242 Lionel modern O gauge 18311 Disney electric EP-5 and 19723 matching caboose. Loco is C9-10 and appears unrun
beyond a factory test. Caboose is also C9-10, Locomotive original box has damage to one corner and caboose has marking
sticker.

243 Lionel modern O gauge Chesapeake and Ohio 19087 heavyweight passenger four pack in OBs. Master carton has been
opened for inspection at some point, but cars still look to be C9-10. Individual OBs have some light corner wear.

244 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19540 Broken Arrow stock car, 19835 FedEx animated
boxcar, 29203 Maine Central boxcar, 16433  and 16432 Lionel Corp hoppers, 16150 Sunoco tank car, 29203 Maine
Central boxcar, 19329 Norfolk and Western hopper, 19291 Great Northern boxcar, and 29225 HORDE boxcar. Cars are
C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

245 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 29218 Vapor boxcar, 16964 Lionel Corp gondola,
19835 FedEx animated boxcar, 19949 I Love New York boxcar, 16434 Lehigh Valley hopper, 29217 Toy Fair boxcar,
29214 Southern boxcar, 16431 Lionel Corp hopper, 16284 Galveston Wharves boxcar, and 29215 Canadian Pacific
boxcar. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some marking stickers and corner wear.

246 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas freight cars in OBs. Nine cars include 19903 boxcar, 16272 boxcar, 19929 boxcar, 9491
boxcar, 9820 gondola, 16291 boxcar, 36066 gondola, 36243 boxcar, and 26752 Christmas aquarium car. Cars are C8-9
OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

247 Lionel Postwar O gauge signals. Includes eight 154 crossings with two OBs. Three 153 block signals with two OBs, and
155 bell ringing crossing. 154s are C6-7, 153s are C7 area and 155 is C7. See photos for best description.

248 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19285 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine boxcar,
29213 Santa Fe boxcar, 16963 Lionel Corp flat, 19283 Erie boxcar, 17226 Milwaukee Road boxcar, 16275 Radio Flyer
boxcar, 17234 Port Huron boxcar, 16985 Eastwood flat with Ford trucks, 17408 Cotton Belt gondola, and 16747 Breyer
horse car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers.

249 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19950 Montana boxcar, 19290 Seaboard boxcar, 19733
New York Central caboose, 16742 Gil Finn aquarium car, 16586 Southern Pacific caboose, 19284 Northern Pacific
boxcar, 19289 Monon boxcar, 16431 Lionel Corp hopper, 19282 Santa Fe boxcar, and 16150 Sunoco tank car. Cars are C8
to C10. OBs have marking stickers and one or two have very light edge wear.

250 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16915 Ford flat with trailer, 16725 Rhino transport,
16661 Lionel flat with operating boat, 19421 Hirsch Bros. vat car, two 16924 Lionel Corp trailer on flats, 6127 Northern
Pacific  ore car, 19707 Southern Pacific searchlight caboose, 17606 New York Central caboose, and 16719 exploding
boxcar. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers and one or two have very light edge wear.

251 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19944 visitors center tank car, 6122 Penn Central ore
car, 16953 Red Wing shoe flat with trailer, 19530 Rock Island stock car, 16934 Pennsylvania flat with grader, 17300 CP
Rail reefer, 16935 Union Pacific flat with dozer, 16660 Lionel fire car with ladders, 16922 Chesapeake and Ohio flat with
trailer, and 17128 Chesapeake and Ohio hopper. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers and one or two
have very light edge wear.

252 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Eight cars include 17336 PFE reefer, 17287 Bangor and Aroostook boxcar,
17700 Union Pacific stock car, 17159 Norfolk and Western coal hopper, 17182 Sigco ACF hopper. 17338 Merchants
Dispatch reefer, 17457 Great Northern PS-5 gondola, and 17576 Ontario Northland PS-4 flatcar. Cars are C9-10. OBs have
marking stickers and some light wear.
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253 Lionel modern O gauge Tank Train intermediate cars in OBs. Includes 19637 GATX and 19638 Canadian National. Cars
are C9-10.

254 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19827 New York Central operating boxcar, 52044
Eastwood vat, 17613 Southern caboose, 17407 Nickel Plate gondola, 16250 Santa Fe  boxcar, 16927 New York Central
flat with gondola, 16651 animated clown car, 17515 Norfolk Southern flat with tractors, 17204 Missouri Pacific boxcar,
and 17902 New Jersey zinc tank car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some very light edge wear.

255 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16967 transformer car, 19739 New York Central
caboose, two 16969 flats with Beechcraft bonanza, 19732 Santa Fe caboose, 16957 Lionel flat with tractor, 19423 Lionel
Circle L racing flat, 26725 New York Central operating hobo car, and two 17516 Texas and Pacific flats with two beech
craft. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers and one or two have very light edge wear.

256 Lionel modern O Gauge Amtrak F-3 A-B-A set in OBs. Three units include 8466 powered A, 8467 dummy A and 8475
dummy B unit. Locos are C8 condition with runt time. OBs have light wear, loose window, and marking stickers.

257 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 8030 and 8254 Illinois Central powered and dummy GP-9s,
8454 and 8455 Rio Grande GP-7 powered and dummy unit, and 8660 Northern Pacific  GP-9 dummy loco. Locos are C7-8
with run time. One or two very small spots of frame rust. OBs have some wear and marking stickers.

258 Lionel modern O gauge patriotic diesel locomotives in boxes. Includes Norfolk and Western 1776 in incorrect box, 8568
Preamble Express F3 A unit, and 8665 Bangor and Aroostook GP-9 loco and caboose. Locos are C7-8 A few small spots
of frame rust. OBs have some shelf wear.

259 Lionel modern O Gauge 1579 Milwaukee Road Service Station Special freight set in set OB. Includes 8555 8557 F3
powered and dummy unit, 9754 NYC Pacemaker boxcar, 9758 Alaska RR boxcar, 9119 Detroit & Mackinaw hopper, 9132
Pineapple car, and 9169 caboose. Also includes 8575 B unit. Locos are C7-8 with one or two small decal chips on loco
noses. Cars are C8. Set box has some splitting at corners. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

260 Lionel modern O gauge 1450 Service Station F-3 Special set in original box with 8464 and 8465 Rio Grande F-3a diesel
units with 9117 Alaska hopper, 9863 REA reefer, 9144 D&RG gondola, 9710 Rutland boxcar, and 9166 Rio Grande
illuminated caboose,  also included is dummy B unit without box. Loco and cars are generally C8. Set box and OBs have
some light wear.

261 Lionel modern O gauge electric locomotives in OBs. Includes 8659 Virginian rectifier and 8551 Pennsylvania Little Joe.
Locos are C8+ with light run time. OBs have some very light wear.

262 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives. All four are Chessie System and include 8470 and 8560 U36 power and
dummy. Powered unit is missing box. 8556 switcher and 8463 GP-20. Locos are C7 to C8. OBs have some light wear .

263 Lionel modern O gauge U36B diesel locomotives. Four locos include 8573 and 8564 Union Pacific powered and dummy
units and 8571 and 8572 Frisco powered and dummy. Locos are C7-8. One or two incredibly small spots of frame rust.
Box missing for 8564 and 8571 box is incorrect.

264 Lionel modern O gauge U36 diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 8650 Burlington and 8960 8961 Southern Pacific
powered and dummy locos. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers. Locos are C7-8.

265 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9854 Baby Ruth reefer, 9282 Great Northern flat with
trailer, 9725 MKT cattle car, 9730 CP Rail TCA Christmas boxcar, 9742 M&St.L boxcar, 9708 post office car, 9128 Heinz
pickle car, 9771 Norfolk and Western boxcar, 9261 Sun Maid hopper, and 9602 Santa Fe boxcar. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs
have some light wear.
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266 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9853 Cracker Jack reefer, 9606 Union Pacific boxcar,
9175 Virginian caboose, 7706 Sir Walter Raleigh boxcar, 9757 Central of Georgia boxcar, 9165 Canadian Pacific caboose,
9859 Pabst reefer, 9855 Swifts reefer, 9860 Gold Medal reefer, and 7701 Camel boxcar. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some
shelf wear and marking stickers.

267 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include  5272 Marine bunk car, 5706 Lindsay Bros. reefer,
5707 ART reefer, 5703 North American reefer, 5702 National dairy reefer, 5701 Dairymen’s reefer, 6901 Ontario
Northland caboose, 9427 Bayline boxcar, 9885 Lipton reefer, and 6526 Marines searchlight car.

268 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9123 auto carrier, 9806 Rock Island boxcar, 7708
Winston boxcar, 9867 Hershey reefer, 9730 CP Rail boxcar, 9872 PFE reefer, 9601 Illinois Central boxcar, 9209
Burlington Northern boxcar, 9858 Butterfinger reefer, and 9724 Missouri Pacific boxcar. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some
light shelf wear and marking stickers.

269 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9802 Miller reefer, 9371 Seaboard hopper, 9788
Lehigh Valley boxcar, 9415 P&W boxcar, 7810 Crush boxcar, 5700 Oppenheimer reefer, 9733 Airco LCCA boxcar, 9406
Rio Grande boxcar, 9268 Northern Pacific  caboose, and 9424 TP&W boxcar. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some light shelf
wear and marking stickers.

270 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19532 Hormel reefer, 16958 Lionel flat, 19944 visitors
center tank car, 17515 Norfolk Southern flat with tractors, 16390 Lionel flat with tank, 19709 Pennsylvania work caboose,
17004 MKT hopper, 16130 Southern Pacific stock car, 16566 Army caboose, and 19419 Charlotte mint car. Cars are C8 to
C10. Marking stickers and light corner wear on OBs.

271 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17221 New York Central boxcar, 52083 Eastwood
tank car, 17405 Reading gondola, 17304 Wabash reefer, 17909 Hooker Chemical tank car, 16916 Ford flatcar, 16704 TV
car, 17515 Norfolk Southern flat with tractors, 17607 Reading caboose, and 17900 Santa Fe tank car, Cars are C8 to C10.
OBs have some light wear with marking stickers.

272 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17610 Wabash caboose, 16710 missile car, 16559
Seaboard caboose, 6122 Penn Central ore car, 16924 Lionel Corp flat on trailer, 17008 Rio Grande hopper, 17222 Western
Pacific boxcar, 16724 Mickey and Friends sub car, 17223 Milwaukee Road boxcar, and 17304 Wabash reefer. Cars are C8
to C10. OBs have some light wear with marking stickers.

273 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar four packs. Includes three 19276 series V and two 19272 series four. Cars are C8 to
C9. OBs have marking stickers.

274 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar four packs in OBs. Four packs include two 29209 series VII and two 19292 series VI.
Cars are C8-9. OBs have marking stickers on two boxes.

275 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19430 Santa Fe flat with bonanza, 16970 LA County
flat with boat, 19824 target launcher, 16954 New York Central flat with scraper, 16767 New York Central ice car, 17009
New York Central hopper, 16954 New York Central flat with scraper, 17517 Western Pacific flat with front loader, 16968
aviation flat with helicopter, and 36064 Lionel billboard car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear with marking
stickers.

276 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17008 Rio Grande hopper, 19927 Lionel boxcar, 7522
New Orleans mint car, 17618 Frisco caboose, 17307 Tropicana reefer, 19822 pork dispatch, 16939 Navy flat with boat,
16916 Ford flat with trailer, 17005 Cargill hopper, and 19825 GM generator car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some
corner wear and shelf wear.

277 Lionel modern O gauge 18860 Pratts Hollow Phantom locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler and more. Loco is C8 condition with light run time.
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278 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 18216 Conrail SD60 with Railsounds and dummy 18212
Santa Fe Dash 8 non powered locomotive. Locos are C8 with run time.

279 Lionel modern O gauge 18221 Denver & Rio Grande SD-50 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Railsounds. Loco is
C8 with run time. OB has marking sticker and light corner wear.

280 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 18907 Rock Island 44 tonner and 18838 RSC-3  Seaboard
diesel locomotive. Seaboard is C9-10, Rock Island is C8. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

281 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16666 waste car, 52036 TCA caboose, 16926 Frisco
flat with trailer, 17311 REA reefer, 15000 Rio Grande boxcar, 6116 Soo Line ore car, 16932 Erie rail car, 17902 New
Jersey zinc tank car, and 16680 cherry picker. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some corner wear and shelf wear.

282 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17617 Rio Grande caboose, 16718 Marine missile
launching car, 16726 Army ladder car, 16935 Union Pacific flat with dozer, 16562 Reading center cupola caboose, 16739
Foghorn poultry car, 17908 Marathon tank car, 17308 Tropicana reefer, 16955 Santa Fe flat with Challenger, 16807 Heinz
reefer. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some corner wear and shelf wear.

283 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 16924 Lionel Corp flats, 17220 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 19925 Learning Center flat, 16129 Alaska tank car, 17605 Reading caboose, 16381 CSX I beam flat, 16677 flat
with sub, 6116 Soo Line ore car, and 16564 Western Maryland caboose. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have some corner
wear and shelf wear.

284 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 6576 Santa Fe flat, 16348 Petroleum car, 19301
Milwaukee Road ore car, 16349 Allis Chalmers condenser car, 16228 Union Pacific auto carrier, 19528 Cowen reefer,
19529 Gilbert reefer, 16237 REA boxcar, 16347 Ontario Northland flat, 16371 Burlington I beam flat, 16372 Southern I
beam flat. Cars are generally C8.

285 Lionel modern O gauge Warner Brothers freight cars in OBs. Seven cars include 16738 Pepe Le Pew boxcar, 17219 Taz
boxcar, 16754 Porky Pig Martians car, 16980 Speedy Gonzales missile flat, 16752 Marvin the Martian missile flat, and
16755 Daffy Duck target launcher. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have two marking stickers and one or two very light spots of
corner wear.

286 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17225 Penn Central boxcar, 19824 Army target
launcher, 17010 Government Du Canada hopper, 17910 Sunoco tank car, 17021 New York Central hopper, 26747
Halloween aquarium car, 39238 Elvis boxcar, 19489 Evans Auto loader (OB has damage to one end), 16751 Airex TV car,
and 36732 Chicago and Northwestern jumping hobo car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking sticker and light corner
wear.

287 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16432 Lionel Corp hopper, 16951 Southern flat, 17518
Pennsylvania flat with trucks, 16954 New York Central flat with scraper, 17129 Western Maryland hopper, 16946
Chesapeake and Ohio well car, 52130 Eastwood Hotwheels flat, 17227 Union Pacific boxcar, 16983  Pennsylvania well
car, and 16982 BC Rail bulkhead flat. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking and price stickers.

288 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Includes 51402 scale Chesapeake and Ohio stock car, 16683 elephant car,
16155 and 16160 AEC reactor fluid tank cars, 17224 Central of Georgia boxcar, 16757 Johnny Lightning display boxcar,
36727 Moe and Joe operating flat car. Cars are C8 to C10. OBs have marking stickers.

289 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Fifteen freight cars include 19599 Old Glory boxcar three pack, 16215 Conrail
auto carrier, 16214 Rio Grande auto carrier, 19300 Pennsylvania ore car, 9203 Union Pacific boxcar, 9250 Waterpoxy tank
car, two 9090 Mini Max cars (one box is stamped 0909) 9200 Illinois Central boxcar, 16308 Burlington Northern auto
carrier, 9764 Grand Trunk boxcar, 9123 Norfolk and Western auto carrier, and 9825 Shaefer reefer. Cars are C7 to C8+.
OBs have some wear.
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290 Lionel modern O Gauge 1585 75th Anniversary Commemorative train set in OB. Set is missing box but components are
C7-8. OBs have some light wear.

291 Lionel modern O gauge DeWitt Clinton add on coaches in OBs. Catalog numbers are 11165. Cars are C9-10.

292 Lionel modern O gauge 11658 John Bull add on coach in OB. Car is factory wrapped C10.

293 Lionel modern O gauge Christmas freight cars and locomotive in OBs. Includes 18827 RS-3 diesel locomotive, two 19998
2001 boxcars, 26272 2000 Christmas boxcar, 16270 Dept. 56 boxcar, 52139 Dept. 56 caboose, 19938 1995 boxcar, 52157
Dept. 56 Holly Brothers tank car, and sealed 16776 musical boxcar. Loco and cars are C8 to C10.

294 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19965 LRRC aquarium car,  five 29200 LRRC 1997
boxcars, 19947 1996 Toy Fair boxcar, 52105 TCA animated gondola, 26214 Celebrate the Century boxcar, and 19967 kids
animated gondola. Cars are C8 to C10.

295 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19773 Kids club barrel ramp car, 17889 TTOC flat and
trailer, 19948 visitors center flat and trailer, 52121 Mobilgas tank car, two 52040 TTOS flats and trailers, 16422 and 16423
Western Maryland hoppers, 19967 kids animated gondola, and 6920 B&A caboose. Cars are C8 to C10.

296 Lionel modern standard gauge tinplate 34114 station and terrace in OB. Master carton was opened for inspection but
contents are factory wrapped C10.

297 Lionel modern O gauge 16859 Grand Central Terminal factory sealed in the carton C10. This amazing accessory would
make the center piece of any large layout.

298 Lionel modern O Gauge No. 51000 The Hiawatha passenger set in OB. Loco and cars are C9 with no major signs of run
time. There are incredibly faint signs of the loco shell casting gassing just starting above the cab roof. Hardly noticeable
from about 2 inches away. OB has some light wear and one split corner.

299 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Five units include 18465 Postwar Celebration Series gang car, 18430 New
York Central crew car, 18436 New York Central Dodge RAM inspection vehicle, 18423 Lionel van, and 18469 Chessie
Speeder. Vehicles are C8 to C10.

300 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars with typical grime, and other minor issues.  Lot overall looks like it should clean C6
area.  Lot is sold as is with no returns, view photos for better description.  Partial list of trains would include: 6464-275,
6464-50, 6464-150, 3472 in OB, 6650 in OB, 6175 in OB, 6342, 3665 w/broken hatch nibs, 6257, 6457, 1007, 6167, 6017,
6465, 6456, 6014, 1002, 6032, 6142, 6825, 6361 missing carriage, 6415, 3562-75.

301 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories with one original box missing flaps and stained.  Two 394 rotating beacons,
two 395 floodlight towers, and one 193 industrial water tower.  Both 395s have been repainted, 193 has two cracks in
handrail, and one 394 has the 394-37 lantern OB.  Items look C6-7 area.  395 OB, as is.

302 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 68 executive inspection car, missing very small portion of driver’s front fender below
headlight.  Train is sold as is with no returns, view photographs for best description.

303 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories, most in original boxes with some components.  118 station with whistle
with no box.  125 whistling station, two 145 automatic gateman, and 445 operating switch tower.   Items range C6-7 area.
445 OB has clear tape repairs, otherwise boxes look C7-8 area.

304 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessory components, original boxes, switches, controllers, UCS sections, 027 track, and more.
View photos for more accurate description of condition and items included in this lot.  Sold as is with no returns.

305 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories including but not limited to: 1033, 1033, 356, 156, 125, 125, 46, 45, Type R.
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306 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1688 Lionel Lines streamline steam locomotive shell with a loose motor, 0265? Lionel Lines
tinplate tender with partially legible number, two 2640 Pullman coaches (one has a postwar truck, loose prewar truck
included), 2641 observation, and a 655 boxcar.  Trains have missing pieces, rust, repairs, etc.  Lot is sold as is with no
returns, view pictures for more description.

307 Postwar Lionel O gauge diesel and steam locomotives and some tenders.  223 P&C Santa Fe diesel Alcos; 237, 1060,
1120, and 2037 steam locos, 1689T (prewar, but it has a postwar 480 conversion), 6026W, four other unnumbered tenders.
Trains are sold as is with no returns, please view photographs for more description.

308 Postwar Marx O gauge operating accessories, Santa Fe diesel A-B-A units, NYC tinplate passenger cars, freight cars, 809
50 watts transformer, etc.  Trains are sold as is with no returns, view photographs for best description.

309 Postwar and Modern Era Lionel O gauge trains, instructions sheets, catalogs, etc.  Accessories and trains look C6-7.  1952
uncut billboards sheet; 397, 456, 2035, 167c, 6650, 6019, 3464, 3520, 2343 & 2344, instructions sheets; postwar catalogs;
instructions booklets; etc., and more.

310 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Includes 18454 archive blue inspection car, 18427 55 Tie Jector, 18411
Canadian Pacific fire car, and 18431 trolley car. Trains are C8-9. OBs have some light corner wear.

311 Lionel modern O gauge dummy locos in OBs. Includes 18204 Chessie SD-40, 18208  Burlington Northern SD-40, and
18576 Southern Pacific GP-9B. Locos are C9-10.

312 Lionel modern O Gauge 11912 1996 Lionel Steel service station special in OB. Set includes #57 switcher and two ore cars.
Also included is 51502 ore car. Set is C9-10

313 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road 18565 GP-9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C9-10.

314 Lionel modern O Gauge 18205 Union Pacific Dash 8-40C diesel in OB. Loco is C8 with run time, however one corner of
the front pilot is loose. Locomotive original box has light corner and edge wear.

315 Lionel modern O gauge RS-3 diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 18843 Great Northern and 18837 Christmas. Locos are
C9-10. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

316 Lionel modern O gauge 18131 set of 18132/18133 Northern Pacific F3 A-B diesel units numbered 2390 both in OBs.
Locos feature TMCC and Railsounds. Locos are C9-10 condition. Also included is 14560 and 14560 A units with
Electrocoupler and directional lighting. Extra A units are factory wrapped in the inner carton C10.

317 Lionel modern O gauge 18095 Pennsylvania Atlantic in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, smoke, Electrocoupler and
more. Loco is C8 with run time.

318 Lionel modern O gauge Postwar Celebration Series 18978 Chesapeake and Ohio NW2 switcher in OB. Loco features
TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some shelf wear and price stickers

319 Lionel modern O gauge centennial GP-9 in OB. Catalog number is 18846. Loco features TMCC and Rail sounds. Loco is
C8 with some run time. OB has very light corner wear and marking sticker.

320 Lionel modern O gauge 12782 lift bridge in OB with outer shipping carton. Bridge is factory wrapped in the OB C9-10.

321 Lionel modern standard gauge #840 power station in OB. Catalog number is 14163. Building is C8-9, might have been
lightly used on layout. OB has some corner wear.

322 Lionel modern O gauge Canadian Pacific F-3 A-B-B-A set in OBs. Includes 8365 powered A, 8366 dummy A, and two
8469 dummy B units. Locos are very nice C9 with no major signs of run time. OBs have some light corner wear but are
overall very clean with two marking stickers. One B unit has incorrect screws inserted into ends.
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323 Lionel modern O gauge Reading passenger set including; 18934 FA-2 Alco AA diesels factory sealed in OB, 15101
baggage, 15102 combo, 15103 passenger, 15104 vista dome, 15105 full vista dome and 15106 observation. Passenger cars
and locos appear C9-10.

324 Lionel modern O gauge Santa Fe F3 B units in OBs. Includes 14539 with TMCC and 18103. Both units are factory
wrapped C10.

325 Lionel 19153 four pack of aluminum passenger cars including; 19146 coach, 19147 Elk Lake coach, 19148 Chessie Club
car and a 19150 Allegheny Club. Cars are C9-10 with no major signs of run time.

326 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central GP9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, and much
more. Loco is factory wrapped C9-10.

327 Lionel modern O gauge 18575 hot rod custom series GP9 in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and
much more.  Loco is factory wrapped in the inner carton C9-10.

328 Lionel modern O gauge military locos in OBs. Includes two 18938 Navy calf dummy units, 8485 Marines SW-1 switcher,
and 18840 Army GP-7. Locos are C8 to C10. OBs have some light wear.

329 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 18948 dummy Alco FB-2, 18814 Delaware and Hudson RS-3,
and 18845 Rio Grande RS-3. Locos are C9-10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

330 Lionel modern O gauge 52037 TCA 1994 GP9 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some light
corner wear.

331 Lionel modern O gauge 28613 Reading 0-6-0 docksider steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with light run time. OB has
light shelf wear.

332 Lionel modern G scale freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 87015 1996 holiday boxcar, 87018 2000 Christmas boxcar,
87021 Christmas boxcar, and 87023 2002 Christmas boxcar. Cars are C8-9. OBs have shelf wear.

333 Lionel modern O gauge 18859 Phantom II locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, and much
more. Loco is factory wrapped in inner carton C10.

334 Lionel modern O gauge Lionel Lines freight set including; 8380 SD-28 flat top diesel, 5733 bunk car, 19303 hopper, 16933
flat with autos, 19420 vat car, 9492 boxcar, 6214 gondola, 9849 reefer, and 9239 caboose. Trains are C8. OBs have shelf
wear.

335 Lionel modern O gauge Baltimore & Ohio Budd cars; 8764 powered, 8765 baggage dummy unit.  Cars are C8 with run
time. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

336 Lionel modern O gauge locomotives in OBs. Includes 8552 Southern Pacific Daylight Alco FA A-B-A and Erie 8452, and
two 8453 Alco A-B-B set. Trains are C8 area. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.

337 Lionel modern O gauge Milwaukee Road passenger cars. Boxed cars include 9527 Roosevelt observation, 9506 combo,
19003 diner, 9522 baggage. Unboxed cars include 9505, 9503, 9511, 9502, 9500, 9504, and 9501. Cars are C7-8.

338 Lionel modern O gauge Baltimore and Ohio passenger cars. Boxed cars include 9525 coach, 19010 diner, 9529
Eisenhower observation, 9524 coach, and 9523 baggage. Unboxed cars include 9519 RPO, 9516 coach, 9517 coach, and
9518 coach. Cars are C7-8. OBs have shelf wear and marking stickers.

339 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania passenger cars. Eleven cars total. Unboxed cars include 9510 combo, 9509
observation, 9507 coach, and 9508 coach. Boxed cars include 19002 diner, 9510 combo, 9528 Truman observation, 9514
coach, 9515 coach, 9513 coach, and 9521 baggage. Cars are C7-8.
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340 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central 16091 baby Madison four car set in OBs. Four cars include baggage, diner,
coach, and observation Also included is 16066 combo car. Cars are C9-10.

341 Lionel modern O gauge passenger cars in OBs. Includes 25135 Polar Express baggage, 25134  Polar Express diner, two
16092 Santa Fe dome car, 9599 Chicago and Alton dining car, 9586 Chessie dining car, 15108 Northern Pacific  vista
dome, 9535 TTOS baggage, 1975 TTOS combo, 9512 TTOS coach, and 1976 TTOS observation. Cars are C7+ to C10.

342 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Twelve cars include 6290 freight four pack, 52040 sealed flat and trailer, 9090
mini max boxcar, 9826 New York Central boxcar, 6305 British Columbia tank car, 9233 transformer car, and TTOS Ford
freight car three pack. Cars are C8 to C10. A few OBs have shelf wear.

343 Lionel modern O gauge 18005 New York Central 700E Hudson in OB. Loco comes with paperwork. Loco is C8+ with
light run time. Also included is 6907 B&A caboose. Original display case also included.

344 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Twenty cars include 9090 Mini Max, 7703 Beechnut boxcar, 9113 Norfolk and
Western hopper, 9702 Soo Line boxcar, 9723 Western Pacific boxcar, 9755 Union Pacific boxcar, 9260 Reynolds hopper,
9263 Pennsylvania hopper, 9701 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar, 9211 Penn Central boxcar, 9230 Monon boxcar, 9861
Tropicana reefer, 9809 Clark reefer, 9753 Maine Central boxcar, 9862 Hamms reefer, 7912 Toys R Us operating giraffe
car, 16241 Toys R Us boxcar, 9265 Chessie hopper, 6167 Chessie System caboose, and 7702 Prince Albert boxcar. Cars
are C7-8.

345 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Sixteen cars include unmarked caboose, 9012 TAG hopper, 9125 Norfolk and
Western trailer train flat, 9304 Chesapeake and Ohio dump car, 9264 Illinois Central hopper, unmarked two axle boxcar,
9153 Chevron tank car  9042 Motorcraft boxcar, 9160 Illinois Central caboose, 9031 Nickel Plate gondola, 9802 Miller
reefer, 5124 M&StL. boxcar (body does not appear to be Lionel), 6315 Gulf tank car, 9052 Toys R us boxcar, 9168 Union
Pacific caboose, 9700 Rawlings boxcar, 6315 Gatorade tank car, and 9152 Shell tank car. Cars are C7-8,

346 Lionel modern O gauge 1463 Coca-Cola freight set. No box, loco and cars only. C7-8 with very light spots of frame rust on
loco. `

347 Lionel modern O gauge boxcars in OBs. Includes 29220 Centennial boxcar four pack, and five 29200 Lionel Corp boxcars
without OBs. Cars are C8-9.

348 Lionel modern O gauge sets and components. Included is 1587 set box and transformer ONLY, 1280 trains, no track or
trans, 1280 trains no track or trans, 1280 trains no track or trans, 1280 trains and trans no track, 1355 Commando set
complete, and 1577 set no Loco, track or trans. Cars only. Lot sold as is. See photos for best description.

349 Lionel modern O gauge 11713 Santa Fe set box and cars only. NO LOCO. Cars are C8-9. Set box has some light corner
wear.

350 Cast iron Hubley vehicles, Milk Cream truck, Bell Telephone truck, to truck, Hubley delivery truck, and Railway Express
truck.  Vehicles retain 85-95% original paint.  Original tires are fully intact with no splits and virtually no flat spotting.
Cast iron motorcycle COP and Airplane included with missing metal, sold as is with no returns.  Motorcycle COP appears
to be Hubley HM-1 with nickel wheels.

351 Twenty slush cast toy vehicles, several are Barclay, two C.A.W. Novelty Company, three Kansas Toy, 1923 F.Fox
Toonerviller Trolley, and other unidentified vehicles.  Horse drawn carriage is unmarked.  One truck marked MOVING
VAN has some paint touch ups to roof, a Barclay stake side truck is missing last stake on one side, one C.A.W. Novelty is
missing three rubber wheels, Barclay steam roller is missing roof, and paint chips.  All appear to be in original paint.

352 Dinky Toys diecast toy vehicles, 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith, 24H Mercedes 190SL, 253/30H Daimler ambulance,
401/14c Coventry Climax fork lift truck, and 562 Muir-Hill dumper truck.  Vehicles all appear to be in original paint.  A
couple very minor splits to some wheels, all are fully attached/intact.  Ambulance and dumper truck have some surface rust
on frames, vehicles otherwise look C6 to C8 area.
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353 Early Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles, Ambulance with splits/shrinkage to tires, all fully attached/intact, some surface rust
on axles, and chipped bottom grill corners, retains 80-90% original paint.  Milk delivery truck with very minor
splits/shrinkage to tires, surface rust on axles, retains 98-100% original paint.  Farm tractor w/farmer, surface rust on axles,
retains 90-95% original paint.  Second Milk delivery truck has more splitting/shrinkage to tires than other and some
flattening, but still nice and fully intact and attached.  Truck is missing both windshield pillars.  Truck retains high 80-90%
original paint.  This truck is sold as is with no returns.

354 Early Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles.  Two Funnies Series cars; KO Ice Company and Police Patrol.  231 red Chevrolet
coupe.  Graham-Paige convertible with ruble seat.  1920’s Mack Tanker truck.  KO Ice Co. is missing cam and has piece of
red broken on underside, dinged/slightly bent cab corner, paint chips.  Police Patrol has missing cam, surface rust on axles,
retains 90-95% original paint.  231 missing one rear tire, repainted?  Graham-Paige is missing most of grill, headlights, one
tire, spare tire, windshield, flattened tire, one broken front axle mount, etc.  1920’s Mack has surface rust on axles and
paint chips.  Lot is sold as is with no returns.

355 Earlier Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles, two Oldsmobile cars, Mack US Mail Air Mail Service, Mack stake side delivery
truck, and Overland Bus Line bus.  Bus has dinged rear corners and Mail truck has nick to rear edge of one side, otherwise
vehicles retain in the 90% original paint area.

356 Sixty plus Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles, at least a couple are repainted, some have missing wheels, etc.  Vehicles look C5
to C9 area.  Sold as is with no returns, view photos for more and better description.

357 Twenty plus 3-1/2” - 4-1/2” diecast Tootsietoy vehicles, at least a couple have repainting, airplanes are missing propellors,
paint chips, etc.  Vehicles range C5 to C9 area.  Sold as is with no returns.  View photos for more and better description.

358 Thirty larger scale Tootsietoy diecast toy vehicles, cars, semis, various trailers, trucks, and construction vehicles.  No
missing wheels/tires, nothing appears broken or missing (except the windshield on a Jeep is cracked at top).  Paint chips
and scratches, etc., but none appear to be repainted or have touch ups.  Vehicles look C5 to C9 area.  Sold as is with no
returns.  Please view photos for more and better description.

359 Huge lot of various toy vehicles made by numerous manufacturers.  Manoil, Midgetoy, Lesney, Tootsietoy, Goodee,
Renwal, JVZ Co., Majorette,  Zylmex, Realistic Toy, Metal Masters Co., Tomica, Marx, and others.  Plastic, diecast metal,
slush cast, tinplate Japanese friction, cast aluminum, and combinations of these.  Condition ranges from broken, repainted,
missing pieces, etc. to C9 area.  Included are some reproduction wheels and more.  Sold as is with no returns.  Please view
photos for more and better description.

360 Fourteen new diecast to vehicles some in original packages, some sealed.  Ertl, Road Champs, Solido, AHL American
Highway Legends, Corgi Toys, and others that are unmarked.  Toys range C6 to C10 sealed in original package.  Sold as is
with no returns.  Please view our photographs for more and better description.

361 Numerous diecast lead, porcelain, wood, and composite material animal figures.  Britains, C.S. France, Johillco, and
possibly others may or may not be present.  Many are broken or missing a leg or something,,,,.  Lot is sold as is with no
returns, please view photographs for best and more description.  Most are hollow cast.

362 Very nice lot of diecast lead and cast iron toy figures and soldiers.  These are and may be;  Britains, J. Hill Co.,
Manoil/Barclay and certainly others.  Some figures are much less normally seen than others.  Condition ranges from
broken/missing tool to C8-9.  Most retain 70-95% original paint.  None are reproduction or repainted.  Sold as is with no
returns, please view our photos for more and a better description.  Most figures are hollow cast and range in the 60mm to
75mm height range.
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363 Very nice lot of diecast lead and cast iron toy figures and soldiers.  These are and may be;  Lincoln Logs, Britains, J. Hill
Co., Manoil/Barclay and certainly others.  One or two may be missing the base/foot.  One porter is missing an arm.
Several have movable arms, none appear to be missing an arm or have an incorrect arm.  One loose extra arm, but some
maybe missing the tip of the hand hook.  Overall a very nice lot of figures and some extras.  Paint retention is in the 60-70
to 95-98% range.  All appear to be in original paint with no repainting.  Figures range from 25mm to 60mm tall not
including any tools.  Sold as is with no returns, please view photographs for more and a better description.

364 Vintage Authenticast cast iron Railroad signs (catalog number has been lifted/removed by the removal of old tape),
complete.  Signs look C9-10 never used/mounted.  Box has skinning on lid from tape removal, bright square and solid with
no tears or split corners (one lid corner is opened but just needs to be reglued).  Dinky Toys No. 771 International Road
Signs set, missing one sign and one sign is unmarked and doesn’t match exactly.  Signs marked Dinky look C8-9.  Dinky
OB has some surface wear to lid, very square and solid with no torn or split corners.  Lid has interesting ink stamp under
lid that reads: KNY54 or KNV54.  Box is bright with vivid printing, and a nice H. Hudson Dobson sticker. Two loose signs
are included.  Diecast pot metal Railroad crossing sign, unmarked, approximately 81mm tall, C6-7.  Minatoy NY stoplight
is diecast lead, approximately 70mm tall, C6-7.

365 Lionel modern O Gauge 1585 75th Anniversary Commemorative train set. . Set is missing boxes, but is complete with all
nine trains.  Trains are C7-8. Some very faint rust on loco pickup rollers.

366 Lionel modern O gauge LCCA freight cars in OBs. Seventeen cars include 9358 Sand’s hopper, 6323 Virginia Chemical
tank car, 9460 DT&I boxcar, 9155 Monsanto tank car, 9118 Corning hopper, tougher 9107-B black Baltimore and Ohio
boxcar, 9435 Central of Georgia boxcar, 17876 CN&L boxcar, 9728 Union Pacific stock car,6567 crane car, 9259
Southern caboose, 17870 East Camden boxcar, 9733 Airco boxcar, 6112 Commonwealth Edison hopper, 7403 LNAC
boxcar, 17873 Ashland tank car, and 9212 SCL flat with trailers. Cars are C7-8. A few frames have some light spots of
rust.

367 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Five cars include three  tougher 38356 Dow tank cars, 303 Stauffer tank car,
and 121315 LOTS Pennsylvania boxcar. Cars are C8. OBs have some light shelf wear.

368 Lionel modern O gauge steam locomotives in OBs. Two locos include 18602 Pennsylvania 4-4-2 and 8506 0-4-0. Locos
are C7-8. OBs have some wear and shelf dust.

369 Lionel modern O gauge Illinois Central 6113 hoppers. Two of these cars are incredibly tough to find operating variations,
they have the correct trucks and separately applied break wheel. The third is a normal production version. Cars are C8 area.

370 Lionel modern O gauge Norfolk Southern / Conrail Heritage cars in OBs. Includes 29735 caboose and two 27433 hoppers.
Cars are C10. OBs have some light wear.

371 Lionel modern O gauge 12767 steam clean and wheel grind shop in OB with outer shipping carton. Accessory has been
opened but components are factory sealed in the inner carton C9-10. OB has some small areas of extra clear tape at the
bottom.

372 Lionel modern O / Standard Gauge 32904 Hellgate bridge in OB. Bridge is factory wrapped C10. OB has some tape and
creases from shipping.

373 Lionel Corporation / MTH modern tinplate standard gauge 11-40012 two tone green Maryland solarium state car factory
sealed in shipper C10.

374 Lionel modern O gauge Union Pacific 18939 NW2 switcher power and calf set in OB. Locos are C9-10. Also included is
four passenger cars 16071 and three 16073 coaches. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light wear and marking stickers.
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375 Neat group of Taylor Made and Eastwood O gauge / Lionel toys. Includes 291000 Lionel Bi-Plane, TMT Chessie beep
body, TMT LT-702 Lionel flat with loco, TMT-41 Lionel truck and Helicopter set, TMT-18410 flatbed truck with Lionel
Lube tank car, LT-601 TMT flatbed with helicopter car, and two PC powered beep chassis, and TMT-18126 Lionel tanker
toy truck. Items are C9-10.

376 Lionel modern O gauge 18841 Western Maryland GP-20 C9-10 and 17511 Western Maryland flat with logs three pack.
Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.

377 American Flyer modern S gauge freight cars. Six cars include 24533 track cleaning car, 48324 50th anniversary boxcar,
48497 TCA tank car, 48487 TCA boxcar, 48484 crossing gate boxcar, and 48483 Boys Railroad Club boxcar. Cars are C9
-10.

378 Lionel modern O gauge Maxi-Stack cars in OBs. Three sets include two 16360 Norfolk and Western and 16936
Susquehanna. Cars are C9-10. OBs have some light corner wear and marking stickers.

379 Lionel modern O gauge TCA aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include 52062 observation. 52143 coach, 52155
baggage, 52106 diner, and 52085 vista dome. Cars are C9-10.

380 Lionel modern O gauge TCA aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include 52062 observation. 52143 coach, 52155
baggage, 52106 diner, and 52085 vista dome. Cars are C9-10.

381 Lionel modern O gauge TCA aluminum passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include two 52062 observation cars, 52106
dining car, 52143 coach, and 52155 baggage car. Cars are C9-10. A few OBs have marking stickers.

382 Lionel modern O gauge 1766 Service Station Special set, this set consists of 8766 RDC-4 baggage/mail and two 8767 RDC
-1 90 passenger cars. Set is C8 condition with run time. Set box has some light wear at corners and edges.

383 Lionel modern O gauge locomotives in OBs. Three locos include 18803 Santa Fe RS-3 that has been run, 18054 New York
Central 0-4-0 steam locomotive which is unrun, and 8506 Pennsylvania steam locomotive C7-8. OBs have some light
wear.

384 Lionel modern O gauge 18468 Canadian National motorized speeder and 18461 track cleaning car. C9-10.

385 Lionel modern O gauge accessories. Includes 24140 Bowdish homestead, 49806 American Flyer sawmill, 12962 Lionel
Lines service center with steam whistle, 2140 banjo signal, and G scale 82107 passenger station. Items are C8 to C10.

386 Lionel modern O gauge 18250 BNSF SD-70 Mac diesel locomotive. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocouplers,
and much more. Loco is C7-8 with run time, however one corner of snow plow on front pilot is broken. No box and needs
new traction tires.

387 Williams modern O gauge Norfolk Southern SD90 diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes SD9013 powered loco with horn
and SD9026 SD90 dummy A unit. Locos are C7-8 with run time. Powered unit is missing windshield.

388 Lionel modern O Gauge SD-40-2 Soo Line loco in OB. Catalog number is 28523. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
smoke and much more. Loco is dirty and should clean to C7, however has hairline crack developing in roof by rear fan and
a few missing detail parts, step, etc.

389 Lionel modern O gauge 28394 Illinois Central Gulf GP-30 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is conventional with Railsounds.
Loco is factory wrapped C9-10.

390 Lionel modern O gauge Illinois Central Gulf GP-30 diesel locomotives in OB. Two 28395 dummy locos are C9-10 in the
inner cartons.
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391 Lionel modern O gauge Burlington Northern 28363 Legacy SD60 diesel locomotive in OBs. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton
C10. Road number is 8302.

392 Lionel modern O gauge Burlington Northern 28312 Legacy SD60 diesel locomotive in OBs. Loco features Legacy control,
Legacy Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton
C10. Road number is 8301.

393 Lionel modern O gauge Soo Line 28359 Legacy SD60 diesel locomotive in OBs. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton C10. Road
number is 6005.

394 Lionel modern O gauge Soo Line 28358 Legacy SD60 diesel locomotive in OBs. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton C10. Road
number is 6012.

395 Lionel modern O gauge 38726 Burlington SD80MAC diesel locomotive in OBs. Loco features Legacy control, Legacy
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, Electrocouplers, and much more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

396 Lionel modern O gauge 38727 Burlington SD80MAC diesel locomotive in OBs. Loco is a non powered dummy unit and is
factory wrapped in the OB C10.

397 Lionel modern O gauge Alton Limited 35124 passenger set in OBs. Set includes Webster Groves coach, Missouri combo,
Bloomington diner, and Chicago observation. Cars are C8 with light run time. OBs have some light damage to one or two
ends from shipping.

398 Lionel modern O gauge Burlington Northern 8585 SD-40 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco body and shell are C7-8 however
consignor states front motor is non working. Sold as is.

399 Lionel modern O gauge 19138 Santa Fe duplex roomette car in OB. Indian Lake car is C8-9 with very light run time. OB
has some light corner wear.

400 Lionel modern O gauge 21888 IMC Canada cylindrical hopper two pack in OB. Cars are C10 only opened for inspection.

401 K Line modern O gauge K77023 Santa Fe TTAX set C7-8. Also included is four HWI Ertl trucks. See photos for best
description. Lot sold as is.

402 LGB modern G scale Christmas passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include 36074, 6076, 36077, 36078, and 3607. OBs have
some light wear.

403 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include two 3070 , two 3060B 750 Jahre Berlin, and 3045 in
incorrect OB. Cars are C7-8. OBs have some wear. One 3070 box is very shelf worn with missing windows.

404 LGB modern G scale Jahreswagen passenger cars in OBs. Nine cars include two 1982, two 1983, two 1984, and three
1985. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear and dirt.

405 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Five cars include 3207, 34075, 3707, 37075, 3013. Cars are generally C8.
OBs have some light wear and dirt.

406 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include two 41390 medical cars 3007 OS, two 3007cc Indianapolis
cars, and 3007 Santa Rosa passenger car. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear and dirt on labels.

407 LGB modern G scale passenger and freight cars in OBs. Six cars include 4335S Christmas sound boxcar in incorrect box,
4031 Pepsi wagon, 4031IS Harz wagon, 4031B Berliner wagon, 3019 Post wagon, and 31075 Modelbahn passenger car.
Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light wear
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408 LGB modern G scale Circus freight cars. Six cars include three 3036 passenger cars one without box, two flats with
wagon, one extra wagon, and 4036 animal wagon with a few cracked bars. Cars are C7 to C8.

409 Modern G scale buildings. Includes switch tower with smoke, canopy shed, infantry boxcar with smoke, and restroom
building. Buildings are C7. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not
come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

410 Modern G scale buildings including house under construction, Pola house, and custom built raised tower. See photos for
best description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose
during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

411 Modern G scale buildings including Lowenbrau with loose pieces and custom built wooden station. See photos for best
description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during
shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

412 Modern G scale Pola White Knight Hamburgers building. A few loose or broken pieces. See photos for best description.
Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during shipping.
Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

413 Modern G scale buildings. Includes two water towers and Santas Workshop. Sold as is. Due to the fragile nature and size
of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a
chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

414 Modern G scale buildings. Three items include lighted switch tower, birdhouse cabin, and LGB / Pola house. See photos
for best description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come
loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

415 Modern G scale buildings. Three items include Bahnhuf station, store building missing roof section and wooden gazebo.
See photos for best description. Lot sold as is. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee
that parts will not come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

416 Modern G scale engine sheds. Missing some detail parts from roofs. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings,
we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship
in an oversize box.

417 Modern G scale buildings including freight shed and cafe. Shed has loose gutters and cafe has loose windows. See photos
for best description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come
loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

418 Modern G scale buildings including church and two wooden buildings. Church has broken cross. See photos for best
description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during
shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

419 G scale operating carousel. Some of the spires on the top are broken but included. See photos for best description. Sold as
is. Tested and works.

420 Modern G scale houses. A few loose and missing detail parts. See photos for best description. Due to the fragile nature and
size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a
chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

421 Modern G scale buildings. Includes two store farm house, small station, and barn. A few small broken or missing detail
parts. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during
shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.
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422 Group of G scale buildings including shop with detached roof, two Lincoln Log buildings, shed, station canopy, and shed
building. Some broken or missing detail pieces. Lot sold as is. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can
not guarantee that parts will not come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an
oversize box.

423 Group of G scale buildings including materials dock, coal dock, and other small sheds. See photos for best description. Due
to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during shipping. Also
due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

424 Piko modern G scale 62026 Modellbahnladen in OB. Item is brand new C10.

425 Huge cart lot of G scale figures, trees, building parts, etc. Way too much to list. There is Lemax figures, operating fountain,
and much more. See photos for best description. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements
may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

426 Modern G scale buildings. Includes courthouse, shed, unassembled building, and station. Some detail parts are broken or
missing. See photos for best description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that
parts will not come loose during shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

427 G scale buildings. Includes wooden depot, wooden church, and two other hand crafted buildings. See photos for best
description. Due to the fragile nature and size of these buildings, we can not guarantee that parts will not come loose during
shipping. Also due to the size, there is a chance this lot will ship in an oversize box.

428 Group of modern G scale LGB accessories and parts. Highlights include LGB billboards, two 1015K track sections, track
hookup wire and connectors, rail joints, two packs of figures, misc. car lights, coupler parts, a few switch controllers, a few
new packages of new pickup shoes, smoke fluid, and much more. All the general parts that help the G scale hobbyist.

429 Twenty 1:24 scale vehicles and military vehicles. See photos for best description. Most have some light wear and dirt. Lot
sold as is.

430 Twenty eight 1:24 scale vehicles and military vehicles. See photos for best description. Most have some light wear and dirt.
Lot sold as is.

431 MRC modern 6200 transformers in OBs. Five 6200 transformers are generally C7 condition with some case wear and
layout use.

432 Modern G scale controllers and more. Includes MRC Soundmaster 210, Crest 55465 and 55401 transformer and controller,
MRC 6000 transformer, and Aristo Craft 11905 test rollers. C7 to C10.

433 LGB track accessories and other track side items. Includes 5057 container set, two 4069 container sets, two 10340  and
0090 automatic shuttles, four 1031 bumpers, two 5038 steins, 5032 sign set, 5065 crossing, three 1030 bumpers, box of
LGB coupler parts, Marklin 7051 crane, and nine other small trackside structures. See photos for best description. Most
items are C7-8.

434 LGB modern G scale 2040 Rhaetian Railway No. 413 electric locomotive.  Should clean C7-8. Has some adhesive residue
on the nose.

435 Nice group of four railroad lanterns. Includes Armspear Southern lantern with embossed globe and S. RY. stamped top,
Adlake C&O lantern with stamped globe and C&O stamped on top, Dressel Pennsylvania lantern with Keystone stamped
on top, lantern has been varnished, and Dietz New York Central with etched globe and NYCS stamped on top. Nice
condition with all burner pots.

436 LGB and Bachmann modern G scale motorized units. Includes two 2001 hand cars, one OB. 21680 truck, 20685 Mt.
Washington truck, and Bachmann Christmas trolley with one or two broken parts. Otherwise items are C8.
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437 Chessie and C&O Railroadiana items. Includes three older Chessie the kitten framed prints, Chessie plate, Huntington
C&O bag and two Chessie bags. See photos for best description.

438 Great group of original Chesapeake and Ohio diagram books. Includes locomotive type cranes, freight cars, and passenger
cars. These books were last revised in the 1960’s and were part of the mechanical department. These are an valuable
resource for the C&O collector or modeler.

439 Box full of LGB club newsletters, catalogs, and more. A few of the larger catalogs including one hard back. See photos for
best description.

440 LGB and G scale hardback books. Eight books include two Model Railroading with LGB by Schleicher, Rails in my
Garden by Grosshans, Greenberg’s Guide to LGB by Ottley, LGB Information by LGB, Greenberg’s Guide to LGB by
Ottley, Official Guide to LGB by Roth, and Explore the World of LGB 2nd edition. Books are good reader condition.

441 Group of 11 books on trains and model railroading. Includes German Armored trains in WWII Vol 1 and 2 by Schiffer,
The Lore of the Train by Ellis, The Model Railroading Handbook by Schleicher, A Century of Model Trains by Levy, The
Large Scale Model Railroading handbook by Schleicher, Lionel A Century of Timeless Toy Trains by Ponzol, Beginners
Guide to Large Scale Railroading by Horovitz, All Aboard by Hollander, The Model Railroaders Catalogue but Corey, and
The Encyclopedia of Model Railroads by Allen. Books are good reader condition.

442 LGB modern G scale track. No. 1100 curves. 40 sections total. C7 with some light tarnish.

443 LGB modern G scale track. No. 1500 curves. 20 sections total. C7 with some light tarnish.

444 LGB modern G scale switches. Includes four 1200 Left Hand and four 1210 right hand. C7 with some light tarnish.

445 LGB modern G scale switches. Includes three 1200 Left Hand and five 1210 right hand. C7 with some light tarnish. Two
of the right hand are electric.

446 Aristo Craft modern G scale track. Fourteen curved sections which are of a wider radius. See photos for best description.
Track is C8 no major tarnish.

447 LGB modern G scale track. Four boxes of twelve sections include 1000 straight, two 1100 curves, and 1500 curves. Track
is C7-8.

448 Modern G scale straight track. Includes seven sections of LGB 1061, three 60 inch Aristo sections and one 44 inch Aristo
section. Track is C7-8 with light tarnish. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up arrangements may be
made after the auction. Sold as is.

449 LGB modern G scale straight track. Twenty nine sections of 1000  and two 1000 KW crossing sections. Track is C7-8 with
light tarnish.

450 LGB modern G scale straight track. Includes fifty three sections of 1060 straight track in C7-8 condition with light tarnish.
Will be heavy to ship.

451 Large cart lot of battery operated G scale trains and track, railroad glasses, three TM Books and Video DVDs, misc. box of
LGB track, and more surprises. See photos for best description. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this lot, pick up
arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

452 LGB modern G scale custom Coca Cola 2090 switcher loco and custom Coca Cola caboose. Caboose is missing part of cat
walk otherwise C7.

453 LGB modern G scale steam locomotives. Three locos include No. 6 with broken headlight, cracked pilot and whistle, No. 2
with some light body wear, and 20211 No. 2 in C8 condition. Other two locos are C7.
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454 LGB modern G scale Christmas trains. Includes 2020 loco No. 1, 25176 powered tender, and three Christmas train
passenger cars, Trains are generally C8.

455 LGB modern G scale Christmas trains. Includes 2020 loco No. 2, 25176 powered tender with rough box, and three
Christmas train passenger cars, Trains are generally C8.

456 LGB modern G scale steam locomotives. Includes 2010 and 2020 loco. Locos are C7-8 with broken whistles and some
light dust and dirt.

457 LGB modern G scale locomotives. Includes 92177 Iron Mountain Helena steam locomotive, powered LGB tender, and
2020 steam locomotive. Helena is C6-7 with some wear. Other two are C7-8.

458 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Three cars include 3097, 3098, and 34620. Cars are generally C8, one or two
small missing detail parts.

459 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Three cars include 3072 Florida Boy, 3070 DB, and 3172 Krombacher. Cars
are generally C8.

460 LGB modern G scale passenger cars in OBs. Includes 3050 , 3010, 3047, and 34076. Cars are generally C8. OBs have
some light shelf dust.

461 LGB modern G scale passenger and freight cars in OBs. Four cars include 4026 Becks reefer, 3007AC 25th anniversary
passenger car, 3007CC 1990 passenger car, and 3150 1985 passenger car.Cars are generally C8. OBs have some light
wear.

462 LGB modern G scale 2020 Circus steam locomotive in OB. Loco is C8 with some light shelf dust. OB also has some light
corner shelf wear.

463 LGB modern G scale cars and accessories. Includes 31410 passenger wagon, 4060 flat, 4044 gondola, 410 flat, 3530 wire
car, 4010 flat, G4948 Army flat, unmarked flat, Marklin G scale twin bin dump car, and 41580B01 transformer. Items are
C7 to C8. OBs have shelf wear.

464 G scale wooden bridges. Four bridges which are 39 to 41 inches long. C7-8. Due to the size we will not be able to ship this
lot, pick up arrangements may be made after the auction. Sold as is.

465 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9719 New Haven boxcar, 9717 Union Pacific boxcar,
9114 Mortons hopper, 9858 Butterfinger reefer, 9261 Sun Maid hopper, 9264 Illinois Central hopper, 9208 CP Rail boxcar,
9200 Illinois Central boxcar, 9714 Rio Grande boxcar, 9115 Planters hopper. Cars are C7-8 OBs have some light wear and
staining.

466 MTH modern tinplate O gauge 816 hopper cars in OBs. Four cars include two 10-1042 and two 10-3007. C8
with run time. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

467 American Flyer postwar S gauge steam locomotives. Four locomotives include Reading 307 for parts, 356 Silver Bullet,
302 Reading, and 312 Pennsylvania. Locos are C5-6, See photos for best description. This lot is sold as is.

468 Lionel modern O gauge 11712 Great Lakes Express set in C8-9 condition, has been opened, but appears only lightly run.

469 Bachmann modern HO 25009 Christmas street car village street car set in OB. Set is complete and C8 with run time.

470 New York Central / Lake Shore and Michigan Southern time books. Eighteen  from Elkhart division includes nine from
Dec. 1913 and nine from Sept. 1913. All books are for track gangs, See photos for best description.
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471 Interesting group of New York Central and other track maintenance books, forms etc. Includes Sperry rail defect manual,
Pennsylvania No. 20-D handling instructions for oxygen, Penn Central foremans time book, New York Central flammables
booklet, New York Central water level patch, New York Central 1965 freight rate books, Hoosier time book, 1942 MOW
rules book, 162 New York Central construction inspection manual, CI&SRR Danville division 1912 track charts, New
York Central stack of track failure sheets, New York Central stock killed sheets, stack of New York Central fire reports,
New York Central hy-rail maintenance sheet, and FRA track standards booklet. See photos for best description.

472 Ten railroad books. Includes The Lost Pleasures of the Great Trains by Page, Model Railway Engines by Minns, The
American Heritage History of Railroads in America by Jensen, The Men Who Built the Railroad by Klein, Steam Trains by
Price, Railroad Signaling by Solomon, The Railroad Encyclopedia by Longmeadow, Railroads in the Days of steam by
American Heritage, Early Railways by Snell, and Greenbergs Guide to Lionel 1970-1991. Books are good reader
condition.

473 K Line modern O gauge Coca Cola TTAX train set in OB. Set missing most of one TTAX car, one trailer, and maybe a
few small parts, otherwise C8. OB has some wear to the set box.

474 Lionel modern O gauge Illinois Central TTUX cars in OBs. Catalog number is 19416. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light
shelf wear. Would make a great unit train!

475 Lionel modern O gauge TTUX sets in OBs. Five cars include sealed 19416 Illinois Central, two 52041 LOTS Conrail
Mercury, and two 16904 New York Central. Cars are C8+ to C10.

476 Lionel modern O gauge 11740 Conrail Consolidated set in OB. Set is factory sealed in plastic C10.

477 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 29295 Pennsylvania boxcar, 17199 Conrail ACF
hopper, 17293 Illinois Central boxcar, 15016 Illinois Central boxcar, 27116 New York Central ACF hopper, 16441 New
York Central coal hopper, 17568 Pennsylvania flat with trucks, 17288 New York Central boxcar, 17633 New York Central
caboose, and 27615 New York Central caboose. Cars are C9-10. A few OBs have very minor shelf wear.

478 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 27210 Pennsylvania boxcar, 27203 New York Central
boxcar, two 17293 Illinois Central boxcars, 27600 Rock Island caboose, 17476 Burlington Northern gondola, 17669 New
York Central caboose, 17461 Pennsylvania gondola, 17662 Penn Central caboose, and 52401 Milwaukee Road hopper.
Cars are C9-10.

479 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17707 Pennsylvania stock car, two 26300 UPS flats
with piggyback trailer, 19636 Hooker tank car, 26155 Pennsylvania single dome tank, 26190 Santa Fe tank car, 16498 New
York Central hopper, 16498 New York Central hopper, 26190 Santa Fe tank car, 26189 New York Central tank car, 26195
Pennsylvania tank car, and 26109 New York Central tank car. Cars are C9-10. One UPS OB has partial label missing.

480 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16539 Western Pacific caboose, 19716 Illinois Central
caboose, 6134 Burlington Northern hopper, 16711 Pennsylvania searchlight, 6123 Pennsylvania hopper, 16934
Pennsylvania flat car, 17107, 17124 ADM hopper, 17107 Sclair hopper, and 6232 Illinois Central boxcar. Cars are C8 to
C9+. A few OBs have some mild shelf wear.

481 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer in OB. Transformer has original cord which is still flexible. Base and
Lionel plate have light wear. OB has been tape repaired at edges and  in some areas on the sides. C6-7.

482 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16383 Conrail flat with trailer, two 17887 Armstrong
flats, 52083 Eastwood flat with tanker, 17124 ADM hopper, two 17888 LCCA Conrail Mercury flats, two 17406
Pennsylvania gondolas with coil covers, and 16953 Red Wing shoe flat and trailer. Cars are C8+ to C9+.
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483 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include  39206 New York Central boxcar, 29295 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 29296 Pennsylvania boxcar, 26099 Pennsylvania auto carrier, 16983 Pennsylvania well car, 16813 Pennsylvania
Power and Light hopper, 17181 New York Central hopper, 17680 Santa Fe caboose, 27615 New York Central caboose,
and 17669 New York Central caboose. Cars are C9-10. A few OBs have some very light corner wear.

484 Lionel modern O gauge 26936 die cast tank car four pack in OB. Set has been opened and inspected but cars appear unrun
C9. OB has a bit of extra tape on the ends.

485 Lionel modern O gauge 21751 Pennsylvania rolling stock four pack. Set is factory sealed in the master carton C10. Of
interesting note: this box was shipped to Carail and appears to have come from the collection of Dick Kughn.

486 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26951 Pennsylvania flat with trailer, 17317
Pennsylvania reefer, 17288 New York Central boxcar, 19751 Pennsylvania caboose, 29823 Pennsylvania Postwar
Celebration Series operating boxcar, 19485 Pennsylvania culvert gondola, 29297 Pennsylvania no damage boxcar, 39204
New Haven boxcar, 26806 Pillsbury operating boxcar, and 17132 Pennsylvania ACF hopper. Cars are C9-10. OBs have a
few price stickers and one or two with light corner wear.

487 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16925 New York Central flat with trailer, 19267 New
York Central boxcar, 19716 Illinois Central caboose, 16414 CCC&STL hopper, 16934 Pennsylvania flat with road grader,
19726 New York Central caboose, 16383 Conrail flat with trailer, 17107 Sclair hopper, 17002 Conrail hopper, and 17005
Cargill hopper. Cars are C8+ to C9+. OBs have some light corner wear and price stickers.

488 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26650 M&StL flat with load switched to logs, 26307
Chessie flat with log load added, two 39206 New York Central boxcars, 17066 Pennsylvania hopper, 27615 New York
Central caboose, 26647 Illinois Central flat with load switched to logs, two 17288 New York Central boxcars, and 26155
Pennsylvania tank car. Cars are C8 to C10.

489 Lionel modern O gauge 11722 Girls Train reissue factory sealed in plastic C10.

490 Lionel modern O Gauge 38056 Pennsylvania M1a 4-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, fan
driven smoke unit, Odyssey and much more. Loco is factory wrapped in the inner carton C10.

491 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 52180 flats missing trailers, 39240 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 29296 Pennsylvania boxcar, 26004 Conrail flat with trailer, 37042 Illinois Central dump car, 29297 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 39241 Penn Central boxcar, 39206 New York Central boxcar, and 17624 Conrail caboose. Cars are C8 to C10. A
few OBs  have some mild shelf wear.

492 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26030 New York Central flat, 17132 Pennsylvania
hopper, 17707 Pennsylvania stock car, 26898 New York Central log dump car, 39239 P&LE boxcar, 29295 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 26891 Pennsylvania coal dump car, 17288 New York Central boxcar, 17132 Pennsylvania hopper, and 39272
Pennsylvania boxcar. Cars are C9-10. A few OBs have light corner wear. `

493 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 Watt ZW transformer in OB. Also includes instruction sheet, inspection slip and original box
inserts. Transformer base in clean with no major rust and city of Los Angeles approval sticker. OB has had repair to one
corner and side. Transformer cord has been replaced. C7.

494 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania passenger set including; 18901 Alco AA diesel units, 16022 baggage, 16009 combo,
16002 coach, 16001 coach, 16094 full vista dome, 16000 vista dome and a 16003 observation all in OBs. The set is C8-9.
OBs have some light shelf wear.

495 Lionel modern O gauge 18050 JC Penney Pennsylvania 4-6-2 loco in OB. Loco also comes with display case. Loco is
sealed in the master carton C10.

496 Lionel modern O gauge JCPenney 18669 Illinois Central 4-6-2 Pacific cab no. 2099 with display case. OB has been
opened, sealed and then was shipped to Carail. Assumed to be part of the Dick Kughn collection.
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497 Lionel modern O gauge 11700 Conrail Limited freight set, factory-sealed in plastic C10.

498 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include four 9441 Pennsylvania boxcars, 9387 Burlington
caboose, two 9369 Sinclair tank cars, and three 6114 Norfolk and Western hoppers. Cars are very nice C8-9. A few OBs
have light corner wear.

499 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17132 Pennsylvania hopper, 39238 Elvis boxcar,
19625 Ethyl tank car, 17949 Skelly tank car, 26647 Illinois Central flat with load converted to logs, 29640 Coca Cola tank
car, 39727 Pennsylvania tank car, 29295 Pennsylvania boxcar, 29296 Pennsylvania boxcar, and 26795 New York Central
stock car with sound. Cars are C9-10. OBs have some very light corner wear.

500 Lionel modern O gauge 11005 Dale Earnhardt Jr. train set factory sealed in OB. C10.

501 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16208 Pennsylvania auto carrier, 19300 Pennsylvania
ore car, 16236 New York Central boxcar, three 16335 New York Central flats with trailers, 16234 Pennsylvania flat with
cable reels, 16625 New York Central searchlight, 16215 Conrail auto carrier, and 16305 Lehigh Valley ore car. Cars are
C8+ to C10. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.

502 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 17611 New York Central cabooses, 17002 Conrail
hopper, 17216 Pennsylvania boxcar, 16389 Pennsylvania wheel car, two 17221 New York Central boxcars, two 17220
Pennsylvania merchandise cars, and two 17606 New York Central cabooses. Cars are C8+ to C9+. One or two very small
areas of corner wear on OBs.

503 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 19202 Pennsylvania boxcars. 17676 New York
Central caboose, 19623 New York Central boxcar, 16414 CCC&STL hopper, 26513 New York Central emergency
caboose, 17009 New York Central hopper, 17611 New York Central caboose, 17606 New York Central caboose, and
17602 Conrail caboose. Cars are C8+ to C9+. A few OBs have come very minor corner wear.

504 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16383 Conrail flat and trailer, 17406 Pennsylvania
gondola, 17124 ADM hopper, 17221 New York Central boxcar, two 19623 New York Central boxcars, 17118 ADM
hopper, 16934 Pennsylvania flat with grader, 16653 Western Pacific crane car, and 16927 New York Central flat with
gondola. Cars are C8+ to C9+. A few OBs have come very minor corner wear.

505 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9749 Penn Central boxcar, 9262 Purina hopper, 6438
Great Northern caboose, 9354 Pennzoil tank car, 9772 Great Northern boxcar, 9174 New York Central caboose, 9278 Life
Savers tank car, 9400 Conrail boxcar, 9121 Louisville and Nashville flat with dozer, and 9145 Illinois Central auto carrier.
Trains are C8-9. OBs have some light wear and price stickers.

506 Lionel modern O gauge grain hoppers in OBs. Nine cars include five 27136 Pacific Grain PS-2 hoppers, 27053 Burlington
hopper, 27102 Pillsbury PS-2 hopper, and two 17175 Illinois Central PS-2 hoppers. Cars are C9-10.

507 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 27824 Milwaukee Road flat with pipes, 36113 Illinois
Central tank car, 26044 New York Central flat with trailers, 16497 Pennsylvania hopper, 26654 Pinewood Derby flat with
custom log load, 26030 New York Central flat with custom log load, 26086 Alaska flat with custom log load, two 26647
Illinois Central flats with custom log loads, and New York Central auto carrier. Cars are C8 to C9+. A few OBs have some
light wear.

508 Lionel modern O gauge 18216 Conrail SD-60M diesel engine numbered 5500 factory new in OB, C9-10 only factory test
run.

509 Lionel modern O gauge Getty die cast tank cars in OBs. Includes 26973 three pack and 26941 single car with shelf worn
box. OBs have been open but cars are C9.
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510 Lionel modern O Gauge 1463 Coca Cola Special freight set in original set box including; 8473 diesel, 9743,9744,9745
boxcars, and 9073 caboose. Set is in factory plastic, but has been slit over components. A few sections of track and
paperwork appear to be missing. Trains are C10. Set box has some light shelf wear.

511 Lionel modern O Gauge Milwaukee Road SD40 diesel locomotives in OBs. Catalog numbers are 18223 and 18224. One
loco is Railsounds equipped while the other is horn only version. Locos are C8 condition with run time. OBs have some
light corner wear.

512 Lionel modern O gauge Gulf die cast tank cars in OBs. Six cars include four 26947, one sealed three others are C8-9.
26981 two pack which has been opened but unrun C9.

513 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 3922 Conrail boxcar, 17132 Pennsylvania hopper,
36250 New York Central boxcar, 29408 Pennsylvania gondola with coil covers, 17582 Pennsylvania PS-4 flat with trailers,
17590 Penn Central PS-4 flat with custom log load, 27424 Penn Central diecast open hopper, 17642 Conrail caboose,
27511 P&LE PS-4 flat, and 17979 Cargill tank car.  Cars are C9-10.

514 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26805 Pennsylvania dump car, 27515 Pennsylvania flat
car, two 26098 Pennsylvania flat with trailers, 16766 Land Management ore car, 39205 Alaska boxcar, 26380 New York
Central flat with custom log load, 26310 Chicago and Northwestern flat with trailer, 26005 Nickel Plate flat with trailer,
and 52190 LRRC Illinois Central flat with trailer. Cars are C8+ to C10. A few OBs have some very light corner wear.

515 Lionel modern O gauge 19889 Pennsylvania crew talk caboose with Railsounds, Electrocouplers, and more in OB.
Caboose is factory wrapped C9-10.

516 Lionel modern O gauge JC Penney 18669 Illinois Central 4-6-2 Pacific steam loco and tender with display case factory
sealed in the master carton C10. Loco is assumed to have come originally from the Dick Kughn collection as it has Carail
shipping label.

517 Lionel modern O gauge semi-scale freight cars including; 51401 Pennsylvania boxcar, 51300 Shell tank car, 51501
Baltimore & Ohio hopper and a 51702 Pennsylvania caboose all in OBs. The cars C8-9 with light run time. OBs have some
very light shelf wear.

518 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9351 Pennsylvania auto carrier, 9785 Conrail boxcar,
9400 Conrail boxcar, 6138 Baltimore and Ohio hopper, 5739 Baltimore and Ohio tool car, 9872 PFE reefer, 9276 Peabody
hopper, 7710 Mail Pouch boxcar, 9055 Republic Steel gondola, and 6101 Burlington covered hopper. Cars are C8-9. OBs
have some light wear.

519 Lionel modern O gauge PS-4 flatcars in OBs. Six cars include 27522 Conrail, 17575 New York Central, 17590 Penn
Central, 11858 Pennsylvania two pack, and 17582 Pennsylvania with trailers. C9-10. OBs have some very light corner
wear.

520 Lionel modern O gauge operating cars in OBs. Nine cars include three 26842 New York Central coal dump cars, 26811
Pennsylvania coal dump car, 26804 New York Central coal dump car, two 26805 Pennsylvania log dump cars, 36794 and
26898 New York Central log dump cars. Cars are C9-10.

521 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17216 Pennsylvania boxcar, 9456 Pennsylvania
boxcar, 19933 Illinois boxcar, 16414 CCC&STL hopper, 52083 Eastwood Chemicals flat and tanker, 17002 Conrail
hopper, 17216 Pennsylvania boxcar, 17221 New York Central boxcar, 17107 Sclair hopper, and 19727 Pennsylvania
caboose. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light shelf wear.

522 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 29296 Pennsylvania boxcars, two 29297
Pennsylvania boxcars, 29295 Pennsylvania boxcar, 19365 Coca Cola hopper, 26829 UPS operating holiday boxcar, two
26300 UPS flats with trailers, and 26927 UPS archive operating boxcar. Cars are C9-10. A few OBs have some light
corner wear.
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523 Lionel modern O gauge 18681 Pennsylvania 4-4-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke, whistle, and more. Loco
is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

524 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 17021 New York Central hopper, four 17027 Illinois
Central hoppers, 29209 Pennsylvania caboose, 39240 Pennsylvania boxcar, 39241 Penn Central boxcar, 29297
Pennsylvania boxcar, and 29295 Pennsylvania boxcar. Cars are C9-10, a few OBs have some light wear.

525 Lionel modern O gauge 11983 Farmrail set in OB. Set is factory sealed in the shipper. C10

526 Lionel 39113 Pennsylvania Flyer set in OB. Includes all track, transformer and paperwork. Trains are C9-10.

527 Lionel modern O gauge 31940 New York Central Flyer set in OB. Trains are C9-10, however CW80 transformer appears
to have been opened for testing.

528 Lionel modern O gauge 30018 Pennsylvania Flyer Ready to Run train set in OB. Set is open but trains are C9-10 and
appear unrun.

529 Lionel modern O gauge 30000 Keystone super freight set in OB and is factory sealed C10. Ready to run set features
TMCC, Rail Sounds and operating smoke.

530 Lionel modern O gauge die cast tank car packs in OBs. Includes 26977 Sinclair three car pack and 26936 assortment four
pack. Cars are C9 area. OBs have been opened. Cars show no major signs of run time.

531 Nice group of Lionel Catalogs from 1958 to present. 1958 to 1997 are in binders. From 1998 to present some are missing
and loose. Most of the catalogs from the last 8 years are present. Also included are 9 Greenbergs and TM price guides. See
photos for best description. Lot sold as is.

532 Lionel modern O gauge die cast tank cars in OBs. Six cars include 26981 Gulf two pack, 26941 Getty, 26947 Gulf, and
36913 Allied two pack. Cars are C8+ to C10.

533 Lionel modern O gauge operating cars in OBs. Twelve cars include  four 16604 New York Central log dump cars, three
9241 Pennsylvania log dump cars, two 6251 New York Central coal dump cars, two 9398 Pennsylvania coal dump cars,
and 16600 ICG coal dump car. Cars are C8+ to C9+. OBs have some very light shelf wear.

534 Lionel modern O gauge auto carriers in OBs. Ten cars include three 16208 Pennsylvania, 16215 Conrail, three 9351
Pennsylvania and two 9139 Penn Central. Cars are C8+ to C10. A few of the MPC boxes have some light shelf wear.

535 Lionel modern O Gauge New York Central F3 A-B-A set. Includes powered 8370, 8371 B unit, and 8372 dummy A.
Locos are C8-9 with very little if any run time. OBs have light shelf wear.

536 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central passenger cars; 9594 baggage, 9595 combo car, 9596 coach, 9597 passenger,
9598 observation, 19137 diner and 7207 20th Century aluminum Dining car in OBs. The cars are C9 area with no major
signs of run time. Might have been displayed. OBs have some corner wear and light shelf wear.

537 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 26841 Pennsylvania log dump cars, 26948 P&LE
die cast hopper, two 26234 New York Central boxcars (two different door colors), 26810 New York Central searchlight
car, 26815 Pennsylvania boxcar with harmonica sounds, 17139 Grain Train hopper, 26951 Pennsylvania flat with trailer,
and 16441 New York Central hopper. Cars are C9-10.

538 Lionel modern O Gauge Pennsylvania Tuscan F3 A-B-A in OBs. Includes 8970 A-A set one power one dummy, and 8060
B unit. Locos are C8+ with very light run time, maybe only factory. OBs have some shelf wear.
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539 Lionel modern O gauge aluminum Pennsylvania passenger cars including; 9570 Railway Express baggage, 9569 Paul
Revere combo, 9571 William Penn, 9572 Molly Pitcher, 9573 vista dome. 9575 Thomas A. Edison, 9574 Alexander
Hamilton observation and and two 7208 John Hancock dining cars. Nine cars total. Cars are C9 however some boxes have
some light shelf wear.

540 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Twelve cars include six 6113 Illinois Central short hoppers, two 9240 New
York Central operating hoppers, two 19806 Pennsylvania operating hoppers, and two 16400 Pennsylvania hoppers. Cars
are C9-10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

541 Lionel modern O gauge motorized units in OBs. Four units include 18486 Donald and Daisy hand car, 18981 Pennsylvania
speeder, 18424 Lionel Truck, and 18430 New York Central crew car. Cars are C8 to C10.

542 Lionel modern O gauge Pennsylvania motorized units. Includes 18981 speeder and 18410 burro crane. Items are C9-10.
Speeder OB has price sticker.

543 Lionel modern O Gauge 11700 Conrail Limited diesel freight set in original boxes, C9-10 sealed in plastic. Set includes
18200 SD40, 17002 hopper, 17201 boxcar, 17401 gondola, 17301 reefer, 17501 flatcar and 17602 caboose.

544 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include three 19275 Pennsylvania boxcars, two 19202
Pennsylvania boxcars, 19807 Pennsylvania caboose, 6122 Penn Central ore car, 9456 Pennsylvania boxcar, and two 19267
New York Central boxcars. Cars are C8+ to C10. Ore car OB has some light shelf wear.

545 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 26154 New York Central tank cars, 36113 Illinois
Central tank car, 39475 UPS flat with trailer, 17132 Pennsylvania hopper, two 26951 Pennsylvania flats with trailers 17652
New York Central caboose, and LCCA 52266 and 52267 Pennsylvania hoppers. Cars are C9-10. A few small areas of
corner wear and light shelf wear.

546 Lionel modern O gauge cabooses in OBs. Ten cars include two 9186 Conrail, two 9162 Pennsylvania, 19702 Pennsylvania,
9174 New York Central caboose, 19716 Illinois Central caboose, 19736 Pennsylvania, 19738 Conrail, and 19741
Pennsylvania. Cars are C8+ to C10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

547 Lionel modern O gauge 19212 Pennsylvania boxcars in OBs. Ten cars are C9-10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

548 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. No boxes. Fifteen cars include  three 16305 Lehigh Valley ore cars, seven 9124 Penn
Central P&LE flats with logs, two 25022 New York Central boxcars, 25014 Pennsylvania boxcar, 25091 Pennsylvania
boxcar, and 25057 Pennsylvania boxcar.

549 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Nineteen cars total. The bulk head flats all have custom log loads. Includes two 16375
New York Central flats, four 26320 Pennsylvania flats, 26369 Alaska flat, 26030 New York Central flat, 26615 Boy Scouts
flat, 26327 New York Central gondola, 9121 Louisville and Nashville flat, 9171 Missouri Pacific caboose, 26574 New
York Central caboose, 9340 Illinois Central gondola, 26613 Penn Central flat with load, 26589 Pennsylvania caboose,
17501 Conrail flat, 25057 Pennsylvania caboose, and 36250 New York Central boxcar. Cars are C8-9.

550 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26841 Pennsylvania log dump car, 52126 Classic Toy
Trains Milwaukee Road boxcar, 19286 Sylvester boxcar, 17009 New York Central hopper, 16813 Pennsylvania Power and
Light hopper, 19757 Postwar Celebration Series New Haven caboose, 19739 New York Central caboose, 52116 LRRC
Milwaukee Road flat missing trailer, 26103 Tank Train tank car, and 26100 Pennsylvania tank car. Cars are C8+ to C10.

551 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include nine 19212 Pennsylvania boxcars and 16335 New
York Central flat with trailers. Cars are C9-10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

552 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 6305 British Columbia tank cars, three 6114
Chicago and Northwestern hoppers (two OBs have replacement labels), two 9369 Sinclair tank cars, 9440 Reading boxcar,
9437 Northern Pacific  cattle car, and 9738 Illinois Terminal boxcar. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some light wear and price
stickers.
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553 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 26994 Michigan Central phenolic reefer, two 27601
Milwaukee Road cabooses, 52298 LRRC Milwaukee Road flat with trailer, 17225 Penn Central boxcar, 26222 Penn
Central boxcar, 27222 Santa Fe PS-1 boxcar, 17518 Pennsylvania flat with Cogi trucks, 27105 Penn Central hopper, and
27463 Pennsylvania ACF hopper. Cars are C9-10.

554 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9403 Seaboard boxcar, 9327 Bakelite tank car, 6101
Burlington covered hopper, 9222 Louisville and Nashville flat with vans, two 9465 Santa Fe boxcars, 9412 RF&P boxcar,
9401 Great Northern boxcar, 9425 British Columbia boxcar, 9282 Great Northern flat with trailers. Cars are generally C8.
OBs have some shelf wear.

555 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 9262 Purina hopper, 9754 New York Central boxcar,
9147 Texaco tank car, 9151 Shell tank car, two 9263 Pennsylvania hoppers, and four 9338 Pennsylvania Power and Light
hoppers. Cars are C8-9. OBs have some very light shelf wear.

556 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 6323 LCCA Virginia Chemicals tank car, two 9476
Pennsylvania boxcars, three 16925 New York Central flat with trailers, 6910 New York Central caboose, 16389
Pennsylvania wheel car, 17005 Cargill hopper, and 5714 Michigan Central reefer. Cars are C8. OBs have some light corner
and edge wear.

557 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include two 9211 Penn Central boxcars, 9201 Penn Central
boxcar, 6110 Missouri Pacific hopper, 9443 Florida East Coast boxcar, 9769 Bessemer boxcar, 9382 Florida East Coast
caboose, 9425 British Columbia boxcar, 9326 Burlington Northern caboose, and 9770 Northern Pacific boxcar. Cars are
generally C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

558 Lionel modern O gauge 99018 W.R. Case Cutlery add on pack in OB. Set is missing tank car. Otherwise cars are C10.

559 Lionel modern O gauge die cast tank cars in OBs. Includes 36916 sealed Allied two pack and open but unrun 26936
assortment four pack. OBs have some light corner wear. 36916 OB has some sun fading to one end.

560 Lionel modern O gauge 6464 boxcar three packs in OBs. Two 39203 packs are C9-10.

561 Lionel modern O gauge New York Central GP-9 and passenger cars in OBs. 18513 New York Central GP-7 is C9-10
factory wrapped.  Seven passenger cars include 16021 observation, 16016 baggage, 16017 combo, 16018 coach, 16019
vista dome, 16020 coach, and 16041 dining car. Cars are C9-10. OBs have light corner and edge wear.

562 Lionel modern O gauge 8151 Burlington SD-28 loco in OB. Loco is C8+ with very light run time. Also included is 9387
Burlington bay window caboose in C8 condition. OBs have some very light wear.

563 Lionel modern O gauge 28566 Rock Island GP-7 dummy loco in OB. Loco was opened for inspection and appears factory
wrapped C9-10.

564 K Line modern O gauge trains in OBs. Includes three 612-1751 New York Central caboose, K6434A Pennsylvania boxcar
four pack, K64347 Pennsylvania boxcar, 632-1611 Illinois Central tank car, and operating K2625-02B Coca Cola hand car
and trailer. Cars are C8+ to C10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

565 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Twelve cars include 9186 Conrail caboose, two 9174 New York Central
cabooses, two 9263 Pennsylvania covered hoppers, two 9201 Penn Central boxcars, 9417 CP Rail boxcar, 9716 Penn
Central boxcar, 9772 Great Northern boxcar, and two 9172 Penn Central cabooses. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some
wear.

566 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 19286 Sylvester boxcar, three 19726 New York
Central cabooses, 19701 Milwaukee Road caboose, 19275 Pennsylvania boxcar, 19727 Pennsylvania caboose, 6122 Penn
Central ore car, 52083 Eastwood flat with tanker, and 6135 Chicago and Northwestern ACF hopper. Cars are C8 to C9+.
OBs have some light wear and a few price stickers.
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567 Lionel modern O Gauge 18005 New York Central 700E Hudson in OB. Loco comes with paperwork and display case.
Loco is C8-9 with light run time.

568 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Thirteen cars include two 9241 Pennsylvania log dump cars, 9398
Pennsylvania dump car, two 16303 Pennsylvania flats with trailers, 9826 New York Central boxcar, 9151 Shell tank car,
9603 Penn Central boxcar, two 9264 Illinois Central hoppers, 9626 Santa Fe boxcar, 16315 Pennsylvania flat car, and 9629
Chessie boxcar. Cars are generally C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

569 Modern O gauge freight cars in OBs. Four Railking cars include 7626 Pennsylvania flat with trailer, 7608 New York
Central flat with trailer, and two 7414 New York Central boxcars. Four Weaver cars include New York Central center flow
hopper, 2081 Pennsylvania center flow hopper, 3081 New York Central boxcar, and 3077 Pennsylvania PS-1 boxcar. Two
K Line cars include two 6634 Coca Cola flats with trailers. Cars are C8+ to C10. OBs have some light shelf wear.

570 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Eleven freight cars include five 6232 Illinois Central boxcars, 9121 Louisville
and Nashville flat with dozer in incorrect OB, 52440 LRRC Marine Corps flat with trailer, 9405 Illinois Central caboose,
16396 Alaska flat with custom log load, 6907 New York Central caboose, and 6231 Railgon gondola. Cars are generally
C8. OBs have some shelf wear.

571 Lionel modern O gauge 51702 Pennsylvania N-8 cabooses in OBs. Three cabooses include one factory wrapped C10, one
that has been displayed C9 and a third which has a few pinhead size touchups and paint chips C7-8. OBs have some light
shelf wear.

572 Lionel modern O gauge accessories in OBs. Includes two 12751 shovel kits, thirteen 12861 tractors, five 12852 trailer
frames, 52116 LRRC Milwaukee Road semi, two 521999 Milwaukee Road semis, four 12778 Conrail semis, 52056 LCCA
Southern semi, 52025 LCCA Madison Hardware semi, 52116 Milwaukee Road LRRC semi, 12833 Roadrailer semi, 12826
intermodal three pack, Illinois Central tractor missing trailer, Red Wing loose trailer, and New York Central deliver truck,
and box of coal. Items are C8 to C10.

573 Lionel modern O gauge hoppers in OBs. Includes 11881 Pennsylvania PS-2 hopper three pack, 26948 P&LE four bay
hopper, and 52400 Milwaukee LRRC Milwaukee Road hopper. Cars are C9-10. PL&E OB has shelf wear.

574 Lionel modern O gauge accessories and motorized units in OBs. Includes two 34193 UPS animated billboard and 28416
hobo hand car. C10.

575 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Ten freight cars include four 9158 Penn Central flats with logs,9033 Penn Central
gondola, 9062 Penn Central caboose, 36261 Pennsylvania boxcar, 9189 Gulf tank car, 26053 Pennsylvania gondola, and
KMT 31042 Coca Cola boxcar. Cars are generally C8.

576 Lionel train items include three Lionel puzzles, MRC 2500 Tech II transformer, Lionel stuffed Lionel, and K Line K-1309
battery powered Coca Cola train set, Coca Cola HO boxcar. Items are C9-10.

577 Lionel modern O gauge scale cars in OBs. Includes 51701 New York Central caboose, 51402 Chesapeake and Ohio stock
car, 51301 Lackawanna refrigerator car, and 51401 Pennsylvania boxcar. C&O and PRR cars are C8-9 and Lackawanna
and NYC caboose are C10.

578 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 15001 Seaboard boxcar, 16128 Alaska tank car, 16138
Goodyear tank car, 19214 Western Maryland boxcar, 16710 operating missile car, 16250 Santa Fe boxcar, 16123 Union
Pacific tank car, 16133 Santa Fe reefer, 16416 Rio Grande hopper, and 16131 Texas and Pacific  reefer. Cars are C7-8 OBs
have some shelf wear.

579 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16123 Union Pacific tank car, 16275 Radio Flyer
boxcar, 19321 Bessemer ore car, 19230 Frisco boxcar, 16666 toxic waste car, 16144 Santa Fe Angelo tank car, 16586
Southern Pacific caboose, 19511 Western Maryland reefer, 16928 Soo flat with dump bin, and 16134 Reading reefer. Cars
are C7-8. OBs have some shelf wear.
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580 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars in OB. Ten freight cars include 16250 Santa Fe boxcar, 16127 Mobil tank car, 15000
Rio Grande boxcar, 19320 Pennsylvania ore car, 19704 Western Maryland caboose, 19642 Gulf tank car, 16741 Union
Pacific bunk car, 36541 Copper Range caboose, 19230 Frisco boxcar, and 16128 Alaska tank car. Cars are C7-8. OBs have
some shelf wear.

581 Modern O gauge freight cars from Lionel and Industrial Rail freight cars in OBs. Fourteen cars total. Twelve Lionel cars
include 16112 Dow tank car, 19239 TH&B boxcar, 19240 Great Northern boxcar, three Kansas City Southern cabooses,
three 7800 Pepsi boxcars, 19538 Hormel reefer in incorrect OB, 17214 Diesel Railsounds boxcar, 52171 Union Pacific
uncle Herb action boxcar. Two Industrial Rail cars include 1001 New York Central boxcar and 4102 Santa Fe hopper. Cars
are C7-8. OBs have shelf wear.

582 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC components in OBs. Includes two 12866 140 watt power house supplies, 12911 command
base, two 12857 power masters, and 12868 Cab-1 remote. Items are layout used C7-8. OBs have some light wear.

583 Lionel modern O gauge TMCC components in OBs. Includes three 12866 140 watt power house supplies, three 12857
power masters, and 12868 Cab-1 remote. Items are layout used C7-8. OBs have some light wear.

584 Lionel modern O gauge Canadian Pacific GP-9 in OB. Catalog number is 18564. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
directional lighting and more. Loco is C7-8 condition with some run time and layout dust. One or two very small paint
nicks. OB has shelf wear and one rip

585 Lionel modern O gauge freight cars. Seventeen cars include four OBs. Boxed cars include 26240 Railbox boxcar, 16414
CCC&STl hopper, 19329 Norfolk and Western hopper, and 6150 Santa Fe hopper. The other thirteen cars include 5728
Canadian Pacific bunk car 7800 Pepsi boxcar, 26192 Lincoln Log boxcar, 16703 New York Central tool car, 16526 Kansas
City Southern caboose, 16309 Wabash gondola, 16115 MKT tank car, 16505 Wabash hopper, 6108 Racing Fuel tank car,
custom Santa Fe caboose, 16357 Louisville and Nashville flat with trailer, 16656 Burlington log dump car, and 19515
Milwaukee Road stock car with sound added. Cars are C7 to C8. OBs have some light wear.

586 Lionel modern O gauge Western Maryland Alco A units 18915 and 18916 in OBs. Locos are C7 with a few nicks and
scratches and one missing number board. OBs have shelf wear and a few small rips.

587 Lionel transformers. Includes four CW-80 transformers, 4851, 4060, and 1015. Transformers are layout used and sold as is.
All appear complete with good cords.

588 Lionel modern O gauge diesel locomotives in OBs. Includes 18907 Rock Island 44 tonner. Loco has some paint missing
and bent hand rails. C6-7. 18503 Southern Pacific diesel switcher with some light body wear C7. Both OBs have shelf
wear and some ripping.

589 Lionel modern O gauge accessories.  Items without boxes include burning switch tower , 12720 rotary beacon, thirteen
12708 street lamps, modern 452 single track signal bridge, air whistle shed, and 2256 station platform. Boxed items include
two 12708 street lamp sets, 12809 animated billboard, and 12748 station platform. Items are C7 to C8. See photos for best
description.

590 Large group of O gauge and HO buildings, bridges, and scenery supplies. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is.

591 Two large boxes of scenery material including rock faces, tunnel portals, ground cover, ballast, matchbox sized cars, and
more. A few other items in the lot include Centerline track cleaning car, 8911 Union Pacific switcher, and Greenbergs
Lionel Trains 1945 -1969 Vol. I by Ambrose. See photos for best description. This lot will ship oversize.

592 Nice group of aprox. 75 pieces of 027 track.  Lot is primarily straight track, some curves, two cross overs, one UCS,  and a
box of 36 inch straight track. Track in layout used, a few sections have some light rust.

593 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1197-3 No. 200 Electric Express type two gondola. Unit is non powered factory
wrapped C10.
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594 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1197-3 No. 200 Electric Express type two gondola. Unit is non powered factory
wrapped C10.

595 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1197-3 No. 200 Electric Express type two gondola. Unit is non powered and has
been displayed C9.

596 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1197-3 No. 200 Electric Express type two gondola. Unit is non powered factory
wrapped C10. OB has some light shelf wear.

597 MTH modern standard gauge tinplate 10-1197-3 No. 200 Electric Express type two gondola. Unit is non powered factory
wrapped C10.

598 MTH  modern Tinplate Traditions standard gauge 10-1057 no. 155 freight shed with cream base and maroon roof in OB,
C10. OB has some light shelf wear.

599 MTH Railking modern O gauge club cars in OBs. Eight cars include 7928 crane, 7930 crane tender, 76002 flat with panel
vans, 7779 caboose, 7380 tank car, 7267 gondola, 74223 boxcar, and 7423 boxcar. Cars are C8. OBs have some light
corner and edge wear.

600 Lionel modern O gauge group of blank unpainted freight cars and locomotive bodies. These are left overs from the 2001
Lionel factory auction. Neat for custom work or as a collectors lot. See photos for best description.

601 Lionel modern O gauge 9583 Chessie passenger coach factory production sample. Includes tag and paperwork dated 1-31
-80. Sheet of paper is an engineering sample report. Neat item!

602 Neat group of Lionel replacement shells. Includes partially stamped 1998 SD loco, new Phantom I shell, new Hot Rod GP
-9 II shell, two tank car bodies, and unpainted raw boxcar shell. These are left overs from the 2001 Lionel factory auction.
Neat for custom work or as a collectors lot. See photos for best description.

603 Lionel modern O gauge F3 locomotive shells. Includes Great Northern, Rio Grande, TCA, and unpainted and unlettered
yellow shell. These are left overs from the 2001 Lionel factory auction. Neat for custom work or as a collectors lot. See
photos for best description.

604 Two raw Lionel modern O gauge steam locomotive shells. Includes shell for Pennsylvania Torpedo and 8142 shell. Shell
for 8142 has not had all of the machine work completed and is a raw casting. Torpedo shell is complete but is unpainted.
These are left overs from the 2001 Lionel factory auction. Neat for custom work or as a collectors lot. See
photos for best description.

605 MTH modern O gauge tinplate 10-3007 No. 816 hopper in OB. Hopper is C9 however missing one hatch wheel on the side
of the car. OB has light shelf wear and price sticker.

606 Williams modern O gauge GG-22 Pennsylvania five stripe GG-1 dummy unit in OB. Loco features horn. C7 with paint
chips along lower edge of nose. OB has some shelf wear.

607 Lionel Postwar O gauge custom Southern Pacific F-3 A-A powered and dummy set. Locos are on 2333-20 frames. Shells
are newer MPC. Locos are refinished to C6-7.

608 Lionel Modern O gauge custom Santa Fe  F-3 A-A powered and dummy set. Locos are on MPC frames. Shells are newer
LTI. Locos are refinished to C7 condition.

609 Lionel modern O gauge Union Pacific passenger cars including; 9545 baggage, 7210 dining car, 9546 combo, 9548 Placid
Bay passenger, and 9547 observation. Also included is a 19121 vista dome and a 19152 duplex roomette car. Cars are C8
with run time. OBs have shelf wear and a few small rips.
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610 Lionel modern O gauge  18662 Pennsylvania 0-4-0 switcher in original box, Loco is C8 with run time. OB has some corner
wear and a few small rips at the flaps.

611 Lionel Hallmark Great American Railways locomotives, station, and car. Includes two 2332 Pennsylvania GG-1s, 773
Hudson, 2333 New York Central F3 A-A, Oceanside depot, and 3356 horse car. Items appear to be in good condition,
maybe displayed. OBs have some light wear.

612 Lionel modern and Postwar O gauge motorized units in OBs. Includes 50 gang car with OB, instructions, and inspection
slip. Side mount horn, U shaped bumpers, three levers. Items are C7. Also included is 8370 Pennsylvania fire car in C8
condition. Pennsylvania box has light wear, Gang car box is solid with light wear.

613 Lionel Postwar O gauge 681 Pennsylvania turbine, 2671W whistle tender with shell crack at screw, 3464 New York
Central operating boxcar, 6462 New York Central gondola, and 6457 Lionel caboose. Lot sold as is shown in the
photographs.

614 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 2020 turbine, 6020W Lionel Lines whistle tender, 6462 New York Central
gondola, 6465 Sunoco tank car, 6520 searchlight car, 6456 Lehigh Valley hopper, and 6357 Southern Pacific caboose.
Trains are sold as is shown in the photos.

615 Lionel prewar O gauge streamliner passenger car parts. Includes six bodies, five repro vestibules, one belly pan, and three
roofs. A few broken castings included. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is shown in the photos.

616 Lionel prewar O gauge locos, motors, and parts. Includes 1688 loco, 1688E loco, four tenders, four loco motors, and two
tender motors. Also included is a American Flyer prewar steam locomotive. All for parts or restoration. See photos for best
description. Lot sold as is shown in photos.

617 Lionel Prewar parts. Includes 261E loco with partially broken frame, 259 loco shell, 262 loco shell, air whistle motor, 1093
loco and frame, and two unmarked loco shells. All for parts or restoration. See photos for best description. Lot sold as is
shown in photos.

618 Two flats of Lionel and American Flyer parts. Includes prewar, postwar, and a few standard gauge parts. See photos for
best description. Also included is two original Missouri Pacific advertisements. Sold as is shown in the photos.

619 MTH modern O Gauge Great Northern F3 A-B-A in OB. Catalog number is 20-2220-1. Locos feature Protosound,
Protocouplers and more. Locos are C8-9 with incredibly light run time.

620 MTH Railking modern O gauge Great Northern passenger cars in OBs. Six cars include 30-67317 sleeper / diner set and
67316 four car set. Cars are C8-9 with light run time. OBs have some light shelf wear.

621 Lionel modern O gauge 18002 New York Central Hudson steam locomotive in OB. Loco features Sound of Steam, smoke,
Pullmor motor and more. Loco is C8 condition with run time. OB has some light wear on the label.

622 Lionel modern O gauge 18505 Nickel Plate double headed GP7 diesel locomotives in OBs. Locos feature Railsounds.
Locos are factory wrapped C9-10. OB is very clean.

623 Lionel modern O Gauge Lackawanna commuter car set in OB. Includes 18304 set with powered unit.  Cars are C10. OB
has some very light corner wear.

624 Lionel modern O gauge 18000 Pennsylvania 0-6-0 B6 steam locomotive. Loco is C7+ with run time and some chipping on
the cab numbers.

625 Lionel modern O gauge 18003 Lackawanna 4-8-4 steam locomotive in OB. Loco has sound of steam, Pullmor motor,
smoke and more. Loco is C8 with some run time. OB has a few small scratches.
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626 Lionel modern O gauge 26713 Shay log car three packs in OBs. Two packs of three cars are factory sealed in the master
cartons C10.

627 Lionel modern O gauge 28022 West Side Lumber shay steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. The loco was only unwrapped for inspection and photos C9-10.

628 Lionel modern O gauge Great Northern passenger cars: 19120 observation with illuminated interior, 19118 passenger car
with illuminated interior, 19119 vista dome car with illuminated interior, 19117 combine car with illuminated interior,
19116 baggage car. In OBs, C9-10 inspected only. Very clean boxes.

629 Lionel modern O Gauge 11724 Great Northern F-3 A-B-A diesel units factory sealed in OB. Contents assumed C10. Locos
feature Railsounds in the dummy A.

630 Lionel modern O gauge 11718 Norfolk Southern piggyback train set with Dash 8-40C engine, five TOFC cars, and
caboose. Factory-sealed C10 in OB.

631 Lionel modern O Gauge 18006 Reading T-1 in OB. Loco features smoke, Railsounds, firebox glow and much more. Loco
is C8 condition with some run time. OB has some light corner and edge wear.

632 Lionel modern O gauge 18018 Southern 2-8-2 Mikado steam loco and tender in OB. Loco features Railsounds, smoke, and
more. Loco is factory wrapped C9-10. Nice clean OB.

633 Lionel modern O gauge 18010 Pennsylvania scale S-2 turbine in OB. Loco features smoke, Railsounds, constant voltage
lighting and much more. Loco is factory wrapped with all paperwork. Loco is C10. OB has some very light corner wear.

634 Lionel modern O Gauge Rio Grande Alco PA A-B-A set in OB. Set number is 18107. Powered loco features dual motors,
electronic reverse, constant voltage headlights and more. Set also has diesel Railsounds. Locos are factory wrapped in the
OB C9-10. OB has some light shelf wear.

635 Lionel modern O Gauge 18009 New York Central L-3 Mohawk in OB. Loco has Smoke, Railsounds, firebox glow and
more. Loco is factory wrapped with all paperwork C9-10. OB has creasing on one flap.

636 Lionel modern O gauge 90th Anniversary train set no. 11715 factory sealed in OB wrapped in cellophane, C10.

637 Lionel modern O gauge 11710 CP Rail Limited freight set in OBs. Set consists of: 18203 CP Rail SD40 diesel loco, 17107
Sinclair covered hopper, 17500 CP flatcar w/log load, 17200 Canadian Pacific boxcar, 17300 CP Railway reefer, 17400
gondola and 19705 CP Rail EV caboose. Set is factory sealed in plastic C10.

638 Lionel modern O gauge The Chessie Royal Limited freight set no. 1070 in OB. Set includes; 8061 Western Maryland
U36C diesel, 9432 Postwar Years boxcar, 9328 Chessie bay window caboose, 9329 Chessie crane car, 9324 radioactive
Waste flatcar, 9818 Western Maryland reefer and a 9344 Citgo tank car. The set factory sealed in plastic and assumed C10.
Set lid has light corner and edge wear.

639 Lionel modern O gauge 1158 Maple Leaf Limited set in OB. Set C8 however the loco has some light spotting on the frame.
Set lid has some light corner and edge wear along with a few small dents.

640 Lionel Norfolk & Western Continental Limited freight set no. 1260 in individual OBs. Set is C8-9 no major signs of run
time. OBs have price stickers and set lid has some light wear.

641 Lionel modern O gauge 28051 Baltimore and Ohio EM-1 2-8-8-4 steam locomotive. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton C10.

642 Lionel 28072 New York Central J3A Hudson. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Fan driven smoke unit, firebox glow,
Electrocouplers, and more. Loco is factory sealed in the master carton C10.
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643 Lionel modern O gauge JLC 28064 Union Pacific Challenger steam locomotive in OB. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds,
Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more. Loco is C8 condition with run time.

644 Lionel modern O gauge 1071 Mid-Atlantic Limited set consisting of 8063 Seaboard diesel, 9233 transformer car, 9369
Sinclair tank, 9370 Seaboard gondola, 9371 Lantic Sugar hopper and 9372 Seaboard bay window caboose. Set is C9 area
with plastic still on the set. Loco might have been test run. Set box has some light wear.

645 Lionel modern O gauge 1970 Southern Pacific Limited diesel freight set in OB. Trains are C9 area and appear to have only
been factory test run. OBs have had price stickers added. Set lid has some light wear.

646 Lionel modern O gauge Quaker City Limited freight set no. 1971 in individual OBs and set box. The set is still wrapped in
cellophane, and is assumed C10. Set lid has some light wear and one ripped section on the lower apron on one edge.

647 Lionel modern O gauge Erie-Lackawanna Limited freight set no. 1451 in individual OBs and set box including; 8458 Erie-
Lackawanna dual motor SD-40 diesel and Erie Lackawanna freight cars; 6118 covered hopper, 6210 gondola, 7303 stock
car, 9474 boxcar, 6524 six wheel crane car and a 6906 caboose. Set box lid has wear at the lower edges, but trains are all
sealed in plastic C10.

648 Lionel O Gauge modern Chessie System 11705 set in OBs. Loco and cars are factory sealed in plastic C10. Set lid has
some light wear at corners.

649 Lionel modern O Gauge 1552 Burlington Northern Limited set sealed in factory cello. C10. Set lid has a few very shallow
dents.

650 Lionel modern O gauge Santa Fe Dash 8 40-B freight set no. 11713. Set has been lightly run C8-9. OB has one small
puncture in a side apron.

651 Lionel modern O gauge 51000 reproduction of the prewar Hiawatha Milwaukee Road passenger set including: 350E loco,
350W tender, 882 front coach, 883 coach, 884 observation and two vestibules. Set is factory wrapped C9-10. OB in nice
condition with some light lid warping

652 Lionel modern O gauge 18501 Western Maryland Western Maryland NW2 diesel locomotive in OB. C8 with run time,
however one or two very small pin head size areas of rust on under frame. OBs has some light corner wear.

653 Lionel modern O Gauge Jersey Central Trainmaster in OB. Catalog number is 8687. Loco is C8 area run time. OB has
some shelf wear and light ink loss.

654 Lionel modern O gauge 8404 Pennsylvania S2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco features smoke and whistle. Locomotive
original box has light corner and edge wear. Loco is C8+ with very light run time.

655 Lionel modern O gauge 18301 Southern FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C8-9 with very light signs of
run time. OB has some light corner wear.

656 Lionel modern O gauge 18205 Union Pacific Dash 8 locomotive in OB. Loco is factory wrapped with no major signs of
run time. Might have been lifted out of the inner carton at one point. C9. OB has some corner and edge wear.

657 Lionel modern O Gauge Conrail 18216 SD60M in OB. Conrail loco features Railsounds, operating ditch lights, dual
motors and more. Loco is factory wrapped in the OB C9-10. OB has light crease in one flap.

658 Lionel modern O Gauge Western Maryland 18023 steam Shay locomotive in OB. Loco features Railsounds, smoke,
firebox glow and much more. Loco is factory wrapped with wrapping paper molded to fit loco details.  I opened one corner
to check the rollers and they are unrun beyond factory. Loco is C9-10. Locomotive original box has light corner and edge
wear.
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659 Lionel modern O Gauge Pennsylvania five stripe GG-1 in OB. Insulators are included in the box. Loco is C8-9 with very
little if any signs of run time. OB has come corner and edge wear.

660 Lionel modern O gauge 18302 Great Northern EP-5 electric loco in OB. Loco is C8-9 with incredibly faint signs of run
time. One hairline crack forming in nose decal below rivet.

661 Lionel modern O gauge 18303 Amtrak GG-1 locomotive in OB. Features dual motors, Magne Traction and more. Loco
body is C8, but frame is C7 with some heavier run time, some wear to pickup rollers. OB is clean.

662 Lionel modern O gauge 18804 Soo Line RS-3 diesel locomotive in OB. Loco is C9 with no major signs of running beyond
a factory test run. OB has some corner and edge wear.

663 Lionel modern O gauge 18901 Pennsylvania Alco A-A diesel locomotive set in OB. Locos are C7 with some light frame
rust and marks on the body. OB has some corner and edge wear.

664 Lionel modern O gauge 18402 burro crane in OB. Crane is C9 area with no major signs of run time. OBs have some light
corner wear.

665 Lionel modern O gauge Southern Crescent 8702 steam locomotive  in OB. Loco is C7-8 with run time. OB has a few rips
and some wear.

666 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW transformer. Transformer has replacement cord and a few very small rust spots on
the base. C6 overall.

667 Lionel modern O gauge 12969 Train master command base set. Includes Cab-1 remote and command base. Set is C8 with
some signs of use. OB shows some light wear.

668 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW transformer. Transformer has replacement cord and a few very small rust spots on
the base and some very light wear to the case and handles. C6 overall.

669 Lionel modern O gauge 072 switches in OBs. Includes four 5165 right hand switches and four 5166 left hand switches. C7
-8 with layout use. OBs have light wear.

670 Lionel modern O gauge switches in OBs. includes 5166 072 left hand switch, 5165 072 right hand switch, three 5132 right
hand switches, and 5133 031 left hand switch. Switches are layout used C7-8. OBs have some wear and dirt.

671 Lionel modern O Gauge 11700 Conrail Limited diesel freight set in original boxes, C8 with run time. Set includes 18200
SD40, 17002 hopper, 17201 boxcar, 17401 gondola, 17301 reefer, 17501 flatcar and 17602 caboose. Set box has some
very light wear.

672 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1122 remote control switches in original boxes.  All have controllers and lanterns, some have
instructions sheets, one has an inspection slip, one have insert, some have envelops.  Most look C6-7, one pair looks more
C8-9.  Cleaner lot of switches with very little surface rust or oxidation.  Some controllers have a little surface rust on
levers, one controller has rusted levers.  Boxes range from stained to C7 area, some writing, some wear to some lid
corners/edges.  Again a better lot of switches.

673 Postwar Plasticville O/S gauge Airport and Accessories Unit, AU-6 in original box.  Missing the cardboard/heavy stock
airport layout, and box is missing inserts/dividers.  May or may not be complete.  A blue wall section is has chipping
around the round windows/openings, and a handrail for the control tower roof has a missing end.  Otherwise no damage or
wear was noticed.  Box lid has tape repairs, and bottom as some warping.  Box is otherwise fairly square and solid.

674 Postwar Plasticville O/S gauge Autumn Tree Assortment 2975-298 in original box with some pieces still on sprue, some
parts are connect as is if some have been assembled.  Appears to be complete.  Some pieces/trees are in a Bachmann Bros.
box for Solarex Sun Glasses with original twilight scientific lenses.  Also included is a mini paper catalog/leaflet.  Box is
very square and solid with no repairs or damage, C8.
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675 Postwar Plasticville O/S gauge Log Cabin Kit LC-2 in original box appearing to be complete, sticker on door of cabin.
Included are two cabins with the rifle and coonskin cap over door, one has the Davy Crockett sticker on door.  Box has
tape repaired corners, otherwise square and solid.

676 Prewar Lionel O gauge original box/factory shipping carton for 916 O gauge tunnel.  Box has skinning, missing material,
tape repairs, etc.  Box is identified only by inner order number 916-5.  Box is sold as is with no returns, view photos for
more and better description.

677 Prewar Lionel O gauge 313 operating Bascule bridge with alignment frame, instructions sheet, two type UTC universal
lockons, and No. CO 25 envelope.  Bridge should clean C6.  Box has tape repairs to a corner, staining, fairly square and
solid.

678 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2432 Clifton vista dome, 2434 Newark Pullman, 2435 Elizabeth Pullman, and 2436 Summit
observation, red letter passenger cars, C6.  2434 OB missing inner coupler protection flap, tape repairs, very square and
very solid.

679 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars with one box, 265W whistle tender, 2679 Baby Ruth boxcar, 3659 automatic dumping
car, 2651 lumber car in original box, 2654 Shell tank, 2656 cattle car, and 2657 caboose.  Trains look C6-7.  2651 OB has
missing tuck flap, otherwise very square and solid.

680 Postwar Lionel transformers, replaced cords, repainted cases, damaged/repaired bases, sold as is with no returns.  View
photographs for more and better description.  Types A, TW, and 1033.

681 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2 dome tank cars, 2465, 6465, and unnumbered tanks.  Some are restored, some have repainted
frames, some are C6-7.  Sold as is with no returns, view photos for more and better description.

682 Postwar Lionel type RW 110 watt transformer missing cord, output shaft spins freely, black plastic lever is glue repaired.
Transformer is sold as is with no returns.  Box looks C7.  Original instructions sheet included.

683 Prewar American Flyer wide/standard gauge America Pullman passenger coach, light surface rust to paint chips, otherwise
C6.

684 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer with slightly stiff original cord and plug, C6.

685 Prewar Lionel and Ives standard/wide gauge switches, two pairs of 222 remote control switches, one pair of manual control
switches, No. 20 ninety degree crossover, and two 222 switch controllers.  Switches have some rust on some metal, some
oxidation.  Items look C6 area.

686 Postwar Lionel type KW 190 watt transformer with replaced cord, missing horn lever, C6.  Base is marked MODEL KW
(R).  Original instructions sheet with taped spine included.  Box has bottom insert, C7.

687 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2408 vista dome, 2409 Pullman, and 2410 Santa Fe blue letter passenger cars, C6.

688 Postwar Lionel type KW 190 watt transformer with replaced plug, chipped orange A insert, C6.  Base is marked MODEL
KW (R).  Original instructions sheet included.  Box has bottom insert, some strips of masking tape, and some red writing,
C7-8 in shape.

689 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 38 operating water tower with typical interior, restoration/repairs, better than typically seen.
Tower looks C6.

690 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer with supple original cord, C6.  Top L badge might be reproduction.

691 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3454 Pennsylvania operating merchandise car in original box with 160 bin, instructions sheet, and
wrap.  Train looks C6.  Box has missing inner flap and mild wear.
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692 Postwar Lionel type KW 190 watt transformer in original box with replaced cord, otherwise C6.  Box is C7 with no inserts.

693 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3461X automatic lumber car w/logs, 3469 automatic dumping car with instructions sheet and
inspection slip, 3520 operating searchlight car, 6362 rail truck car, 6415 Sunoco tank, 6446 N&W cement car, 6520
operating searchlight car, and 6561 cable reel car with reels.  Trains look C6 to C8.  Boxes have some missing flaps, tape
repairs, missing flaps, etc.

694 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer with replaced cord, rusted base that has been repainted, C6.

695 Postwar Lionel O gauge hoppers with some original boxes.  Five 6436, six 6446, and one 6736.  Five original boxes, three
with missing flaps, tears, tape, etc., two C7-8.  Trains should clean C6-7.

696 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer with original cord and plug, cord is supple with some cracking near plug.
Transformer otherwise looks C6.

697 Prewar Lionel O gauge 072 wide radius switches, nine 711 and five 721 switches, all are or have been converted to remote
control.   Some switches have rust and oxidation, some have chipped/cracked housing covers, etc.  Overall lot should clean
to look C6 area, sold as is with no returns.  View photos for more and better description.

698 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6557 caboose with smoke, should clean to look C7.

699 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer with original cord, slightly brittle but not yet cracked.  Transformer looks
C6-7.

700 Postwar Lionel ST-311 wheel puller, Service Station tools.  One is completely original, other has reproduction jaws.  View
photos for more and better description.

701 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer in original box with brittle original cord and plug.  Transformer will need
cord replaced, otherwise looks C7.  Box has mild wear/cupping to flaps, otherwise is square and solid with bottom insert.

702 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories in original boxes, except one 148. Accessories look C6 to C9.  Boxes have
small tear to flap, torn cello, missing cello, stain, etc.  Boxes are fairly square and solid.  Two 148 dwarf signals (only on in
OB), 161 mail pickup, three 252 automatic crossing gates, 195 floodlight tower, and 199 microwave relay tower.

703 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer in original box with replaced plug, little surface rust on base, and bent
corner of base, C6.  Box has no insert, moderate wear and writing.

704 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe EMD F3 diesel locomotives.  2343P and 2343T A units, three 2343C B units, and one
unnumbered B unit.  P unit has some battery damage, some units have repro porthole lens, one B unit has repainted chassis.
Trains overall look C6.  Two 2343T and one 2343C original boxes included with duct tape and missing flaps.

705 Postwar Lionel O gauge boxed accessories, 140 banjo signal, three 151 semaphore, four 153 automatic block signal and
control, two 154 automatic road crossing signal, and three 252 automatic crossing gate.  Accessories look C7-9.  Some
boxes have missing flaps, some tears, some look C8 area.  Some accessories have components, envelopes, inspection slips,
etc.

706 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watt transformer in original box.  Transformer looks C7 with supple original cord.  Box has
small skinned spot, light wear to flaps, and includes bottom insert.  Box is fairly square and solid.

707 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, some with loads.  Some cars have been restored (tank cars), some have repro loads
(flatcars).  All loads are reproduction.  Some chips, hairlines, scratches, etc.  Overall trains look very nice.  Sold as is with
no returns.  View photos for more and better description.
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708 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2454 PRR, five 3464 ATSF, 3464 NYC, 6454 Erie, two 6454 PRR, two 6454 SP, 6454 NYC,
2758 PRR.  Trains look C6 to C8.  Some trains have some chipped catwalk ends, some light surface rust, some touchups,
some repainted frames, etc.  Two 3464 S.F. boxcar boxes included missing flaps.

709 Postwar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific Alco diesel A units, two 2023P powered units and two 2023T dummy units, all
have been restored to look C7-8.

710 Postwar Lionel O gauge 41 U.S. Army diesel industrial switcher and black lettered 60 Trolley with two piece bumpers and
instructions sheet, C6.  Boxes have tape repairs and inserts.

711 Postwar Lionel O gauge lamps, three No. 70 yard lights, and seventeen 71 lamp posts (two silver/aluminum and rest are
hammered gray), C6-9 in OB.  Some boxes have tape repairs, missing flaps, torn flaps, etc., and up to C9 area.  All are
square and solid.

712 Prewar Lionel O gauge freight cars, 811 flat with lumber, 813 stockcar, 815 tank, and 817 caboose, some rust here and
there on some cars, otherwise C6.

713 Postwar Lionel O gauge 600 MKT, 611 Jersey Central, and 621 Jersey Central, NW2 diesel locomotive switchers.  600 has
hairlines at screw, 611 has touch ups to frame and shell, and 621 has crack at screw.  Trains look C6.

714 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories, some are repainted or restored.  Items overall look C6-7.  151 automatic
semaphore, eight 153 automatic block control and signals, two 140 banjo signals, two 163 automatic block control and
single target signals, two 252 automatic crossing gates, 163 highway flasher with bell, and 70 yard light.

715 Postwar Lionel O gauge NW2 diesel locomotive switchers, 601 Seaboard, 610 Erie, and 611 Jersey Central.  601 has
repairs at screw, 610 has hairline at nose and rust on frame, and 611 has rusted frame.  Trains are sold as is with no returns,
view photos for more and better description.

716 Postwar Lionel O gauge two 3656 operating cattle/stock cars, two 3474 Western Pacific operating boxcars, two 3482
operating milk reefer cars, 6472 and 6482 operating milk reefers.  Some surface rust on some wheels, door guides, etc.
Trains should clean to look C6-7.

717 Postwar Lionel O gauge NW2 diesel switchers, two 601 and one 602 Seaboard locomotives.  602 has some light surface
rust on some wheels.  Trains should clean to look C6-7.  Box has clear tape on seam, otherwise square and solid with no
missing flaps, one insert included.

718 Postwar Lionel O gauge accessories in original boxes, some missing inner flaps/tuck flaps.  26 illuminated bumper, 41
accessory contactor, 91 circuit breaker, seven 153C contactors, six 260 illuminated bumpers, and 022.  Accessories range
from light surface rust to C7-8.  Some 153C and 260 have instructions sheets, wire coils, 022 is complete, etc.  Please view
photos for more and better description.

719 Postwar Lionel O gauge blue lettered No. 60 trolley with one piece bumpers and 520 boxcab electric locomotive.  520 has
real light surface rust starting on rivets, otherwise trains will clean up nice C6.

720 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 41 motorized unit, U.S. Army industrial diesel switcher, nicer C6-7 in that it has no issues at
screws or window struts.

721 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2344 New York Central EMD F3a diesel locomotive with screened roof vents, reproduction
porthole lens, large GM decals.  Train has some restorations, shell is original, C6.

722 Postwar Lionel O gauge cattle/stock cars; five 6646 stockcars (light and dark yellow variations, one light yellow w/Armour
stickers), four  6646 stockcars (one with doors that match body color), two 6473 horse transport car (one lemon yellow,
nicks to catwalk ends, darker yellow is missing a catwalk end), two 3376 Bronx Zoo giraffe cars (one blue, one green), and
3386 Bronx Zoo giraffe car (missing one catwalk end).  Giraffes are all missing at least a horn or both.  Trains should clean
to look C6-7 spectrum.  One 6656 OB missing a tuck flap included, very square and solid box.
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723 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6810, six 6430, and three 3460 flatcars.  Nineteen trailer vans.  Two 6430 boxes missing flaps.  At
least two load cradle/carriages  Flatcars range C6-7.  Four trailers have repainted green roofs.

724 Postwar Lionel O gauge tank cars, 6555 Sunoco, 6465 Lionel Lines (surface rust on wheels), 6465 Sunoco, unnumbered
Sunoco  (repainted frame), four 6415 Sunoco, three 6425 Gulf.  Trains overall look C6-7 range, but one has surface rust on
wheels, one has a small rubbed or touched up spot, one has loose tank, etc.  Lot is sold as is with no returns.  View photos
for more and better description.

725 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3456 Norfolk and Western operating hoppers, six cars total.  Five are C6-7, one box with tape
repairs, no missing flaps, very square and solid.  One is unrun C9-10 with original inspection slip in C9 OB.

726 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3461 automatic lumber car with bin and logs, 6415 Sunoco tank, 6511 pipe car with pipes (unrun),
6436 LV hopper, 6460 operating crane, and 6560-25 operating work crane, all in original boxes.  Trains look C6-8.  Boxes
range missing flaps to C7-8.

727 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 steam locomotive and 2426W Lionel Lines whistle tender.  Loco has chipped cab corner,
trains otherwise look C6.

728 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6262 wheel car, 3456 Norfolk and Western operating hopper, 6376 circus car, 6356 NYC stock
car, two 6414 Evans Auto-Loader automobile car with original correct length autos (two chipped bumper corners), and
2411 Big Mo pipe car with original metal pipes.  Trains look C7-8, 6376 looks unrun.  Boxes range from missing flaps to
C7-8.

729 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformers needing new cords, C6.

730 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1004, nine 6014, 638-2361, two 6024, 6034, 6044, three 6050 w/coin slots, boxcars. Trains should
clean C6-7 area.  Two 6014 (one is overstamped), 6014-85, and 6034 boxes included.  Some are missing flaps, otherwise
fairly square and solid.  A

731 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3419 flatcar, much harder flatcar variation that is darker blue with a large winder.  Includes an
original postwar double blade helicopter that is unbroken.  C7+.

732 Postwar O gauge 6430 flatcar with Cooper Jarrett original postwar trailers.  Light shelf dust, unrun, C9 with OB that has all
flaps intact, light skin on one side.

733 Postwar Lionel O gauge 50 gang car with tough gray original bumpers.  Olive rotating man, two blue stationary with center
horn variation.  Will clean easy C7.  Includes nice OB with insert, all flaps intact and instruction sheet.

734 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformer with replace cord, C6 with some very light surface rust on base in original
box with three inserts.  Box looks C8/

735 Modern era Lionel O gauge Amtrak diesel Alco AA passenger train.  8664 and 8667 Alco diesel A-B units with 6403 vista
dome, 6404 Pullman, 6405 Pullman, 6406 observation, 6410 Pullman, 6411 Pullman, and 6412 vista dome.  Powered A
unit has some surface rust on frame on one side, B unit has clean frame.  Trains should otherwise clean to look C7 area.

736 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformer in original box with bottom insert and detached inner flap.  Transformer
has original supple cord, C6.  Box has mild wear mostly to flap folds and corners.

737 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2055 steam locomotive, 6026W whistle tender, 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham
Pullman, 2423 Hillside observation and 2429 Livingston Pullman.  Loco has missing pilot step; tender has missing front
step, rear hand rail, and small melt marks; 2421 has rubbed spot on roof; 2422 has repainted roof; and 2423 has nicks
around wheel skirts.  Trains look C6 area.

738 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2055 steam locomotive, 6026W whistle tender, 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham
Pullman, and 2423 Hillside observation, passenger cars.  Loco is repainted, otherwise trains look nice C6 area.
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739 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2379T Rio Grande dummy F3a, 2023P and 2023T Union Pacific Alco diesel A units, 2379 has
repro nose decal and repainted silver roof, 2023P has crack in rear corner and both have been repainted/restored.  Trains
look C6+ area.

740 Postwar Plasticville O/S gauge buildings and accessories, most in OB and some in plastic bags.  Sold as is with no returns.
Lot will be shipped in multiple boxes. Kits numbered in boxes are as follows: 1407-79 Watchman’s Shanty, 1302 59 Farm
Implements, 1623 100 Cattle loading pen, two 1606 100 Barnyard Animals, ST-1 Street accessories unit, 1405 79 railroad
signs and street signs, RS-8 passenger station, 1616-100 suburban station, 1901-198 Union Station, 1975 coaling station,
1408 79 windmill, two 1403-79 signal bridge, RS-8 passenger station, 1620-100 loading platform, 1625-100 RR work car,
1633-100 watchman’s shanty, 1405-79 RR and street signs, 12-A road signs, 1619-100 citizens, two 1615 -100 water tank,
1916 water tank, 1917 work car, two BL-2 bridge and pond, 1806-149 road side stand, 1600-100 church, CC-9 church kit,
C-18 -198 cathedral, 1915 citizens, two 1803-149 church, three 1625-100 work cars, two 1804-149 green house, CC-8
Church kit, 1622 -100 dairy barn, SW-2 switch tower, 1402 -79 switch tower, 1200-49 station platform, LM-3 freight
station kit, three 1617-100 farm building and animal, BN-11 barn kit x9, SG3-79 railroad bridge, YA-9 yard accessories,
BR-2 100 trestle bridge, 113 church, HF-2 gate and fence.  Eleven loose kits in bags included.  This lot 3/4 fills a 25 inches
tall, 24 inches wide, 24 inches deep box.

741 Postwar Plasticville O/S gauge buildings and accessories, several in OB, some in plastic bags, numerous bags of accessory
items.  Entire large 31 gallon storage tote mostly full.  Sold as is with no returns.  Lot will be shipped in multiple boxes.
Kits numbered in boxes are as follows:  1920 Covered Bridge, 2921 Independence Hall, 1915:200 Citizens with Paint
(some painted, some unpainted, two paint wheels/palettes), 1908-198 Split Level home, 1900 198 Turnpike Interchange,
five MH-2 129 New England Rancher, 1608 100 School House, 1701 129 1-1/2 Story Rancher, SM-7 Super Market kit,
three FH-4 Fire House kit, four FB-1 79 Frosty Bar, 1624-100 House Under Construction, 1404 79 Pine Trees.  Kits in
boxes appear to be complete but can not be guaranteed.  Boxes range from split corners and some with tape to C7-8.
Numerous bags of trees, fences, citizens, autos/vehicles, signs, billboards and more, included.

742 Postwar Plasticville O/S gauge buildings, most in OB and some in plastic bags.  Entire large 31 gallon storage tote full.
Sold as is with no returns.  Lot will be shipped in multiple boxes.  Kits numbered in boxes are as follows:  BA-7 barn and
animal unit, CH-8 church and house unit, RU-2 Rural unit, RU-3 Rural unit, SU-7 Shopping unit, 5608-498 Railroad
Center, 5604-498 Residential Square, 1919 Hospital (black lettering, dark gray furniture), 1908 Split-Level house, PH-1
198 Plasticville Hall, C-18 198 Cathedral, V-10 149 Assorted Vehicles (appears complete with vehicles in place on inside
card/insert), HU-6 House unit, two 1908-198 Split Level home, HS-6 Hospital kit.    Kits in boxes appear to be complete
but can not be guaranteed.  Boxes range from split corners and some with tape to C9.  Thirteen kits (and a bag of road
signs) in bags may or may not be complete, but included.

743 Postwar Lionel O gauge Baltimore and Ohio and New Haven double door automobiles boxcars, C6-7.  One is 6468 B&O
in Tuscan, four 6468 B&O in blue (one has small piece of lower corner of shell missing and is sold as is with no returns),
and two 6468-25 New Haven.  One worn 6468 OB included.

744 Postwar Lionel O gauge Western and Atlantic Railroad set components, five 3370 animated sheriff and outlaw cars, four
animated 6473 horse transport cars (one lemon yellow, and 1877 flatcar w/horses and fence sections, C6-7.  Two 3370 and
one 1877 boxes included with missing flaps and display panel.

745 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6436-110 LV hopper with built date and cover, two 6536 M.St.L hoppers, and 6446-25 N&W
hopper in blue (modern era 1970).  Trains should clean C6-7.

746 Postwar Lionel O gauge lot of freight cars, should clean C6-7 with some light rust on a few door guides and rivets, one
6356 has touch up to roof, etc.  6428, 3662, 3434, and six 6356.

747 Postwar Lionel O gauge hoppers, some with covers, C6 area some may clean C7.  6346 x2, 6436 X4, 6436-25, 6436-110
X2 (one with piece missing from upper edge), 6446 X6, and 6446-25 X2.
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748 Postwar Marx O gauge freight cars with loose door guides, cracked shells, rust, etc.  Three 249319 Marlines boxcars (one
is white, two red), 467110 B&O boxcar, 9043 Erie Lackawanna boxcar, 17693 NYC boxcar, 43461 PFE reefer, NYC
Pacemaker caboose, 347100 Pennsylvania gondola, 51170 Erie open ended car, two Erie flatcars, and two NYC derricks.
Please view the photos of the items in this lot for quantity and a better description of condition, items are sold
“as is” shown with no returns.

749 Prewar Lionel O gauge No. 299W City of Denver boxed set with 636W YC powered diesel locomotive, two 637 passenger
coaches, and a 638 observation car, three 636T vestibules present.  Trains look very nice C6+.  Curved and straight O
gauge track, No. 66 whistle controller, Lockon and track ties box w/components, and instructions booklet.  637 boxes have
missing flaps, 638 has missing flaps on one end, and 636 W YC OB is opened at both ends.  Set box has wear to flap folds,
no missing flaps, nice bright label.

750 Postwar Lionel O gauge 11415 027 steam freight set in original box.  Set is comprised of;  1061 steam loco and slopeback
tender, undecorated flat with bridge girder, and undecorated caboose.  Trains look C8 area.  Type 1026 25 watts
transformer with supple original cord, 1103-21 components envelope w/components, instructions sheet, order form,
warranty card, and track included.  Set box looks C8 area with a light stain on one side.

751 Postwar Toy Trains Nov. 1951 through the Christmas issue 1954, Jan. and Feb. 1957.  Extra March 1954 Toy Train.  May
1954 Model Railroader, May 1954 Railroad Model Craftsman.  All but three magazines are in two binders in sleeves.
Condition appears excellent.

752 Postwar Lionel O gauge Western Atlantic RR, 1875W passenger car with whistle(missing a brake wheel), 1876 baggage,
and 1877 flatcar w/horses, C7.

753 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3454 Pennsylvania Automatic Merchandise car in original box with 160 bin, six tougher red Baby
Ruth crates, and 3454-51 envelope.  Boxcar looks C7-8.  Box has tape repairs, missing flaps, etc.  Box is fairly square and
solid.

754 Postwar Lionel O gauge, Tough 6464-1 red lettered Western Pacific boxcar in original box, small amount of slight rust on
a door guide, C6.  Box is partially missing an inner coupler protection flap and missing an inner side flap.  Box is otherwise
pretty square and solid.

755 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1666 steam loco and 2466W whistle tender with 3461 automatic lumber car, 2452 Pennsylvania
gondola, and 6419 DLW caboose.  Trains have some light surface rust starting to form here and there, should clean C6.

756 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2055 steam locomotive with smoke chamber and 6026W tender with whistle, in original boxes.
Loco looks nicer C6 and tender looks better C7 area.  2055 OB is missing flaps on one end.  6026W OB has insert, small
tear to a flap fold, O/W C7-8.

757 Postwar Lionel O gauge 55 Tie-Jector car, more unusual variation with slot, C8.  Includes; packet, instructions sheet, ties,
small tube of lube, and two track trips.  OB is C9 with both inserts.

758 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 41 United States Army industrial diesel switcher in original box with insert and instructions
sheet, C8.  Box has a restored/replaced tuck flap, otherwise super square and solid.

759 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6446-25 N&W hopper, 3361X operating lumber car, 6672 Santa Fe reefer, 6517 bay window
caboose, C7 area.  Boxes have missing flaps, tape, tears, etc.

760 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3469 automatic dumping ore car (one coupler is detached) with bin and 6257-25 caboose, nicer C6
-7 trains with very nice C8 boxes missing no flaps, 3469 OB has insert.

761 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3927 track cleaning car in original box with containers, two swabs, instructions sheet, tiny bit of
rust starting on rear bar, O/W C8.  Box looks C8.
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762 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1119 Scout freight outfit in original boxes, 1110 locomotive, 110T tender, 1002 gondola, 1004
boxcar, 1007 caboose, trains look C7.  No caboose inner box.  Inner boxes have missing flaps, tears, etc.  Square and solid.
Set box is 7-8.  Included is a 1011 25 watts transformer with no cord, in original box.

763 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6062 New York Central gondola w/three orange canisters in original box, uncommon metal frame
version, C7.  Box is missing the cello and flaps.  6482 refrigerator car, C6-7.

764 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 182 remote control magnetic crane in original box, with controller and supple wire.  Crane has
a very small chip to corner of base (which interestingly, has a rubber stamped 182), otherwise C7 area.  Crane cab has gray
smoke stack.  Box has clear tape on bottom, staining to bottom, a little writing, etc.  Box is super square and solid with no
missing flaps.

765 Postwar and modern era Lionel O gauge TCA club cars, two in OB.  6464-1970 Chicago, 6464-375 1967 Baltimore, and
two 6464-960 Pittsburgh.  Trains have varying degrees of surface rust on door guides/rivets, otherwise C7-8.  Both -960
boxes have very small tear to an end flap and writing, O/W C8.

766 Prewar Lionel O gauge 259E steam locomotive and unnumbered tender with 1679 Baby Ruth, 1680 Shell tank, and 1682
caboose, trains have a little very light surface rust here and there otherwise they should clean, C6-7.

767 Prewar Lionel O gauge 224E steam locomotive and 2224W whistle tender with 2677 gondola, and 2682 New York Central
caboose.  2677 has a little surface rust starting on frame, trains should otherwise clean to look C6-7.  224E and 2677 OBs
missing flaps, 2682X OB has a section of a inner coupler protection flap missing, O/W C8.

768 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1665 steam switcher loco, 2403B bell ringing tender, 6560 operating work crane, 2411 Big Mo
pipe car, 6520 searchlight car, X2454 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth boxcar, and 2420 Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western
searchlight wrecking car, trains should clean to look C6-7.  2403B and 2420 boxes missing flaps included. 203 & 1662
Form No. 1662-11 6-41TT instructions sheet included.

769 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1656 steam switcher, 6403B bell ringing tender w/backup light, 6460 operating work crane, 6456
LV hopper, 3520 searchlight car, Sunoco 2-D tank, X2454 PRR Baby Ruth boxcar, and 6419 Delaware, Lackawanna, and
Western work caboose w/OB.  Sunoco is restored, 2454 has rust on door guides, other trains have some surface rust here
and there, some have dirt.  Lot overall looks C6.  6419 has small tear to an end flap, otherwise C8 with insert.

770 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6464-100 Western Pacific, 6464-225 Southern Pacific, 6464-275 State of Maine Bangor and
Aroostook, 6464-425 New Haven half serif.  -225 missing catwalk ends and melt marks in roof, -425 has hairlines at lower
door rivets and one in center.  At first glance or from arm’s length -425 looks C9, others look C6.  Trains sold as is with no
returns, view photographs for more and better description.

771 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars, C6-7 with normal cleaning, 3434 poultry dispatch, three 6672 Santa Fe reefers (one
blue letter), and two 6572 REA reefers.

772 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3428, 3428, 3494-1, 3484, 6464-425, 6464-50, 6464-450, 6464-274, 3494-2756464-400, 6464
-400, full range of C6-7.

773 Postwar Lionel O gauge 625, 625, 627 Lehigh Valley and 628 Northern Pacific GE 44 Ton diesel switchers.  One 625 has
hairline at screw, others have chipped window overhangs, C6-7.

774 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1664 steam locomotive with 2689T Lionel Lines tender, and 2657 caboose.  Caboose has dented
roof, bent roof corner.  Trains otherwise look C6-7.

775 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3672 Corn Products Bosco operating milk car with components envelope and seven milk cans.
Other than a couple very light finger prints that should easily clean off, train looks C9 very lightly run.  Cans are
guaranteed original.
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776 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1662 steam switcher loco and 2203T tender with backup light with 2660 operating work crane,
2652 gondola, and 2672 Pennsylvania caboose.  Trains should clean C6.  l

777 Postwar Lionel O gauge 665 steam locomotive and 6026W whistle tender with two 6442 Pullman coaches, and a 6443
observation car, steam passenger train.  Trains look C6 area.

778 Prewar Lionel O gauge 225 steam locomotive and 2224T whistle tender with 2620 searchlight car, 2654 Shell tank, 2655
boxcar, 2659 automatic dump car, 3651 automatic lumber car, 3652 operating side dump gondola, 2767 illuminated
caboose.  Trains should clean look C6-7 area.

779 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2025 steam locomotive with unnumbered tender, two 2440 Pullman coaches, and a 2441
observation car.  Loco looks to have a factory touchup near cab, tender shell is repro., and cars have very small amount of
surface rust on some paint chips that should clean off.  Trains look C6.

780 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2032 Erie twin diesel Alco A units with 3464 A.T.S.F. operating boxcar, 3456 Norfolk and
Western operating hopper, 3461 automatic lumber flatcar, 6656 stockcar, and 6257 SP type caboose.  Locos are
restored/repainted Union Pacific Alco shells and possibly chassis as well.  3464 has a touchup to a roof corner.  3456 has
replaced/altered dump chute covers.  3461 has a little surface rust on dump tray.  6656 has numerous touchups.  Caboose
has storage/display dust/dirt on roof.  Trains should still clean to look nice C6 area.

781 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2322 and 2331 Virginian FM Trainmaster diesel locomotive empty original boxes with inserts
missing a little bit of the coupler protection pieces.  2331 OB is missing an outer flap, small stains, etc., very square and
solid box.  2322 OB has a tiny bit of writing on one end, some strips of old clear tape, otherwise looks C8-9.

782 Postwar Lionel O gauge 675 steam loco and 6466WX whistle tender with two 2442 Pullman coaches, and a 2443
observation car.  Loco has dinged cab corner, 2443 has a drip of paint on roof (touchup?), and tender has two very small
chips to lips of coal pile.  Trains otherwise look C6.

783 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2343P, 2343C, and 2343T Santa Fe F3 diesel A-B-A locomotive unit original empty boxes.  P box
looks C8-9 with some pencil writing, C box has three small pieces of old masking tape, O/W looks C8, and T box has
detached end flap and tape repairs.

784 Postwar Lionel O gauge 115 passenger station with automatic train control with original instructions sheet and empty
components envelope.  Station looks C6 with a little very light surface rust starting on some trim.

785 Postwar American Model Toys Santa Fe passenger cars in original boxes with original shipping cartons.  Boxes are
numbered 2001 mail express, 2002 Pullman, 2003 dining car, 2004 vista dome, 2005 observation, and 2006 day coach.
Trains look C6-7.  Some inner boxes have a missing flap or two, otherwise very square and very solid with very bright
printing.  Outer cartons are very square and solid with no missing flaps and some catalog numbers.

786 Postwar and modern era Lionel O gauge accessory items, some in original boxes, some empty original boxes, and some
loose items.  Items range from C6 to sealed C10.  Boxes range C6-7 to C8-9.  Modern era wide radius curved K-Line and
Lionel track.  Two empty 760 OBs.  Empty 111 OB.  Two 110 w/components in OB, one empty 110 OB.  1023 in OB.
332 w/components in OB.  Four  020, three in OB.  Two 1020.  5020 sealed on display card.

787 Postwar Lionel O gauge 736 steam locomotive with 2671WX whistle tender, tender has painted over hairlines at screw?,
otherwise trains look C6-7.

788 Postwar Lionel O gauge 464 lumber mill with logs and lumber, 364C and repro instructions sheet and 465 sound
dispatching station with microphone, antenna, and instructions sheet, both in original boxes.  Accessories look C6-7 area.
465 OB is missing an inner flap, boxes are otherwise very square and solid.

789 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2020 steam locomotive with 6020 whistle tender, C6+.

790 Postwar Lionel type ZW 275 watts transformer with supple original cord, C7.
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791 Postwar Lionel O gauge 156 illuminated station platform, three with one roof style and three with variation in roof tip ends.
Three fence sections have at least a missing tip or more.  Sign variations, one has all reproduction signs, rest appear to be
original postwar.  Platforms look C6-7.

792 Prewar Lionel O gauge 1666 steam locomotive, 2666W whistle tender, 2654 Shell tank, and 2657 caboose with three
boxes for 1666, 2654, and 2657.  Loco has repro trailing truck, tender has some rust on underside parts/frame, and caboose
has a dinged/dented roof end/edge.  Trains at first glance look C7-8 but have noted issues.  Loco box has missing flaps but
includes insert, other two boxes have missing coupler protection flaps but are otherwise very square and solid.

793 Postwar Lionel O gauge 394 rotating beacon, 395 floodlight tower, and 494 rotating beacon, in original boxes with
instructions sheets.  394 has 394-10 14v clear lamp in OB.  Accessories look C7 area.  394 OB has missing flaps and tape,
other two boxes have some tape repairs.  Box are fairly square and solid.

794 Prewar Lionel standard/wide gauge 3235R boxcab electric locomotive with 184 N.Y.C.&H.R. buffet car and 186 N.Y.C.
&H.R. observation car, passenger train.   Loco has damaged pickup plate, 184 has a step that is loose on one tab, and 186
has loose coupler.  Trains look C6 but are sold as is with no returns, view photos for more and a better description.

795 Postwar Lionel O gauge 310 billboard set in OB, four 410 billboard blinker in OB, thirty loose billboard frames, 50-70 cut
billboards, and nine uncut sheets of billboards 91961, 1949, 1950, 1952, 1953, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1953, 1953 with Heinz
Red Magic, 1950 partially torn).  A couple blinkers have a tiny bit of surface rust starting to form, all have instructions
sheets and wires.  Blinkers look C6-9 area.  Boxes are all very square and solid with no missing flaps, C7-9.  Billboard
frames all appear undamaged, C6-8.

796 Postwar Lionel O gauge instructions sheets.  3 inch tall stack, probably around 200.  1/3 to 1/2 are REPRODUCTION
photocopies and the majority are for minor accessories like 153C, 145C, 260 and such with around a couple dozen being
accessories and trains.

797 Postwar Lionel O gauge 415 diesel fueling station with service stations pamphlet, instructions sheet, wire coils, inspection
slip, 90 controller, and components envelope in original box with insert.  Station looks C8-9.  Box looks C9-10.   460 piggy
back transportation set with 3460 flatcar w/two Lionel Lines trailer vans and inspection slip, C6-7 platform, very lightly
run C7-8 flatcar.  Box looks C8 area.

798 Prewar Lionel O gauge 2620 searchlight freight car in original box with insert.  Car is painted red, gray painted searchlight
casting with black painted mount, black journals, and nickel trim.  Train should clean and polish to look better C7.  Box
has a tape repaired tuck flap, rest of box looks C9.

799 Postwar Lionel O gauge 334 dispatching station with reproduction instructions sheet.  5160 Speedway viewing stand with
uncut 5150-30 4/63 sheet of flags and numbers.  Accessories look C6-7.  Antenna appears to be modern era reproduction.

800 Postwar Lionel O gauge No. 600 M-K-T Missouri, Kansas, Texas NW2 diesel switcher locomotive in original box, typical
hairline at screw, above and below but stops at radiator.  Train should clean and polish nice C7.  No insert for box, small
tears at flaps, tape repaired flap.  Box is still fairly square and solid with no missing flaps.

801 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 307 Reading Lines steam loco and tender with 960 Columbus combine, two 962
Hamilton vista domes, and 963 Washington observation, C6.

802 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 321 New York Central loco and SIT tender, c6.

803 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 342 NKP steam switcher and tender C6.

804 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 322 New York Central Hudson steam locomotive and SIT tender, C6.

805 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 325AC New York Central Hudson steam loco and tender, C6-7.

806 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 322 New York Central Hudson steam loco and tender, C6-7.
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807 Postwar American Flyer S gauge K335 Union Pacific Northern steam locomotive and tender, loco is partially repainted and
has touchups, C6-7.

808 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 360 and 364 Santa Fe Alco diesel A-B units with 660 combine, 661 Pullman 662 vista
dome, and 663 observation aluminum passenger cars.  Cars have chipped vestibules. Trains look C6 area.

809 Postwar American Flyer S gauge 360 and 361 Santa Fe diesel Alco PA-1 and PB-1 units.  B unit has glue repaired steps
and cracked shell, sold as is with no returns, A unit looks C5-6.

810 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel loco, typical hairlines, surface rust on
some walkboards, missing horns, otherwise C7.  Clean battery compartment.

811 Postwar Lionel O gauge Baltimore and Ohio Budd RDC train, two 400 and one 2559, C6-7.  One 400 OB with clear tape,
C7-8.

812 Postwar Lionel O gauge 51 Navy Yard diesel industrial switcher, C6-7.

813 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2356C Southern EMD F3b diesel locomotive in original box, C7.  Box has end glued shut,
otherwise square and solid with insert.

814 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2355 Western Pacific EMD F3a diesel locomotives, dummy has typical hairline in rear corner,
otherwise C6.

815 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2360 Pennsylvania GG-1 electric locomotive, restored to look C7.

816 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2344 New York Central EMD F3 diesel A-B-A units, some original and some repro porthole lens,
C7-8.

817 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe diesel passenger train with 208P and 208T Alco A units, two 2412 vista domes, 2414
Pullman coach, and 2416 observation.  Trains look C6 area.

818 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2344C New York Central EMD diesel F3b locomotive, C7 with repro porthole lens.  Box is
missing inner flaps, with insert, square and solid.

819 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2332 Pennsylvania GG-1 5-stripe electric locomotive, light letters and stripes, clean and shiny C6
otherwise.

820 Postwar Lionel O gauge 629 Burlington diesel, 2432 Clifton vista dome, 2434 Newark Pullman, 2435 Elizabeth Pullman,
and 2436 Mooseheart observation, loco has hairline at screw, C6-7.  Two 2432, one 2434, and one 2436 OB included.
2434 is missing an end flap.  Boxes are otherwise quite bright, very square, and very solid.

821 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2373P and 2373T Canadian Pacific EMD F3a diesel locomotives, with 2551 Banff Park
observation, three 2552 Skyline 500 vista domes, 2553 Blair Manor Pullman, and 2554 Craig Manor Pullman, Canadian
Pacific passenger cars.  Trains look C6.

822 Postwar Lionel O gauge Presidential passenger set with 2383P and 2383T Santa Fe EMD diesel F3a units with 2521
President McKinley observation, 2522 President Harrison vista dome, and two 2523 President Garfield Pullmans, 2523 has
a chipped handrail and 2521 has a chipped/scuffed vestibule edge, otherwise trains look C6 area.  Car boxes have some
torn cellos and minor tears around them, otherwise very bright, very square, and very solid.  Loco boxes look C8 area.

823 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6014 Wix Filters boxcar, C6-7.  Car looks typical C6 with a hairline at the screw, but with some
whitening and brightening this car might make C7.  Letter in unusually super strong, lettering should be on a C8 car.

824 Postwar Lionel O gauge 623 A.T.S.F. NW2 diesel switcher in original box missing flaps.  Loco has repainted/touched up
chassis, otherwise looks very nice C6+.  Box is square but missing flaps on one end.
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825 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2245 Missouri-Kansas-Texas Special EMD F3 A-B diesel units in original boxes, units may have
some very tiny touchups to white and may not.  Trains otherwise look C6-7.  C box has tape repaired tear, P box has some
clear tape on flaps, boxes look C7-8.

826 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2356P and 2356T Southern Railway F3a diesel locomotive units in OB.  Powered unit has a paint
touched up hairline to rear corner, other very small touchups.  Trains otherwise look C6-7. Trains have original porthole
lens.  T box has missing flaps, inserts present, square but sold as is.  P box has some writing on it, otherwise C7-8.
Original instructions sheet included.

827 Postwar Lionel O gauge Pennsylvania aluminum Congressional passenger car, C6 area.  2541 Alexander Hamilton
observation, 2542 Betsy Ross vista dome, two 2543 William Penn Pullmans.

828 Modern era Pride Lines O gauge reproduction Lionel Hiawatha streamlined articulated diesel passenger train, with 250E
Hiawatha diesel locomotive and tender, with 782 combine, two 783 coaches, and 784 observation, C8-9.

829 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2530 REA baggage car with stick on plates and large door variations, C6+.

830 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2321 Lackawanna Fairbanks Morse Trainmaster diesel locomotive, typical hairlines at screws and
a couple minor very small touchups along lower edges/sides, train otherwise looks C6 with surface rust on catwalks.

831 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar, C6.

832 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2351 The Milwaukee Road EP-5 diesel locomotive with reproduction pantographs.  Train looks
C6 with good noses.

833 Postwar Lionel O gauge 726 steam locomotive and 2426W whistle tender.  Trains look C6, but should clean to look better.

834 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3366 operating circus car and corral in original box, unrun C6 area car with very tiny specks of
surface rust trying to form on door guides, C7 corral.  Car needs some whitening and brightening and might clean to look
better.  Corral has no melt marks. 3366-100 figures for Circus Car OB with horses.  Box is glossy variation.  Complete
components envelope.  Box has some tears to flaps and a price sticker, but is clean, bright, and very square and solid with
insert.

835 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2352 Pennsylvania EP-5 electric locomotive with hairline running up nose and out to marker light,
touchups to gold, and repro decals.  Train otherwise looks C6.

836 Postwar Lionel O gauge 44 U.S. Army missile launcher, 3830 flatcar w/Reproduction submarine, 6544 missile firing car,
6413 Mercury capsule transport w/Reproduction capsules, 6017 United States Navy caboose.  Some trains have some
surface rust on rivets, axles, and such.  Trains should otherwise clean to look C7 area.

837 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3494-625 Soo Line operating boxcar, some tiny specks of surface rust starting to form, mostly to
truck assemblies, otherwise unrun C7.

838 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2530 REA baggage cars in original box.  One car looks C6, and other looks unrun C6.  Both have
stick on name plates.  One box has torn end flap fold, no insert, very square and solid.  Other box has tears to flap folds, a
little pencil scribbling.  Box is otherwise very square and solid with insert.

839 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3435 Traveling Aquarium cars, both look C7 area.
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840 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2353P, unnumbered B unit, 2353T Santa Fe EMD F3 A-B-A diesel locomotives with 2530 REA
baggage, 2531 Silver Dawn observation, 2532 Silver Range vista dome, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, and 2534 Silver Bluff
Pullman.  2530 has dot head stick on/glued name plates, 2531 has hex head rivets, and rest of cars have round head rivets.
Powered unit has a couple very small touch ups to red, couple blemishes in paint that look like impurities in paint from
factory.  Trains overall look extremely nice C6.  B unit has perfect War Bonnets.  No B unit box.  Rest of boxes have some
missing flaps, missing inserts, tears, light/mild wear.  Still nice group of boxes, fairly square and solid and fairly clean.
Locos have original porthole lens.  Passenger cars have clean bellies/frames and passenger silhouettes

841 Postwar Lionel O gauge aluminum passenger cars with some boxes.  2530 REA baggage, 2531 Silver Dawn observation in
OB, three 2532 Silver Range vista domes two in OB, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman in OB, and 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman.
Trains look C6 area with mixed plates and clean frames.  Boxes have some tears, some wear, and some have a missing
label(s), one 2532 has insert.

842 Postwar Lionel O gauge 624 Chesapeake and Ohio NW2 diesel switchers, one with touchups around cab windows and roof
edges, missing tip of antenna, C6+ with GM decals, other looks C7++, slight rust on rivets.  Both locos have super nice
decals, not perfect but super nice.

843 Postwar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific diesel locomotives, 635 NW2, 645 unnumbered NW2, 1065 and 1066 Alco A units,
trains look C6-7 area, 635 needs a little cleaning.

844 Postwar Lionel O gauge U.S.M.C. Marines military trains (three missiles), 45 mobile missile launcher, 6651 cannon car,
and 6824 Rescue Unit (worker, tanks, and stretchers present), trains look C6-7.  45  has no missing or chipped steps.

845 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6220 A.T.S.F. NW2 diesel switcher loco, C7++.  Loco has small GM decals.

846 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2333P and 2333T Santa Fe F3a twin diesel locomotives, C6.  2333P OB, C6.  Original porthole
lens, screened vents, and clean battery compartment.

847 Postwar Lionel O gauge A.T.S.F. NW2 diesel switcher locomotives, 633 w/safety stripes, 634 w/o safety stripes, and 634
w/safety stripes.  Safety striped 634 has chip to cab corner, otherwise trains should clean to look C7 area.

848 Lionel Postwar O gauge tough 362-78 red barrels. Two barrels are C6-7, one with some light fading.

849 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6352 Pacific Fruit Express ice cars, 8 w/four lines of data on ice doors, 2 with three lines of data
on ice doors.  One four line is missing a catwalk end, otherwise cars range C6-7 area.  Most all will clean and polish to
look slightly better.

850 Postwar Lionel O gauge 212P and 212T Santa Fe Alco twin diesel A units with Santa Fe blue lettered passenger cars, 2404
vista dome, two 2405 Pullman coaches, and 2406 observation.  Trains should clean and polish to look C6 area.  Both 2405
and 2406 are missing a coupler plate, one 2405 has a chip above a truck.  2404 and 2406 original boxes with some wear
and tear, some missing inner coupler protection flaps, 2406 is an overstamp, boxes are fairly square and solid.

851 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6414 Evans Auto Loader, 6424 flatcar w/autos, 6376 Circus car, and 6464-475 Boston and Maine
boxcar in original boxes.  6017-100 Boston and Maine caboose.  Trains look C6 area.  Boxes range C7-9.  One white auto
has a broken windshield.  Autos are correct length originals.

852 Postwar Auburn Model Trains O gauge Silver Flash twin diesel A units with Santa Fe passenger cars:  4170 baggage, 3160
coach, diner, Indian Lake coach, Buena Vista coach, and Indian Arrow observation.  Locos are missing horn trim?
Dummy loco has slight melt mark in nose, trains otherwise look C7 area. Loco boxes are very square and solid, one has
brown paper tape on one end.

853 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3356 Santa Fe operating horse car and corral in OB w/components, 3424 Wabash operating
brakeman car with components in envelope and 3424-100 box, and 3520 EMD operating generator car with components.
Trains look C7.  Boxes look C7-9.
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854 Matchbox Major Pack M-9 Inter State Double Freighter, Hendrickson Relay tractor with two Cooper-Jarrett International
trailer vans with center bogie wheels.  Tractor and trailers retain 95%-98% original paint.  Wheels all look perfect.  Trailers
look C8+ (slight loss of silver sheen) and tractor looks C8-9.  Box has some minor nicks and dings, original price sticker,
C8.

855 Postwar Lionel O gauge A.T.S.F. operating barrel cars, workers, barrels, 362-78 boxes and an instructions sheet, nice lot.
3562-1, 3562-25, 3562-50, and two 3562-75.  Trains should clean to look C6-7 area.  -25 box looks C8-9, -50 OB looks
C7.  Two 362-78 OB with barrels C7-8,  eleven loose barrels, and Form No. 3562-54 6-54 instructions sheet included.  One
repro worker also included.

856 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2245P and 2245C MKT Missouri-Kansas-Texas, The Texas Special diesel F3 A-B units, original
porthole lens, clean battery compartment, C6+.  A unit interestingly has the earlier more conical porthole lens on one side
and the later flatter style on the other side, again all lens are original postwar, just interesting oddity.

857 Postwar Lionel O gauge 3512 operating Fireman and ladder car with silver ladder variation, no missing nozzles.  Car has a
missing side ladder hanger nib, otherwise looks C6++.  Two black side ladders.  Box has missing interior flaps, tape
residue, etc.

858 Postwar Lionel O gauge 216 Burlington Alco diesel A unit, some light surface rust starting to form on underside of frame.
Train should otherwise clean and polish to look C6-7.

859 Prewar Lionel O gauge 238E Pennsylvania streamline steam locomotive with 265W whistle tender, both in gun metal gray.
Tender has dinged top corner and very light surface rust starting in some places C6.  Loco should clean and polish C6-7
area.  Two lead truck wheels on loco have casting fatigue.

860 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2460 operating work crane and 6420 Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western operating searchlight
wrecking car in original boxes.  2460 has very small chip to lower edge of cab right below a door and 6420 has a tiny nick
to a toolbox, trains otherwise look C6-7.  Boxes have missing flaps and wear.

861 Postwar Lionel O gauge 205P and 205T Missouri Pacific twin diesel Alco A units with nose supports.  Chassis have some
very light surface rust starting to form, shells should clean and polish C6-7.

862 Postwar Lionel O gauge 213P, 213T, and 216P Minneapolis and St. Louis diesel Alco A units.  213P has tight crack in
pilot and 216P has very nice glue repair to pilot.  Trains should otherwise clean and polish C7-8.

863 Postwar Lionel O gauge 231P, 2041P, and 2041T Rock Island diesel Alco A units, trains should clean and polish C7-8.

864 Postwar Lionel O gauge 229P and 229C Minneapolis and St. Louis Alco diesel A-B units in original boxes with
instructions sheet, Burgess size C battery and oil tube in sealed cello bag.   Power unit shows lines on drive wheels,
probable test run but rollers and front wheels show no lines.  B unit looks unrun.  Trains look beautiful low C8 to middle
C8, and should clean and polish to look slightly better.  C box is rippled/warped with a little staining, very solid and no
missing flaps.  P box is a Brick C9-10 with very nicely razor cut tape on one end only.    Instructions sheet 229-7 3-62,
crispy C9-10.  Burgess size C battery, dare I say C9-10, incredible for a 50 year old battery!  Perfect droplet tube of oil,
undamaged, none leaked in sealed cellophane bag, C9-10.

865 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6827 P&H Harnischfeger power shovel on flatcar and 6828 P&H Harnischfeger mobile
construction crane on flatcar.  Flats are dusty but should clean to look unrun C9-10 with original load restraints.  No
outriggers for crane, four metal wire cable riggings for crane, and hook on original string for crane.  Crane and shovel are
dusty but should clean to look C9-10.  No apparent cracks or repairs to crane or shovel pivot points.  Super nice lot with
just a simple cleaning.

866 Postwar Lionel O gauge 226P and 226C Boston and Maine Alco diesel A-B units with 6017-100 Boston and Maine
caboose.  Locos look C7 area.  Caboose has light surface rust on an axle, otherwise unrun C9-10.
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867 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1964-66 773 Hudson 4-6-4 steam locomotive with a 1950 2426W Lionel Lines whistle tender.
Trains have touchups, trains look C7++ and with a little polishing will look slightly better.

868 Postwar Lionel O gauge motorized units.  Two blue lettered 60 trolleys with an instructions sheet, one is two piece
bumpers, and other is one piece bumper.  3360 operating Burro crane with typical hairline at screw.  3927 track cleaning
car with instructions sheet and two 2-piece fluid bottles.  Trains should clean better C7 range.  Two 60 OBs, one with
insert, and 3927 OB with insert.  One 60 OB is tape repaired and missing flaps.  Others look C7-8.

869 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6025 Gulf tank, 6162-60 Alaska gondola, 6636 Alaska hopper (chipped top edge), and 6027
Alaska cupola caboose, O/W C7.

870 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1862 General steam locomotive and 1862T tender Western and Atlantic Railroad tender with 3370
Sheriff and Outlaw car, 1877 flatcar w/horses and fence sections, 1865 passenger coach, and 1866 U.S. Mail baggage
(missing a handrail).  Trains otherwise look C6 area.

871 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6800 flatcar with Bonanza Beechcraft airplane, one with yellow over black and other with black
over yellow aircraft's.   Trains should clean to look C7-8.   One flat is left hand number and other is right hand number
variants.  One box is missing an inner coupler protection flap.  Boxes otherwise look C7+, low C8 area.  One insert
included.

872 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1862 General steam loco, 1862T Western and Atlantic tender, 1877 flatcar with horses and fence
sections (one repro white horse), 3370 animated Sheriff and Outlaw car, 1865 W&ARR coach, two 1866 US Mail baggage
cars.  Loco has loose/broken stanchions, passenger cars have chipped/nicked corners, missing handrails, touch ups, etc.
These trains look C6 area.  Tender, 1877, and 3370 look more C7-8.

873 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6017-100 Boston and Maine dark blue/purple cupola caboose, C7+.

874 Postwar Lionel O gauge 1872 General steam locomotive and 1872T Western and Atlantic Railroad tender with 1877
flatcar with horses and fence sections, two 1875W W&ARR coaches with whistle, and two 1876 U.S. Mail baggage cars.
One 1875W is missing both brake wheels and half a handrail, one 1876 has a chipped/nick roof corner.  Trains should
clean C6-7.

875 Postwar Lionel O gauge 352 icing stations with 6352 PFE reefer, one is brown substructure and other is red substructure
variations.  Red station has very light surface rust starting on underside and small spot of older tape residue that will be
easily removed, O/W C7 area.  Brown station looks C8 area.  Both cars are 4 line data, C7 area.  Two 90 controllers and
eleven original postwar ice cubes/blocks included.

876 Prewar Lionel O gauge Union Pacific City of Denver streamline diesel articulated passenger 4 unit train.  636W powered
unit, two 637 coaches, and a 638 observation.  Trains have surface rust on some wheels, and a little on some car bodies.
Locomotive has good castings with no fatigue or warping.  Trains should clean C6 range.  Three prewar partial boxes with
no identification/numbers included as well as a powered unit box that has no identification/numbers in C7-8 shape.

877 Postwar Lionel O gauge 736 Berkshire steam locomotive with 2671WX whistle tender in original boxes with inserts.  Loco
and tender have had some decals applied, very small amount of touch up/repainting, loco has a repair to cab corner.  Trains
look C6 area.    Tender box looks C6-7, loco box looks C8++.

878 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories in original boxes with some inserts.  145 automatic gateman with insert and
complete components envelope.  Two 445 operating switch towers with one insert, two instructions sheets, and two 145C
contactors.  145 looks C6+, one 445 looks better C7 area, and other 445 should clean to look C8 area.  Boxes look C9-10.

879 Postwar Lionel O gauge 6807 flatcar with military unit in original box with original load restraint.  Flatcar looks C6+ and
DUKW load looks C7.  Box has detached interior flap, detached end flap, and tear in a front panel, both coupler protection
flaps are attached and full.  Box is still quite square and solid.
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880 Postwar Lionel O gauge passenger cars, 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham Pullman, and 2423 Hillside observation
in original boxes.  Cars look better C7-8.  2423 box is missing an end flap, otherwise very square and solid.  2421 and 2422
boxes look C7-8.

881 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories in original boxes; 132 illuminated station with components envelope,
instructions sheet, two CTC Lockons, and one insert; 156 illuminated station platform with inspection slip and insert; 395
floodlight tower.  156 looks clean and shiny C7 area, 132 looks C8+, and 395 has slightest surface rust starting on light
assembly, O/W C9-10.  156 OB has tears to an end flap with tape repair, rest of box looks C8-9; 395 OB looks C7; and 132
is OPS box with light staining, C9 area in shape, looks C8.

882 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2344P, 2344C, and 2344T New York Central F3 A-B-A diesel locomotives in original boxes with
inserts.  Powered unit and B unit are yellow mold, dummy A is black mold.  Loco should clean and polish to look C7-8,
but might have splotchy finishes.  C and T boxes have light wear at flaps and P box has old masking tape and residue,
otherwise boxes are very square and solid.  Locos have missing, replaced, and original porthole lens.  Clean battery
compartment.

883 Postwar Lionel O gauge Santa Fe F3 diesel A-B-A units in original boxes with inserts.  A units have silver/nickel pilot
skirts and clean battery compartment.  Trains should clean C6 area with missing porthole lens.  Boxes have some missing
inner flaps, minor punctures, etc.  Boxes are otherwise fairly square and solid.

884 Postwar Lionel O gauge operating accessories in original boxes with inserts and components.  Two 450 signal bridges and
a 452 gantry signal bridge.  450s look C7-9.  452 has some whitish residue, easily wiped off, O/W C9-10.  One 450 box
has a small  tear to end flap and minor punctures, C7.  Other 450 box looks C8.   and 452 OB looks C7 with loose cello.

885 Postwar Lionel O gauge aluminum passenger cars with matching round head rivets.  2531 Silver Dawn observation, 2532
Silver Range Astra-Dome, 2533 Silver Cloud, and 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman cars.  Trains are clean C6 with clean chassis.
2531 box is missing flaps and box material, 2532 missing flaps but very square and solid, 2533 looks C8-9, and 2534 has
small tears to end flaps but otherwise very square and solid.  All boxes have inserts.

886 Postwar Lionel O gauge freight cars in original boxes.  6462 NYC red gondola, 6446 N&W cement car, 3464 NYC
operating boxcar, 6472 reefer, 3520 operating searchlight car, and 6457 caboose.  Trains should clean C6-7.  Boxes have a
couple missing flaps, minor tears, light wear, otherwise pretty square and solid.

887 Prewar Lionel O gauge 156 illuminated platform stations, one is vermillion with blackened roof nuts an slightly lighter
green base and other has red roof, nickel roof nuts, and slightly darker base.  Both have gray painted uprights.  Red roof
platform has a fence section with a few missing tips and a broken upright.  Vermillion station looks nice clean and shiny
C6.  Other looks C6 area but is sold as is with no returns.

888 Postwar Lionel O gauge 2671WX Lionel Lines twelve wheel long streamline whistle tender in original box, C6-7.  Box
looks 7-8.  Power was applied to tender and it instantly and strongly sounded.


